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We Go Where The Wind Blows
Aren’t you glad your boat is in California?

Grand Marina: one of the best protected marinas in the San Francisco Bay. Come check us out.

• Prime deep water concrete slips in a variety of sizes
• Great Estuary location at the heart of the beautiful Alameda Island
• Complete bathroom and shower facility, heated and tiled
• FREE pump out station open 24/7
• Full Service Marine Center and haul out facility
• Free parking
• Free WiFi on site!
And much more…
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Play Your Cards Right!

Last season brought successes in spades to Pineapple powered boats. Racers and cruisers alike found that dealing with Pineapple Sails brings results: sails that perform and endure.

This season offers new opportunities for mastering the many techniques of sailing. New Pineapple sails and the advice and service that go with them stack the deck in your favor.

Don't gamble. Give us a call today.

YOUR DEALER FOR: Musto foul weather gear, Dubarry footwear and Headfoil 2

Sails in need of repair may be dropped off at West Marine in Oakland, Alameda, or Richmond.

PINEAPPLE SAILS
Phone (510) 522-2200
Fax (510) 522-7700
www.pineapplesails.com
2526 Blanding Ave., Alameda, California 94501

*Powered by Pineapples
Latitude 38

"a fresh approach from people you can trust"

In Northern California call
JOAN BURLEIGH
(800) 690-7770

In Southern California call
JEFF LONG
MARGE BROOKSHIRE
(888) 883-8634

www.tridentfunding.com
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Latin 38 welcomes editorial contributions in the form of stories, anecdotes, photographs — anything but poems, please: we gotta draw the line somewhere. Articles with the best chance at publication must 1) pertain to a West Coast or universal sailing audience, 2) be accompanied by a variety of pertinent, in-focus digital images (preferable) or color or black and white prints with identification of all boats, situations and people therein; and 3) be legible. These days, we prefer to receive both text and photos electronically, but if you send by mail, anything you want back must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Submissions not accompanied by an SASE will not be returned. We also advise that you not send original photographs or negatives unless we specifically request them; copies will work just fine. Notification time varies with our workload, but generally runs four to six weeks. Please don’t contact us before then by phone or mail. Send all submissions to editorial@latitude38.com, or mail to Latitude 38 editorial department, 15 Locust Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941. For more specific information, request writers’ guidelines from the above address or see www.latitude38.com/writers.html.
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Photo: Piko and Di’s Dream battle it out under blue skies during last month’s Banderas Bay Blast.

Copyright 2011 Latitude 38 Publishing Co., Inc.
Sail out of this sale with the boat of your dreams!

Order before February 1, 2011, to get these incredible savings on select Beneteau models.

A limited number of boats are being offered at these prices – they won’t last long.

**GREAT LOAN RATE!**

In addition to these savings, we have a Beneteau exclusive interest rate of 4.75% for 20 years!

Here’s a sample of savings on select models:

- $21,000 on a NEW Beneteau 37
- $30,000 on a NEW Beneteau First 36.7
- $26,000 on a NEW Beneteau 43
- $18,000 on a NEW Beneteau 34

**BROKERAGE**

This Month’s Featured Boats

- **Beneteau 411** 1999 $135,000
- **40’ Island Packet** 1998 $225,000
- **35’ Dehler CWS** 1996 $82,000
- **34’ Aloha Sloop** 1996 $49,500

**SAIL**

- 50’ Hollman 1989 $169,950
- 47’ Beneteau 473 3-cabin 2006 $329,000
- 46’ Amel Maramu 1985 $124,000
- 45’ Beneteau 455s 1991 $119,900
- 42’ Beneteau 423 2005 $199,500
- 42’ Cascade 1971 $47,500
- 41’ Beneteau 411 1999 $135,000
- 41’ Tartan 4100 1996 $224,500
- 40’ Island Packet 1998 $225,000
- 40’ Hardin Seawolf ketch 1970 70,000
- 39’ Carroll CM 1200 1995 59,500
- 38’ Island Packet 380 1999 $239,000
- 38’ Tartan 3800 1995 $129,000
- 37’ Tartan 3700 2006 $239,000
- 37’ C&C 37 1985 $57,900
- 37’ Pacific Seacraft 1984 $129,000
- 37’ Tartan 3700 2006 $239,000
- 36’ Beneteau 361 2002 $109,500
- 36’ Beneteau 361 2000 $114,000
- 36’ Cape Dory ketch 1984 $89,900
- 36’ CS sloop 1988 $62,500
- 36’ Island Packet 350 1999 $169,000
- 35’ Dehler CWS 1996 $82,000
- 35’ C&C 35 Mk III 1983 $49,900
- 35’ J/105 1999 $94,000
- 34’ Aloha sloop 1984 $49,500
- 32’ Island Packet 1990 $88,000
- 32’ J/32 1997 $87,500
- 31’ Beneteau First 310 1993 $44,900
- 30’ Juno, classic wood 1960 $38,000
- 28’ Islander Bahama 1981 $18,500

**POWER**

- 42’ Californian aft cabin 1987 $119,950
- 38’ PC True North 2007 $369,000
- 34’ Sea Ray 340, trade-in 2006 $134,900

**BENETEAU**

Cruising:  31   34   37   40   43   46   50   54   58
First Series:  30  35  36.7  40  45  50

**ISLAND PACKET**

Estero 36  37  SP Cruiser 41  460  465  485

**ALERION EXPRESS**

28  33  38
New Alerion Sport 33

**PASSAGE YACHTS**

1220 Brickyard Cove Rd
Pt. Richmond, CA
p: 510-236-2633
f: 510-234-0118

1070 Marina Village Pkwy #101
Alameda, CA
p: 510-864-3000
f: 510-337-0565

www.passageyachts.com
Note: FPO/APO (military), Canada, Mexico, and subscriptions going to a correctional facility are first class only. Sorry, no foreign subscriptions.

Name
Address
City State Zip
Phone: (_____ ) Email: ________________________________

Phone: (____) 814-0400 Fax (____) 814-8765

2099 Grand Street, Alameda, CA 94501
www.bayislandyachts.com
yachtsales@bayislandyachts.com

PDQ 36
1991, $139,500

TAYANA 48 DS
2003, $429,000

FORMOSA 51
1979, $75,000

C&C 32
1984, $31,500

NORWEST 33
1979, $35,000

32’ WESTSAIL
1976, $115,000

C&C 41
1984, $73,000

PETERSON 44
1976, $115,000

CATALINA 30
1984, $19,900

SISTERSHIP

We have just been appointed the Northern California Dealer for Island Gypsy, a distinguished line of 32’-42’ trawlers.

In Grand Marina
(510) 814-0400
Fax (510) 814-8765
2099 Grand Street, Alameda, CA 94501
www.bayislandyachts.com
yachtsales@bayislandyachts.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS

q eBooks email list. Free!
See www.latitude38.com to download the entire magazine for free! Our eBooks are in PDF format, easy to use with Adobe Reader, and now also available in Issuu format.
Email: ________________________________

q Enclosed $36 for one year Third Class Postage (Delivery time 2-3 weeks; Postal Service will not forward third class; make address changes with us in writing.)
q Enclosed $55 for one year First Class Postage (Delivery time 2-3 days.)
q Third Class Renewal  q First Class Renewal (current subs. only)
q Gift Subscription Card to read from: ________________________________
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CREDIT CARD INFORMATION
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INDIVIDUAL ISSUE ORDERS
Current issue = $6.00  q With classy ad placed = $5.00
Back Issues = $7.00 (must indicate exact issue by month or vol. #)

DISTRIBUTION
q We have a marine-oriented business/yacht club in California which will distribute copies of Latitude 38.
Please fill out your name and address and mail it to the address below. Distribution will be supplied upon approval.
q Please send me further information for distribution outside California
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City State Zip
Phone: (_____ ) Email: ________________________________
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Adobe Reader, and now also available in Issuu format.
See www.latitude38.com to download the entire magazine for free! Our eBooks are in PDF format, easy to use with Adobe Reader, and now also available in Issuu format.
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Exclusive Dealer for Jeanneau, Hunter and Caliber Yachts

PRECRUISED SPECIALS

Visit CruisingYachts.net for more listings.

- 2006 JEANNEAU 54DS $549,000
- 2009 JEANNEAU 50DS $397,000
- 2005 JEANNEAU 45 $249,000
- 1997 CATALINA 42 $128,500
- 2007 BENETEAU 423 $196,450
- 2008 BENETEAU 40 $189,000
- 1986 HUNTER 40 $59,000
- 1984 HUNTER 34 $37,500
- 1995 HUNTER 33.6 $57,900
- 2003 HUNTER 326 $59,900

WINE, CHEESE, CHOCOLATE & YACHTS

Join Jim Tull, John Kouny, and Lisa Chapin 11am - 4pm on Saturday, January 22, 2011 for the Grand Opening of our new Sausalito office. Come view our 2011 Hunters and Jeanneaus.

WE’RE SETTING RECORDS! California’s largest used sailboat broker for 2010 based on actual sales results. Let us help you sell your boat.

San Diego (619) 681-0633
Newport Beach (949) 650-7245
Oxnard (805) 791-2082
Marina del Rey (310) 822-9400
Alameda (510) 521-1327
Sausalito (415) 332-3181

www.CruisingYachts.net
American Craftsmanship Is Alive And Well In Alameda.

Some people say that good old American craftsmanship has been lost forever in the shadow of globalization.

We at Bay Ship & Yacht disagree. As an American manufacturer of hand-crafted custom boats, we believe that this is still a country where people with pride make beautiful things. That’s what we do every day, right here at Bay Ship & Yacht in Alameda.
Since the early seventies, Bay Ship & Yacht has been in the business of boatbuilding as an art form. We have, for over 30 years, built boats in wood, composite, steel or aluminum, from 8’ to 120’, including row boats, fishing boats, sailing yachts, high-speed and low-speed power yachts, commercial vessels and historic sailing ships – all custom, all unique and all built to the exacting standards of the boatbuilder’s craft.

Over the years, we have developed a reputation for precision blending of fine craftsmanship with high-tech manufacturing techniques, and the use of materials such as cold/molded wood and epoxy composites. The result is a unique blend of form and function in a custom boat that was not possible before.

For the adventure of your life, consider the building, commissioning and operation of a custom yacht designed and built to your own requirements. If you are unmoved by ordinary boat show offerings, if you yearn for extraordinary style and performance that sets you apart from the marina clones, if your fantasy is to own a boat of stunning appearance and outstanding performance, give us a call. We’ll build you a custom dream boat that is a copy of nothing else – just like you.

BAY SHIP & YACHT CO.

2900 Main Street #2100, Alameda, CA 94501
Call Bill Elliott (510) 337-9122
www.bay-ship.com
**Yachtfinders/Windseekers**

in the heart of San Diego’s boating community

---

50’ FARR, ‘87 $384,900
Imagine has been circumnavigated, impeccably maintained, and constantly upgraded by her fastidious owners. At our docks.

56’ FORMOSA CC, ‘81 $399,000
Sturdy, reliable long-range cruiser or luxurious live aboard available for viewing at our San Diego sales docks. Thorough 2005 refit.

50’ OPEN 50, ’04 $850,000
She holds the doublehanded records for the Transpac and Pacific Cup, plus the record for the fastest elapsed time under 50’ in both.

47’ KETTENBURG M/S, ’58 $69,000
She has since been fully restored and refurbished with some modern amenities, and now provides the best of both eras.

44’ ISLANDER I-44, ’74 $106,000
A very clean and tidy Catalina 320 that shows as near as new. If one of these is on your wish list, you owe it to yourself to see this boat.

43’ HUNTER LEGEND, ’91 $89,000
Hard-to-find Hunter Legend 43 that features a cockpit with comfortable seating, wide, sure-footed decks, and a classically clean look.

36’ CATALINA MKII, ’97 $84,900
Mark II model with a sleeker hull, improved cockpit and deck layouts, upgraded interior and the living space of a 40-footer.

33’ HUNTER, ’06 $89,500
Good performance without sacrificing an inch of interior space makes for the ideal mid-size cruiser. Entertainment-ready cockpit.

32’ CATALINA 320, ’04 $106,000
A very clean and tidy Catalina 320 that shows as near as new. If one of these is on your wish list, you owe it to yourself to see this boat.

30’ LM PILOTHOUSE, ’84 $49,500
She needs to be seen to be appreciated. This Danish-designed double-ender was built to endure the rigors of the North Sea.

2330 Shelter Island Dr. # 207, San Diego, CA 92106
info@yachtfinders.biz
(619) 224-2349
Toll Free (866) 341-6189

---

**CLASSIC CANVAS**

**STARBUCK CANVAS WORKS**

415•332•2509
67 Liberty Ship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965

"The chief mate of the Pequod was Starbuck, though born on an icy coast, seemed well adapted to endure hot latitudes...He was by no means ill-looking; quite the contrary. His pure tight skin was an excellent fit; and closely wrapped up in it. Starbuck seemed prepared to endure for long ages to come, and to endure always, as now; for be it Polar snow or torrid sun, like a patent chronometer, his interior vitality was warranted to do well in all climates."

— Herman Melville, *Moby Dick*, Chapter XXVI

---

**FULL SERVICE MOBILE RIGGING**

Competitive Rates • 17 years experience
Firm labor quotes on most projects

Call John Hansen
(510) 815-4420

**Pacific RIGGING**

**Alameda**
yachtchck@yahoo.com
## Yachts and the City

San Francisco's yacht broker since 1969 ~ celebrating our 40th year!

10 MARINA BL. • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123 • Toll Free: 877-444-5091 • 415-567-8880
FAX (415) 567-6725 • email: sales@citysf.com • website: www.citysf.com

**For details, see our ad on p. 160**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yacht</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45' Spaulding Sloop</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46' Moody</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneteau 370</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>$79,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneteau 33</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinterhoeller 26C</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28' Blackfin</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$29,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carver 30</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$59,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newport 30 MkIII</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>$23,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islander Freeport 36</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33' Hunter Sloop</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>$29,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46' Moody</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islander Freeport 36</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30' Cape Dory</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>$32,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46' Moody</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Happy New Year from City Yachts**

**PLEASE VISIT OUR FUEL DOCK AT GASHOUSE COVE MARINA • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 9AM TO 5PM**
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Order your Ranger Tug from Farallone Yachts now.

You’ve seen them at the boat shows. You’ve read the industry accolades. Isn’t it time for your Ranger tug? Cruising comfort, fuel efficiency, performance under power – all standard along with Yanmar engines, bow and stern thrusters, and Garmin touchscreen Nav systems. And all four models – R21-EC, R25-SC, R27 and R29 – are trailerable.

Come to Farallone Yacht Sales and let’s create the tug you’ve admired for so long. Or check out our quality, pre-owned tugs, traded in by happy owners trading up.

Now is the time to buy. We’re the exclusive California dealer for Ranger Trailerable Tugs, a family-owned company designing and building quality boats in the U.S. since 1958.

Open Boat Weekend
January 8-9

NINE TUGS DELIVERED FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
THREE TO BE DELIVERED IN JANUARY! ORDER YOURS TODAY!

New Ranger Tugs in Stock (base price)
Ranger 25 Tug, 2011 ........................................ $229,937
Ranger 27 Tug, 2011 ....................NEW MODEL!........ 159,937
Ranger 25-SC Tug, 2010 ................NEW MODEL!......... 129,937
Ranger 21-EC Tug, 2011 ...............NEW MODEL!......... 49,937

Preowned Ranger Tugs at Our Docks
Ranger 25 Tug, 2010 ........................................... 139,950
Ranger 25 Tug, 2009 ........................................... 125,900
Ranger 25 Tug, 2008 ........................................... 110,000

Non-Race

Jan. 1 — Make it your New Year’s resolution to sail every day in 2011.

Jan. 1 — “Round the Island circumnavigation of Alameda. Starts at Island YC, then on to Aeolian and Ballena Bay YCs, finishing at Encinal YC. Info, IslandYCEvents@yahoo.com.


Jan. 4-Mar. 1 — America’s Boating Course by San Luis Rey Sail & Power Squadron at Oceanside YC, 6:30-9 p.m. $65 materials fee. Info, www.usps.org/localusps/slr.

Jan. 5, 1922 — Seven years after surviving a 15-day open boat journey in the Southern Ocean to save his Endurance crew, Sir Ernest Shackleton died at South Georgia Island.

Jan. 5 — Club Nautique’s Winter Wednesdays Seminar Series continues with ‘Don’t Get Hit by a Supertanker’ by instructor Peter Leib at Club Nautique in Sausalito, 6-8 p.m. Seminars run at the same time at alternating locations (A=Alameda, S=Sausalito) and are free. 1/19: From a Newbie to New Zealand in Six Years’ by members Allan and Rina Alexopoulos (A); 2/2: ‘Chartering to Catalina’ by Rod Witel (S); 2/16: ‘Singlehanded Sailing in the TransPac’ by instructor and SHTP vet Max Crittenden (A); 3/2: ‘Heavy Weather Preparation Devices & Skills’ by Arnie Mustad (A); 3/16: ‘Understanding San Francisco Tides & Currents’ by Kame Richards (A); 3/30: ‘Cruise Planning for North of the San Rafael Bridge’ by owners Don Durant and Dave Moore (S). Info, (510) 865-4700 or www.clubnautique.net.

Jan. 5-26 — Wednesday Yachting Luncheon Series at St. Francis YC, 12-2 p.m., $13.50. Enjoy lunch and a dynamic speaker every Wednesday. All YCs’ members welcome. More info under the ‘Events’ tab at www.stfyc.com.

Jan. 6 — Open House at Bow Yoga Studio in San Rafael, home to the Sailing Speaker Series with Yoga for Women, 5:30 p.m. Info, (510) 333-8846 or www.bowyoga.com.

Jan. 9-9 — America’s Boating Course by Carquinez Sail & Power Squadron at Vallejo YC, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. $40. Info, www.carquinez.org/public_courses.html or (707) 55-BOATS.

Jan. 12 — Ullman Sails Seminar Series continues with ‘Town Hall - Ask the Pros’ at Santa Ana loft, 7 p.m. Info, (510) 233-1064.

Jan. 12 — Single sailors of all skill levels are invited to the Single Sailors Association monthly meeting at Ballena Bay YC, 7:30 p.m. Info, www.singlesailors.org or (510) 233-1064.


Jan. 19 — How at the full moon on a Wednesday night.

Jan. 21-30 — Seattle Boat Show Indoors & Afloat at Qwest Field Event Center and Lake Union’s Chandler’s Cove. The largest boat show on the West Coast. Visit www.seattleboatshow.com for more info.

Jan. 25, 1878 — The clipper ship King Philip dragged anchor just outside San Francisco and was wrecked off Ocean Beach. Her remains, which are rarely visible, were last spotted in November 2010.

And the winner is... **Catalina.** For the third year in a row.

The new **Catalina 355** has just been honored as the 2011 Best Mid-Sized Cruiser and 2011 Domestic Boat of the Year, joining the award-winning 445 and 375 and bringing to 11 the number of awards Catalina has received for its designs. No other sailboat manufacturer has ever achieved this distinction.

Come see these beautiful Boats of the Year and a whole fleet of other great sailboats at Farallone Yacht Sales, the exclusive Bay Area dealer for Catalina Sailing Yachts, and the largest brokerage of quality pre-owned sailing yachts on the West Coast.

**New Catalina Yachts in Stock**
- Catalina 445, 2010
- Catalina 375, 2010
- Catalina 355, 2011 ARRIVING SOON!

**Preowned Catalina Yachts at Our Docks**
- Catalina 440, 2005..........................$250,000
- Catalina 42 MkII, 1996......................149,900
- Catalina 42, 1993..........................124,500
- Catalina 400, 2004.........................209,900
- Catalina 36 MkII, 2005....................129,000
- Catalina 36 MkII, 2004....................126,000

**Preowned Sailing Yachts at Our Docks**
- Catalina 36 MkII, 1999..........................93,750
- Catalina 36, 1987..........................49,000
- Catalina 350 MkII, 2004..................125,663
- Catalina 34, 2004..........................109,500
- Catalina 34, 1988..........................49,900
- Catalina 320, 2000..........................74,900
- Catalina 310, 2007..........................94,500

**Preowned Ranger Tugs at Our Docks**
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2010..........................139,500
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2009..........................125,900
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2008..........................95,000

**Preowned Power Yachts**
- Chaparral Signature 310, 2005...JUST ARRIVED!...95,900

**New Ranger Tugs in Stock (base price)**
- Ranger 29 Tug, 2011........................$229,937
- Ranger 27 Tug, 2011......................NEW MODEL!...159,937
- Ranger 25-SC Tug, 2010..................NEW MODEL!...129,937
- Ranger 21-EC Tug, 2011..........................49,937
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- Catalina 36, 1987..........................49,000
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- Ranger 25 Tug, 2009..........................125,900
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**Preowned Power Yachts**
- Chaparral Signature 310, 2005...JUST ARRIVED!...95,900

**New Ranger Tugs in Stock (base price)**
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- Ranger 25-SC Tug, 2010..................NEW MODEL!...129,937
- Ranger 21-EC Tug, 2011..........................49,937

**Preowned Ranger Tugs at Our Docks**
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2010..........................139,500
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2009..........................125,900
- Ranger 25 Tug, 2008..........................95,000

**Preowned Power Yachts**
- Chaparral Signature 310, 2005...JUST ARRIVED!...95,900

Boats are selling! List with us! 17 boats sold since November!

1070 Marina Village Pkwy
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 523-6730

2801 West Coast Hwy
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(949) 610-7190

From San Diego, CA
Call
(619) 523-6730
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Making boating easier – and more fun! – is what Oyster Cove is all about.
That’s why we rate number one with many Bay Area boaters. Oyster Cove is an exclusive yet reasonable facility of 219 berths, accommodating pleasurecraft in slips up to 60-ft long.

Oyster Cove is the private Peninsula marina closest to Blue Water boating.
No other private Peninsula marina is better situated or offers nicer, fresher surroundings.

- Berths 30 feet to 60 feet
- Laundry Room
- Double Finger Concrete Slips
- Nightly Security Patrol
- Five Minutes from SFO
- Complimentary Ice
- Heated Dressing Rooms & Showers
- End Ties Available at $5.95/ft!

OYSTER COVE MARINA
385 OYSTER POINT BOULEVARD #8A
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
(650) 952 - 5540
www.oystercovemarina.net

Recently Dredged!

CAL ENDAR

bigbayboatshow.com.

Jan 29 — About Boating Safely class by USCGA Flotilla 12-1 at Encinal YC, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $35 materials fee. Info, nancy@windwave.com or (510) 601-6239.

Jan. 29 & 30 — Baja Ha-Ha Assistant Poobah ‘Banjo Andy’ Turpin will present Ha-Ha and Pacific Puddle Jump seminars back-to-back on both days at the Seattle Boat Show. See www.seattleboatshow.com for times.

January, 1980 — It Was Thirty Years Ago from the Latitude Interview with Bernard Moitessier by Frank DiMarco:

38: One of the stories that goes around is that you were well on your way to winning a very famous around-the-world race and for some reason turned around and went the other way.

Moitessier: When I turned around, I sent a message on my slingshot. I used to have pieces of lead and when I wanted to send a message to be coded, I would try to attract ships with a signal mirror, then I would slingshot the message. In this case, the cable was addressed to the Sunday Times, the sponsor of the race. The message I sent was, “I am continuing throughout the Pacific because I am happy at sea and also to save my soul.” That’s all that was on the message. I just didn’t feel like going back, going back into all that shit. Publicity, media, you know. When they want to make you some kind of hero, they drive you just crazy.

Their way of thinking is wrong to me. It’s no good trying to make a hero of somebody because it’s too easy. And that’s what would have happened to me. I knew that very few boats would succeed in rounding those three capes without something that would make them have to stop. There was a journalist asking me, before I left, who I thought would win the race and it made me mad. I told him, “Any guy who will have gone around those three capes will be a winner anyway, even if seven of us arrive, or even two or three. So don’t talk about it.” There are different rules of the game when you go on such a trip. That’s the fight against the ‘dragon’.


Mar. 9 — Free-in-the-water liferaft training class by Sal’s Inflatables, 3-5 p.m. at Golden Gate YC, just before the Crew List Party. Reservations and Info, (510) 522-1824.

Mar. 9 — Latitude 38’s Spring Crew List Party at Golden Gate YC, 6-9 p.m. It’s early in the season so you can set up your crew sooner. $5 for anyone 25 and under (with ID)! Only $7 for the rest of us. See www.latitude38.com for details.

Racing


Jan. 1 — Brrrr Rabbit. CPYC, regatta@cpyc.com.


We Sell More Boats
Than Any Other Broker in Mexico
List Your Boat With Us
Four Offices to Serve You

• Mazatlan
  Ray Watson & Jeannette Sarrasin
  Toll Free US/Canada
  1(888) 716.7430
  Ph/Fax: 011 52 (669) 913.3165
  Email: Mazmarine@aol.com

• La Paz
  Mike Rickman & Shelly R Ward
  Toll Free US/Canada
  1(877) 245.9689
  Ph/Fax 011 52 (612) 123.1948
  Email: LaPazYachts@aol.com

• Puerto Vallarta
  Clive & Theresa Sands
  Toll Free US/Canada
  1(866) 573.1303
  Ph/Fax 011 52 (322) 297.4639
  Email: PVYachtSales@aol.com

• San Carlos
  Don Brame & Denny Grover & Will
  Local (622) 226.0037
  Email: Sancarlosyachtsales@gmail.com

Check out all listings at
www.mazmarine.com

San Carlos Yachts located at Marina San Carlos Locale 3
Ph/Fax 011 52 (622) 226.0037, Toll Free US/Canada 1(866) 208.0263
CALENDAR

thecup.com.

Jan. 29 — Three Bridge Fiasco, one of the oddest and most entertaining races ever invented, and the first SSS event of the season. Info, www.sfbaysss.org.


Midwinter Regattas


CAL SAILING CLUB — Year-round Sunday morning dinghy races, intrachub only, typically in Laser Bahias and JY15s. Email Gary and Alistair at racing@cal-sailing.org.


OAKLAND YC — Sunday Bunch Series: 1/2, 1/16, 2/6, 2/20, 3/6. John, (510) 366-1476 or j_tuma@comcast.net.

REGATTAPRO — Winter One Design: 1/8, 2/12. Jeff, (415) 595-8364 or jzarwell@regattapro.com.

RICHMOND YC — Small Boat Midwinters: 1/2, 2/6, 3/6. Opti Midwinters: 1/1, 2/5, 3/5. Tony, (925) 200-4441 or amcastruccio@sbcglobal.net.


SAUSA LIT O YC — Sunday Midwinters: 1/2, 2/6, 3/6. John Mount, race@susalitoyachtclub.org.


TIBURON YC — Midwinters: 1/2, 2/12, 3/12. Ian Matthew, ian.matthew@comcast.net or (415) 883-6339.


Mexico and Beyond

Feb. 1-6 — 10th Annual Zihua Sail Fest in Zihuatanejo, Mexico. Five days of parties, contests, potlucks, races, BBQs, auctions and chill cook-offs are what attracted more than 30 boats to last year’s event, but the real payoff was raising money for local schools. These indigenous kids, many of whom are or phaned, can’t attend Mexican schools until they learn to speak Spanish. Last year about $45,000 was raised thanks in large part to matching funds raised by the Bellack Foundation and Pete Boyce, and a $20,000 grant from Rotary International. To join in the fun and help some needy kids — even if you can’t make it to the parties — go to www.zihuasailfest.com.

Feb. 4 — Pacific Puddle Jump Kick-Off Party at Vallarta YC in Nuevo Vallarta from 2-5 p.m. Latitude 38, Paradise Marina
### ALAMEDA

**1070 Marina Village Pkwy #108**  
Alameda, CA 94501  
(510) 523-8500  
FAX (510) 522-0641

*YOUR PERFORMANCE YACHT SPECIALISTS*

"The Fastest Sailboat Listings in the West!"

- **Reduced $560,000**  
  - **$169,000**  
  - **SOLD**  
  - **$69,000**  
  - **$75,000**

- **Reduced $429,000**  
  - **$429,000**  
  - **$109,000**  
  - **$119,000**  
  - **$499,000**  
  - **$125,000**  
  - **$289,000**

- **35’ J/160, 2000, Novakane**  
  - **Selling world Boat of the Year.**  
  - **Reduced to $560,000**

- **Santa Cruz 52, 1998, Hula**  
  - **Deep draft for cruising, buoy and offshore.**  
  - **This boat has it all. Reduced to $449,000**

- **J/122, TKO**  
  - **Ready to win the Big Boat Series again!**  
  - **Asking $429,000**

### SEATTLE

**SAIL NORTHWEST**  
7001 Seaview Ave. NW #140  
Seattle, WA 98117  
(206) 286-1004

*DEALERS FOR THESE FINE YACHTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>J/105s</strong></th>
<th><strong>40’ Summit, 2008, Soozal</strong></th>
<th><strong>38’ Sabre 386, 2008, Kual</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>We have six from</strong></td>
<td><strong>IRC super boat.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Cruise or race.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$75,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$999,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Asking $289,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>35’ 1D35, ’00, Sweet Sensation</strong></th>
<th><strong>34’ MJM 342, ’03</strong></th>
<th><strong>32’ Catalina 320</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduced to</strong></td>
<td><strong>$334,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reduced to</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$59,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$39,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$61,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **53’ J/160, ’00, Novakane**  
  - **Reduced $560,000**  
  - **$429,000**  
  - **$109,000**

- **Sistership**

- **35’ J/105s**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’95, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #347, Bald Eagle,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #343, Nirvana,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’01, Hull #469, Straker,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520, Sea Room,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’04, Hull #634, Flying Dutchman,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Novakane,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44, Union,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #347, Bald Eagle,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #343, Nirvana,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’01, Hull #469, Straker,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520, Sea Room,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’04, Hull #634, Flying Dutchman,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Novakane,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44, Union,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #347, Bald Eagle,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #343, Nirvana,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’01, Hull #469, Straker,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520, Sea Room,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’04, Hull #634, Flying Dutchman,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Novakane,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44, Union,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #347, Bald Eagle,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #343, Nirvana,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’01, Hull #469, Straker,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520, Sea Room,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’04, Hull #634, Flying Dutchman,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Novakane,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44, Union,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #347, Bald Eagle,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Hull #343, Nirvana,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’01, Hull #469, Straker,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’02, Hull #520, Sea Room,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’04, Hull #634, Flying Dutchman,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’00, Novakane,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’92, Hull #44, Union,**  
  - **35’ J/105, ’99, Live is Good,**  

- **4’ J/105, ’96**  
  - **$209,000**  
  - **$29,900**  
  - **$75,000**

- **47’ Valiant, ’81, Sanchase**  
  - **$125,000**

- **44’ Kerman, Wasabi**  
  - **$429,000**

- **44’ J/44, ’93, Hayman Uptown**  
  - **$285,000**

- **43’ J/130, ’96**  
  - **$209,000**

- **42’ Custom Wylie, Scorpio**  
  - **$169,000**

- **41’ J/124, ’07, Sea Wolf**  
  - **SOLD**

- **40’ J/122, ’07, TKO**  
  - **Reduced $429,000**

- **77’ Andrews, ’03**  
  - **$799,000**

- **53’ J/160, ’00, Novakane**  
  - **Reduced $560,000**

- **52’ Santa Cruz, ’99, Marusa**  
  - **SOLD**

- **52’ TransPac with IRC mods, ’03, Braveheart**  
  - **$499,000**

- **48’ J/145, Hull #3, ’03**  
  - **$675,000**

- **48’ 1D48, ’96, Chaya**  
  - **$125,000**

- **47’ Valiant, ’81, Sanchase**  
  - **$125,000**

*Denotes Seattle Boats*
and the Vallarta YC team up to host the final Mexico get-together for South Pacific-bound cruisers. For details, email andy@latitude38.com or go to www.pacifichuddlejump.com.

**Feb. 12** — Pacific Puddle Jump Kick-Off Party at Balboa YC in Panama City, Panama from 12-4 p.m. Andy ‘Mr. Puddle Jump’ Turpin and officials from French Polynesia will be on hand to answer everyone’s questions and explain the various programs. For details, email andy@latitude38.com or go to www.pacifichuddlejump.com.

**Mar. 8-12** — The 19th Annual Banderas Bay Regatta is five days of ‘friendly racing for cruising boats’. The sailing conditions and the Paradise Marina venue couldn’t be better. Everybody plays it safe because they’re sailing their homes, and the entry is free. It’s the perfect time and place to have family and friends fly down to join you in the tropics. In fact, you’d have to be nuts to miss this one. The regatta is part of the month-long Festival Nautico Vallarta. For details, visit www.banderasbayregatta.com.

**Mar. 12-Apr. 30** — The 2nd Annual Cruisers Rally to El Salvador starts in Mexico and meanders ‘rally style’ to the Bahia del Sol Hotel in El Salvador, where owner Marco Zablah is donating $1,800 in prizes. Info, elsalvadorrally.blogspot.com.

**April 7-10** — La Paz Bay Fest. This will be the fifth year for this descendant of the (in)famous La Paz Race Week. An event for cruisers that includes races, potlucks, cruising seminars and other fun activities for the family. More info on Bay Fest 2011 can be found at www.clubcruceros.org.

**Apr. 29-May 1** — Loreto Fest and Cruisers’ Music Festival. This classic Baja event, started to clean up Puerto Escondido, draws a very large crowd of cruisers and Baja land-travellers for a chili cook-off, dinghy races and other water activities, the Candeleros Classic race, and lots of participant-created music. The goals are to have fun and raise lots of money for Mexican charities in Puerto Escondido and Loreto. Visit www.hiddenportyachtclub.com.

**May 2-7** — The Sea of Cortez Sailing Week will be just after Loreto Fest and sailed from Puerto Escondido 120 miles south to La Paz, with plenty of stops and lay days along the way. Don’t miss the potlucks, hiking, volleyball, snorkeling, cocktail cruises, sunshine, instant friends and, of course, some of the most fabulous sailing you will find. Entry fee of $25 is a tax deductible donation to Fundación Ayuda Niños (Foundation for Helping Children). The number of entries is limited to ensure room for the entire fleet on the infamous cocktail cruise aboard Profilgate. Enter by emailing Patsy on Talion at patsyfissh@gmail.com.
CLASS ACT
ONE DESIGN SAILS BUILT FOR SPEED

CALL NOW FOR GREAT FALL SPECIALS

Quantum Pacific
1230 Brickyard Cove Road #200 | Pt. Richmond, CA 94801
Tel: 510.234.4334 |
Jeff Thorpe | jthorpe@quantumsails.com
Don Teakell | dteakell@quantumsails.com

Photo Credits: Solo 40 - Matias Capizzano, Star - John Payne, Melges 24 - Fiona Brown

REGATTA RESULTS

European Dinghy Champions
(Boys and Girls) — 1st

Irish Dragon Championship — 1st, 2nd

J/22 World Championship — 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th

J/24 European Championship — 1st, 3rd

J/24 Italian Nationals — 1st

J/24 World Championship — 1st, 3rd, 5th

J/80 World Championship — 1st, 2nd, 6th

Lake Garda Optimist Meeting, Cadet and Junior — 1st

Melges 20 Nationals — 1st, 2nd, 3rd

Melges 24 US Nationals — 2nd

Melges 32 US Nationals — 1st

Nordic Youth Championship, Optimist —
Boys - 1st; Girls - 1st, 3rd

Optimist Turkish Federation Cup — 1st

Rolex IRC Nationals (Combined) — 1st

Snipe – US Women's Nationals — 1st

Snipe North Americans — 1st

Snipe US Nationals — 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th

Star European Championship — 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th

Star North Americans — 1st, 2nd, 4th, 10th

Star Western Hemisphere Championships — 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 7th

The Henri Lloyd J22 Worlds — 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 10th

X-35 Nationals — 1st

Photo Credits: Soto 40 - Matias Capizzano, Star - John Payne, Melges 24 - Fiona Brown
CALENDAR

June 24-26 — 6th Annual Tahiti-Moorea Sailing Rendezvous, hosted by Latitude 38 and Tahiti Tourisme. This free event is focused on cross-cultural appreciation and includes a cocktail party, a sailing rally to Moorea, Polynesian music and dance performances, and cruiser participation in traditional Tahitian sports — the highlight of which is the six-person outrigger canoe races. Info, www.pacificpuddlejump.com.

Please send your calendar items by the 10th of the month to calendar@latitude38.com. If you’re totally old-school, mail them to Latitude 38 (Attn: Calendar), 15 Locust Avenue, Mill Valley, CA, 94941 or fax them to us at (415) 383-5816. But please, no phone-ins! Calendar listings are for marine-related events that either are free or don’t cost much to attend. The Calendar is not meant to support commercial enterprises.

January Weekend Tides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>date/day</th>
<th>time/ht.</th>
<th>time/ht.</th>
<th>time/ht.</th>
<th>time/ht.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/31Fri</td>
<td>LOW 0107/2.6</td>
<td>HIGH 0740/6.6</td>
<td>LOW 1446/-0.6</td>
<td>HIGH 2157/4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/01Sat</td>
<td>LOW 0210/2.8</td>
<td>HIGH 0832/6.7</td>
<td>LOW 1533/-0.8</td>
<td>HIGH 2247/4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/02Sun</td>
<td>LOW 0306/2.9</td>
<td>HIGH 0919/6.7</td>
<td>LOW 1617/-1.0</td>
<td>HIGH 2333/4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/08Sat</td>
<td>LOW 0230/5.1</td>
<td>HIGH 0750/2.6</td>
<td>LOW 1446/-0.6</td>
<td>HIGH 2157/4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/09Sun</td>
<td>LOW 0301/5.2</td>
<td>HIGH 0844/2.4</td>
<td>LOW 1533/-1.0</td>
<td>HIGH 2247/4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/15Sat</td>
<td>LOW 0051/3.1</td>
<td>HIGH 0711/6.0</td>
<td>LOW 1432/0.1</td>
<td>HIGH 2157/4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16Sun</td>
<td>LOW 0149/3.2</td>
<td>HIGH 0801/6.2</td>
<td>LOW 1514/-1.0</td>
<td>HIGH 2235/4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/22Sat</td>
<td>LOW 0132/5.1</td>
<td>HIGH 0705/1.8</td>
<td>LOW 1419/4.5</td>
<td>HIGH 2147/4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/23Sun</td>
<td>LOW 0211/5.2</td>
<td>HIGH 0801/6.4</td>
<td>LOW 1522/-0.5</td>
<td>HIGH 2235/4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29Sat</td>
<td>LOW 0003/1.5</td>
<td>HIGH 0316/2.1</td>
<td>LOW 1228/4.1</td>
<td>HIGH 2147/4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/30Sun</td>
<td>LOW 0100/1.6</td>
<td>HIGH 0408/2.3</td>
<td>LOW 1318/4.6</td>
<td>HIGH 2235/4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

January Weekend Currents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>date/day</th>
<th>slack</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>slack</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/31Fri</td>
<td>0022/1.9E</td>
<td>1244/4.8E</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>2000/3.6F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/01Sat</td>
<td>0124/1.9E</td>
<td>1338/5.0E</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>2053/3.9F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/02Sun</td>
<td>0003/2.0E</td>
<td>1427/5.1E</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>2140/4.0F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/08Sat</td>
<td>0050/3.2F</td>
<td>1246/1.1F</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>1839/3.6E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/09Sun</td>
<td>0127/2.9F</td>
<td>1337/1.9F</td>
<td>1629</td>
<td>1925/3.0E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/15Sat</td>
<td>0003/1.5E</td>
<td>1228/4.1E</td>
<td>1643</td>
<td>1946/2.9F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16Sun</td>
<td>0092/1.6E</td>
<td>1318/4.6E</td>
<td>1727</td>
<td>2030/3.3F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/22Sat</td>
<td>0133/3.5E</td>
<td>1759/4.7E</td>
<td>2136</td>
<td>2157/3.3F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/23Sun</td>
<td>0037/4.0F</td>
<td>1254/3.1F</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>1850/4.1E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/29Sat</td>
<td>0021/1.6E</td>
<td>1331/4.6E</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>2041/3.7F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The New E-Glass SC37 2011-  
Sail the legend for $219,000.

Easy To Sail, Uncluttered Layout,  
Beautiful Interior.

Cruise Or Race!

Sail easy-with small jibs and asymmetrical spinnakers, a large cockpit and uncluttered deck. Sail with a crew or shorthanded. Cover more distance in less time-get to that favorite anchorage before the crowd. Whether you’re going round the buoys with friends or just heading to that special anchorage with the family.

Sail The Legend

Santa Cruz Yachts

100 Severn Ave., Suite 101, Annapolis, MD 21403  
410-505-4144
www.santacruzyachts.com sales@santacruzyachts.com

On the West Coast, contact  
Sail California  
(510) 523-8500 • info@sailcal.com

Santa Cruz Yachts is a trade name of AWC Marine Group, LLC
LETTERS

† DETAILS ON THE LOSS OF WATER PEARL

A few months ago, mention was made in Latitude of the loss in the early ’80s of the Bequia-built traditional schooner Water Pearl on the Caribbean side of Panama, near the entrance to the Canal. The incident probably would have been forgotten long ago were it not for the fact that the schooner had been built for and was owned by Bob Dylan — although he wasn’t aboard when she was lost.

I was working as a Canal pilot and living in Panama at the time Water Pearl was wrecked off Fort Sherman. For those not familiar with the area, Fort Sherman is the old U.S. Army Jungle Operations Training Center (JOTC). In fact, it was the Special Forces guys stationed there who rescued the crew of Water Pearl — although the rescue primarily consisted of their helping the crew walk ashore. Fort Sherman is no more, having been replaced by the Shelter Bay Marina.

Speaking from memory, if you look at the chart of the entrance to Cristobal, the westernmost end of the breakwater is on Toro Point, which has a white light. The seaward side of Toro Point has a very shallow reef. Only the crew of Water Pearl knows what really happened, but those of us around the boathouse figured that Water Pearl had old charts, which caused them to confuse the light on Toro Point with the white light on the east point of the entrance through the breakwater. That also assumes that Water Pearl’s radar either wasn’t on or wasn’t working. There were strong northerly winds the night Water Pearl was lost, so once the crew realized the situation they were in, it was too late to save the boat. Once again, this explanation is not from the crew, but rather speculation by some of us on shore.

Attempts were made to pull Water Pearl off the reef, but the tugs couldn’t get very close to her because of the reef. In addition, the tow lines kept getting snagged on the coral. After the wreck was abandoned, she was stripped of almost everything. A local even cut a hole in the hull and salvaged the engine — piece by piece! He transported the pieces in a rowboat. I ended up with the anchor windlass and the grating from the shower. I made the latter into an end table.

I couldn’t see any trace of Water Pearl the last time I was down at the wreck site. As best I can figure, the schooner was lost in ’83 or ’84.

Bob Gray
Whidbey Island, WA
F E A R
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Readers — The loss of any sailboat is sad, but the loss of a traditionally built wood schooner seems particularly sorrowful. The only thing we can't understand is why ‘ol Bob — and we'll admit to being a big fan, particularly of the early stuff — didn’t use the loss as the basis for a mournful kind of song.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS AND TOES CROSSED

The America’s Cup Race Management team has worked hard, says Iain Murray, CEO and regatta director for the 34th America’s Cup, to reduce the cost of participation. For example, they’ve reduced the entry fees and bond requirements, reduced the penalties for not competing in AC World Series pre-events, and done other stuff. As a result, it shouldn’t cost more than $50 million for a group to build their AC72 cat and compete. It might be because I just smoked a big doob, but as I think about it, $50 million is still a whole lot of money. There is no way that my friends and I could put together an effort. On the other hand, I can get pretty high on the idea of smoking a doob while watching — for free — the 34th America’s Cup play out on the windswept waters of San Francisco Bay. I’m keeping my fingers crossed.

Sam Anderson, Jr.
Fairfax

Sam — As we write this, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors has signed onto the deal, but Larry Ellison has yet to agree on behalf of BMW Oracle — and almost seems to be shopping the deal to Newport, Valencia, and Italy. Why? This is total speculation on our part, but we think he’s weighing the fact that if the event were to be held elsewhere, there would be far fewer critics than if it’s held in San Francisco.

SMELLS LIKE ILLEGAL TAXATION

I keep my boat at Emeryville Marina in Alameda County. Because of the bad economy and the lower prices boats are being sold for, I tried to get her reappraised at her actual value instead of the price I paid for her. The clerk in the Assessor’s Office told me that the valuation I pay taxes on includes the estimated value of the sales tax that the new owner will have to pay. When I told her that there is a possibility that the new buyer may be from outside the county, I was told that it didn’t matter. When I responded that it doesn’t seem right that I should have to pay taxes on possible future taxes, she said they were just following the verdict in Xerox vs. Orange County.

My question is whether this is legal. And if there is anyone else out there who thinks that it’s wrong.

P.S. I read Latitude every morning.

David Zucker
Starbright, Morgan 43
Emeryville Marina

David — We thought Xerox vs. Orange County had something to do with the fact a county on one side of the United States copied the name of a county on the other side of the United States. So that’s outside our area of expertise.

Whether the concept of taxing possible future taxes is right
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or wrong doesn’t have anything to do with it. California has a $28 billion dollar deficit this year — that’s 28 thousand million for all you fishermen — so all levels of government in the state are going to try to grab for every bit of money in every way they can. Thank god the federal government can print money willy-nilly 24/7, which allowed the President, Republicans, and Democrats to add another pork-laden trillion dollars to the nation’s deficit. Not to worry, however, because as soon as the economy gets back on track, the politicians are finally going to address the deficit. No, really, they mean it. It’s not like all the other times. Right. There is a fiscal day of reckoning that’s coming, and when it does, that boat of yours might suddenly become your most valuable asset.

LET’EM TAKE WHAT THEY WANT

I read your December 6 ‘Lectronic piece about Canadian cruiser Milan Egrmajer dying as a result of being shot four times by robbers attempting to board his Ericson 35 MkII Adena at a remote cove on the northwest coast of Honduras. Please alert your readership that the first rule when being boarded by pirates is to not resist. Rule two is to try to memorize everything possible to help authorities with their apprehension.

I’ve read every article I could find to understand Milan Egrmajer’s death, and found two in which police mentioned that he resisted, so I suspect this is true. If someone was ever to compile statistics on this subject, I’m quite certain that when the cruiser does not resist, they have a much better chance of surviving the ordeal without injury or loss of life. Please get this simple message out!

I’ve written before on this subject. You may remember that in August of ’08, Daniel Dryden of the Anchorage-based Southern Cross 39 Sunday’s Child was killed during a robbery while his and his wife Nancy’s boat was anchored in the Rio Dulce. He resisted, too.

We sailors are a relatively hardy and independent lot who need to swallow our pride when accosted by pirates, and acquiesce to live another day.

Michael Gahagan
Flamingo IV, Catalina 30
San Francisco Bay

Michael — While we’re inclined to agree with your first rule, we think the circumstances vary tremendously, and therefore we aren’t about to second guess the response of anyone in such a dangerous situation.

As for your second rule, circumstances can again vary tremendously. The sad truth is that police in remote regions of Third World countries — particularly very violent ones, such as Central America — have about as much motivation to solve murders of foreigners as do homicide detectives in San Francisco to solve thug-on-thug murders. That is to say, about zero. Justice is often left to others in such places. In the case of Dryden, it was reported that various interests in the Rio Dulce, perhaps a combination of local authorities and business interests, had the area “cleansed” of the perpetrators — two of them were murdered a short time later, and the other two soon found themselves in prison. No matter if you’re talking about murders in gang areas of the United States, or robbery-murders in Third World countries, it’s rarely a secret who the perpetrators are.

You also have to take the police versions of what happened with a small grain of salt. There is often confusion, a language barrier, and reason for locals to obscure the truth.
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Myda Egrmajer, who was aboard Adena with her father at the time of the shooting, told an entirely different story from the police versions that you read. She reported that four men, "who didn't look like nice people," came out to their boat and asked to borrow a screwdriver to fix their engine. Later they said they needed a jackknife.

"One of the men juggled the knife, and when my dad leaned over, I guess one of the other guys felt threatened," said Myda. "He pulled out a handgun and shot my dad in the chest four times. I couldn't believe it. I can still hear the gun in my ear. When I saw my dad fall, I went out to be, like 'Dad, are you ok?' It didn't cross my mind that someone had just shot him. The robbers were still in the boat when my father was down. He'd put the flare gun he'd brought out with the jackknife behind me, so I picked it up and yelled at the robbers, and waved the gun at them. I think they thought it was real — thank God — because they took off fairly quickly."

For what it's worth, we believe Myda's version of the terrible incident.

One can never predict the behavior of thieves and other miscreants, so it's hard to know how to respond. Some of them will only go after the weak and those separated from the flock, so resistance drives them away. Others are more bold, more desperate, or high on drugs, in which case resistance may provoke an extremely violent response. We find it difficult to make generalizations, other than if it looks as if you can reason with them, give them all the shit they want. If they look crazy, you may have no choice but to fight for your life.

MAI TAI’S LOSS WAS PREVENTABLE

We anchored our Catalina 27 Mai Tai off Santa Barbara on the night of November 20 in rough but tolerable weather. We alerted the Santa Barbara Harbor Patrol as soon as we arrived. They informed us that they don't allow boats to anchor within one mile of Stearns Wharf in the winter — for the safety of the wharf. So we moved a mile from the wharf to comply with their request, and re-anchored.

The following morning we headed into the harbor to use a phone. I then went up to the Harbormaster’s Office to ask if we could take refuge in the harbor if the weather got too bad. After all, NOAA was calling for gale force winds, cloud-to-ocean lightning, and an outside chance of waterspouts.

The female clerk in the Harbormaster’s Office was pushing for us to be able to stay a little longer, but her supervisor said — and I’m quoting — "We need the money for the slip." But we didn't have any money for the slip. As we were leaving, the girl at the counter told us to call from the anchorage if we needed anything.

We had Mai Tai held to the bottom with a 40-lb anchor, 50 feet of 3/8" chain, and 300 feet of 5/8" line. While anchored, I came up with an alternative plan, if needed. It was to sail downwind to Channel Islands Harbor and take protection there. Ventura would have been closer, of course, but the harbor entrance becomes too dangerous in rough weather.

In the beginning, being on the hook didn't seem to be too bad. But after an hour, I realized it was going to get too rough for us. So we secured everything and set sail for Channel Islands.
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Islands Harbor.

We sailed for five hours in increasing winds and building seas, and arrived off the detached Channel Islands breakwater at about 8 p.m. It being November, it had already been dark for some time. Since the seas had been so rough, we'd been a little too busy to really look closely at the charts. So we entered by the northwest end of the detached breakwater. The water depth got down to three feet under our keel before I finally saw the piss-poorly marked shoal buoy.

I would have started the engine to motor out of the trouble we’d gotten into, but the battery was too low from our having run the lights so long without charging the battery. We attempted to sail — upwind — back around the breakwater to get to the deeper water at the southeast end of the breakwater. But we were overcome by 7- to 10-ft surf, and couldn’t make any progress.

We dropped our monster anchor to try to keep us off the shore. But then the tiller slammed over against a winch, splintering the tiller. The next wave parted our monster anchor line, and sent our boat — with us on her — up the beach on her side.

We jumped from Mai Tai when it seemed to be the safest, Mai Tai when it seemed to be the safest, Mai Tai and the boat, pushed by the surf, seemed to almost chase us up the shore. As we made it up the beach, we were surrounded by the Harbor Patrol. They took us in and offered us warm showers and dry clothes. After taking our report, they sent us on our way.

I'm still really emotional as I write this, and just want to get back on the ocean. I was in San Diego for the start of the Ha-Ha, and had really enjoyed cruising the California coast before this happened. But now I keep hearing the sound of the waves slamming against Mai Tai and my terrified mate screaming in the dark. It really pisses me off that the Watch Commander or whatever he was in Santa Barbara made it seem as if they don’t give a damn about sailors — unless they have the ability for pay for a berth.

I know I’ll never have Mai Tai again, but I hope the gentleman I gave her remains to can get her off the beach. She was a wonderful boat, and had taken us many places in the Delta and along the coast of California. And she’d always taken care of us no matter the conditions.

I don’t know what the Santa Barbara Harbor Patrol considers to be rough weather, but I know if they hadn’t turned us away the way that they did, we’d still be sailing and loving the sea. It’s time for us to find another boat and get back out there where we belong — on the open ocean. Right now I’m looking for a replacement Catalina 27, dinette model, preferably one with an Atomic 4 engine.

John Gardner
ex-Mai Tai, Catalina 27
Isleton

John — We empathize with your situation, but it’s not as easy as we’d like it to be. After all, are you telling us that you didn’t even have $20 to pay for a night’s slip in Santa Barbara?
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If not, where were you going to get the money to pay for a slip in Channel Islands Harbor? It’s possible to cruise very inexpensively, but you’ve got to have some money. And you must have known that there are very few natural shelters on the coast of California during the winter, Cat Harbor on Catalina being one of the few.

We also empathize with the difficulty you had trying to enter Channel Islands Harbor in rough conditions at night. First of all, we visited that harbor several times this summer, and the western entrance is much more restricted than it would seem. Secondly, in the early ’80s we were singlehanding our Frega 39 Contrary to Ordinary in boisterous weather and trying to enter that harbor at 4 a.m. Confused by all the background lights, and having not adequately familiarized ourselves with the layout of the entrance, on three occasions we came within just a few feet of piling our boat onto the eastern side of the southeastern breakwater. It was the closest we’ve ever come to losing a boat.

By the same token, you had to know that sailing downwind toward a lee shore in a strong breeze and big seas means any mistake will likely cost you your boat. And it’s even riskier if you don’t have a functioning engine. Sadly, there was no substitute for your taking the time to familiarize yourself with the entrance, or calling the nearby Harbor Patrol or Coast Guard for advice or assistance in entering.

We also empathize with the Santa Barbara Harbor Patrol — and the citizens of Santa Barbara. For just as surely as Christmas falls on December 25th, a bunch of lightly cared-for boats will end up on Santa Barbara beaches this winter, just as they do every winter. The owners will then disappear or never be found, and the citizens will have to pay dearly to have the boats removed and destroyed. That’s just not right.

If the weather had been as bad as you said it was in Santa Barbara, we think you should have taken the advice of the woman at the Harbormaster’s Office and called them, and then made a fuss, saying you felt your lives were in jeopardy. The honcho in the office may not have been happy about it, but we’re pretty sure he would have allowed you to come in. After all, any harbor officer who turns a boat away in legitimately bad weather, particularly if the skipper declares an emergency, can find themselves facing liability issues.

Nonetheless, when all things are taken into consideration, it’s our opinion that while the folks in Santa Barbara perhaps should have been more accommodating, they were not responsible for the loss of your boat. That said, we hope you quickly find a replacement boat, and that everyone learns a few lessons from your misfortune.

DILUTION IS THE SOLUTION

Since there has been a lot of talk about the use of TP on boats and toilet discharge, I have to say that I would have no problem discharging my toilet waste into the Bay. After all, my toilet waste consists of urine, paper, and waste processed through my body — period. Contrast that with the fact that
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each time when there is a heavy rain, the local sewage treatment plants discharge millions of gallons of raw sewage into the Bay, sewage that also contains all manner of unprocessed and toxic items. My half-gallon now and then is less than nothing.

The folks in Canada — where they say ‘dilution is the solution — have it right. We’ve become a country that is so over-governed that nothing makes sense anymore.

Robert Lockwood
Celebration, Gulfstar 50
Alameda

Robert — It’s indeed hard to reconcile the fact that when a government agency dumps hundreds of thousands of gallons of raw sewage into some place like the San Rafael Canal, it’s not a problem, but your half-gallon of waste is a major pollution incident. Nonetheless, we support the prohibition on pooping in San Francisco Bay and other areas where it’s illegal. Partly because it’s just good form, but also because you don’t want to be in a marina where ‘logs’ and TP float on the surface on a regular basis.

柴油引擎很难找到

我知道柴油引擎的缺乏问题，一些读者一直在写。去年1月，我们在圣罗莎运河附近的一个地方释放了沃尔沃柴油引擎。该经销商/分销商对于V Yanmar可以找到的唯一一个55马力的引擎是整个东海岸/加勒比地区！我有幸得到这台引擎，因为它被别人预订了。但我猜现金确实有用。

引擎在发货时损坏了。最后用替换零件安装，如果有什么可以出问题，它就出了问题。这项工作完成了一个月后。

我们航行到5月，但引擎问题不断。当我们回到波多黎各时，Yanmar的机械师解决了所有问题。事情是这样的引擎需要重新安装。我会列出，因为它太长了。

但是，Yanmar做了正确的事。我们将回到波多黎各取回Utopia进行第九个加勒比赛季。当我们开始，我们将会出售她。我可能会写一本书标题为《我如何不断的在加勒比虐待我修理的人》。

进一步的注释。当我在加勒比寻找新的引擎时，我首先去了沃尔沃经销商，因为他们有沃尔沃引擎。他说在相同东海岸/加勒比地区有55马力的引擎。当我们在加拿大的时候，我必须支付一个价格，因为它是非法的。据他说，沃尔沃和Yanmar告诉我，当其他55马力的引擎可用时，它们将会发货。

约翰和Cynthia Tindle，和Mattie the boat dog
Utopia，Jeanneau 45
Hermosa Beach

约翰和Cynthia — 是的，很难相信这样的引擎在这样的短缺供应，但是很明显不正确。

我们理解你所指的，将修理的人在加勒比虐待，就像我们有相似的经
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ences when we were roving the Caribbean with the Ocean 71 Big O. For instance, we once had a new 12-kw Lima generator installed. When it didn’t pack the punch we expected, we found out that it was really only a 4 kw. When we confronted the dealer who installed it, he insisted that it really was a 12 kw. When we called Lima, they said no way. The dealer then claimed he had a special way of kicking a 4 kw up to a 12 kw by doing some ‘proprietary wiring’. Lima laughed when we told them that. After many months, we finally got the proper installation, but had to pay to get the phony one removed.

We think there is a good explanation for why it’s so hard to find good repair folks in the Caribbean. Most of the really good mechanics are busy working on megayachts because their owners think nothing of paying $135/hour or more to get stuff fixed immediately. Most of the good remaining mechanics work for the charter companies or have long relationships with the charter companies where the work is steady and the pay is good. In other words, if you’re just cruising around on a typical yacht, the cream of the repair crop is taken.

The best diesel mechanic we know is a Frenchman named Hughes — pronounced sort of like a guttural ‘Ugh’ — who lives on his powerboat in Gustavia, St. Barth. Hughes laughingly says, “I’m very expensive — like $150/hour — but I’m very good and I’m very fast.” He is all of those things. He also says, “I prefer the challenge of a really difficult job to something that’s easy to do,” which says a lot about him. The one thing we’ve learned after owning boats for all these years is that an excellent diesel mechanic — and they aren’t easy to find — is worth about four times as much as a average or lackadaisical one.

“I CAN’T GET USED TO SNOW ON BOATS”

Having worked at Svendsen’s in Alameda for a long time, in July I took a job in Cardinal, Virginia, as the service manager of well-respected boatyard Zimmerman Marine. The motivation was to experience and explore the Chesapeake with my wife Heather and my daughter. It’s very rural in the southern Chesapeake, and I literally drive through the woods to get to work. It’s not uncommon to see deer — and deer hunters — along the road, as well as bald eagles in the trees.

My family and I love it here. The summers are warm, the winters are cold, there are crazy lightning storms, and there is no marine layer. Brrrrr! Did I mention it’s a bit chilly here in the winter. A lot chillier than Alameda? A few days ago the temperature got down to the low 20s, once the wind chill was factored in, and we got a dusting of snow. I have a tough time getting used to snow on boats.

The good part of the Chesapeake area is that there are literally thousands of anchorages to explore. Heather and I plan to get a cruising boat soon to go gunkholing, although probably one smaller than the Morgan 38, Blarney 3, we had on the Bay.

Adam Sadeg
Zimmerman Marine, Inc.
Cardinal, Virginia
**Victory at Sea**

The victory list above represents a fraction of the racing success North Sails customers enjoyed in 2010. To show our appreciation, we are offering a **FREE North Bluewater Wide Brim Hat** to every North customer who finished 1st, 2nd or 3rd in a North American regatta in 2010 (even if you’re not on our list). To register for your hat, log onto [www.northsails.com](http://www.northsails.com), then complete the online registration form. One hat per customer. Offer expires April 1, 2011.

**When performance counts, the choice is clear.**

**FREE!**

**Better by Design**

[www.northsails.com](http://www.northsails.com)

San Rafael - Sail Care 415-453-2142

Channel Islands - 805-984-8100

Marina Del Rey - 310-827-8888

Long Beach - 562-795-5488

Costa Mesa - Sail Care 714-645-4660

San Diego - 619-224-2424

*partial inventory*
MISTY IS BACK UNDERWAY

In the December issue there was a Change about how the rudder on the Aries 32 I’d just sold to South African Peter Forrest broke along the Central California coast, and how we managed to make it to the shelter of Port San Luis. After bringing the fiberglass rudder to a boatbuilder in San Rafael, neither he nor we could figure out a way to connect the two pieces of the broken rudder. While it didn’t work out perfectly, the wood rudder that was built as a replacement is plenty strong, and will no doubt be fine for Peter’s planned two-year trip back to South Africa via the South Pacific and Indian Ocean.

Because the new rudder was very heavy and difficult to get into position, it was quite a job getting it hung in the gudgeons. Nonetheless, this demonstrated the advantage of an outboard rudder, as we were able to do the whole thing without having to haul Misty out of the water.

Bob & Jane Van Blaricom
ex-Misty, Aries 32
Tiburon

"SAILORS NEED TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY"

I enjoyed the letter from Bob ‘The Cat Whisperer’ Smith, who called out the skippers of flipped cats for not taking responsibility for what happened to their boats. I particularly loved the part where he wrote, "Nowhere did I read of anybody admitting they screwed up." This part is often missing, and is critical for both the unlucky sailors and the rest of us in our learning process. The opportunity to learn from other people’s mistakes — and triumphs — is one of the more important services Latitude provides its readers.

I do not want to kick anybody when they are down, and we all make our mistakes, yet in the story of the grounding of the DownEast 38 Tachyon just to the north of Bahia Santa Maria, the skipper is quoted as saying, “Although I was on the ‘correct’ course, the current and wind pushed me too far east.” What? Maybe he meant he was on the ‘correct’ course when he went to sleep? Maybe he meant he was on the correct ‘heading’?

I was the Chief of Safety for the National Auto Sports Association for over four years. During practice and in the schools, we’d often ‘black flag’ a driver who had gone off track or spun his car. The driver receiving said ‘black flag’ had to come into the pit lane and talk to the officials at ‘re-entry’ about why he’d spun the car or dropped tires off the racing surface. If the driver’s story was that he’d entered the corner too fast, turned in too early, pinched the exit, or something along those lines, my officials would tell him to be more careful, and let him back out on the track. If the driver answered that the track was too slick, the brakes were too cold, or the tires were not fully warmed up, my officials would have a friendly discussion with him, and burn up a bunch of very expensive track time until the driver realized he needed to take responsibility for the car he was driving and the conditions on the track during the session.

I submit that Tachyon did not go up on the beach because...
Join us in congratulating our own TOM RELYEA, who was honored along with the rest of the legendary Tenacious crew with the first-ever Storm Trysail Foundation Award at a ceremony at the Stamford Yacht Club; fifteen of the original crew of 19, including skipper Ted Turner and crew member Gary Jobson, were in attendance, Tenacious battled 60-knot winds and huge seas to sail to victory in the infamous 1979 Fastnet race.

South Beach Riggers

399 Harbor Dr., Clipper Marina., Sausalito • 415.331.3400
Pier 40, South Beach Harbor, San Francisco • 415.974.6063
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Complete Yacht Care
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"I was up at the boat yesterday and have to say it was immaculate. The items I mentioned to you were done and the whole yacht looked superb! Thank you for paying so particular attention to our needs. Truly superb job!"

– Mike Bereziuk, Sunseeker 64
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of easting due to wind or current.

And I know that I will be safer on a catamaran at sea having read the basic ‘rules’ outlined by Bob Smith of Pantera.

Mark Wieber
Pinole

Mark — It’s critical that sailors take responsibility for their mistakes. In the case of singlehander Mark Cholewinski on Tachyon, we suspect he was in a state of shock when he spoke, and thus didn’t express himself as clearly as he could have. We’re pretty sure he wasn’t saying the current was responsible for his boat’s going up on the beach.

By the way, Bob Smith will be the first to admit that he’s not perfect. His most famous — and serious — mistake was when he got an ankle trapped in his anchor rode while trying to set this anchor in the current-cursed waters of Bahia de La Paz. As we recall, the forces on the lines were so strong that they snapped his ankle.

IT WAS A JOHN MAYER LOOKALIKE

Thanks so much for printing the story of our night in Se-limyie, Turkey, in the World of Chartering section of the December issue. It was thrilling to see it on the page. Unfortunately, you made it seem as if we really did see John Mayer, as the following sentence was omitted: “if he hadn’t been Dutch, he could have fooled us.” The singer, in fact, was a Dutch fellow who looked and sounded just like John Mayer.

I guess it makes for better reading, but if John Mayer reads Latitude, he might wonder just when it was he played an impromptu concert on the Turquoise Coast. And sadly, we’re reluctant to prompt our friends to share in our ‘fame’ with this mistake in the story.

John & Terry Dixon
North Vancouver, B.C.

John and Terry — For readers who don’t know, John Mayer is a popular — but sometimes controversial — American singer-songwriter. To some he’s better known as a womanizer of celebrities, most of whose names start with the letter J. As superb as some of Mayer’s lyrics are, he’s probably best known for his colorful description of his relationship with Jessica Simpson: “That girl is a drug, and drugs aren’t good for you if you do lots of them. Sexually it was crazy. It was like napalm.” Like a lady, Simpson told Oprah that she cried after reading the remarks, but what young woman wouldn’t love the world to think she’s incendiary in the sack?

Enough People magazine rubbish. As for the World of Chartering piece, we’re sorry for the mistake. Sometimes we get ‘snowblinded’ by all the material we go through, and we probably got sidetracked by the previous statement: ‘Passersby on the walkway stopped and listened, and we were all thrilled when John Mayer sat down and played a couple of songs.’ Sorry we missed the “if he hadn’t been Dutch” modifier that followed. Turkey is such a great place to charter and cruise that we certainly had no reason to mess with the truth to create a better story.

IS BEING DRUNK AN EXCUSE?

Is “being drunk” an excuse or an explanation?

I wonder how many Latitude readers caught the news item about Rick Ehler, a 44-year-old RV dealer from Thousand Oaks, who allegedly deployed the stern anchor on the Holland Americas’ 719-ft Ryndham while the ship was on a cruise from Mexico to Florida.

According to the FBI, Ehler’s actions could have damaged
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or even sunk the ship. I’ll buy the damaged part, but I think it’s a stretch to believe it could have sunk the mighty ship. In any event, Ehlert was caught red-handed by video equipment, and arrested after he admitted that he’d entered a restricted area in order to release the stern anchor.

Ehlert was wearing work gloves, which aren’t normal cruise ship attire, so it seems as though the bizarre act might have been premeditated. What makes it more puzzling is that there are photos from earlier in the day showing Ehlert wearing gloves while he was walking around with his girlfriend. It makes me wonder if she was in on it too or if they had some kind of gloves and anchor-deploying kink.

There are a couple of reasons Latitude readers may not want to pull an ‘Ehlert’ themselves. The main one is that they could face up to 20 years in prison and a $250,000 fine for each of several charges. And if they come before a ‘hanging judge’, they might even have to clean the ship’s bottom using just a mask and snorkel. That would teach them! But Ehlert obviously came before a wussy judge, because he was released on $15,000 bond. It reminds me of the French court that convicted mechanic John Taylor of being responsible for the July 2000 crash of the Concorde while it was taking off from Charlie de Gaulle Airport in Paris. Taylor was fined just $2,600 — about $20 per dead person — and given a suspended sentence of just 15 months.

Ehlert reportedly told the FBI investigators that he only released the Ryndham’s stern anchor because he was drunk at the time, and because the cruise ship’s stern anchor system was similar to the one his 50-ft boat. A boat he may not be owning too much longer.

Malcom Mulbridge
Bessy Ann, Cal 2-24
The Delta

Malcom — It sort of reminds us of the time we were sailing from St. Barth to St. Martin about 15 years ago, and passed the Polynesia, one of the big Windjammer sailing cruise ships heading upwind into a stiff breeze and big seas. The anchor had clearly not been secured, so each time the 250 footer slammed her bow into another wave, about 10 more feet of the chain came out. There were about five West Indian guys sitting around the big windlass, but they were limin’, so there was no way they were going to do anything about it. The water wasn’t that deep in the area, so we always wondered if the hook ever grabbed, and if it did, what happened.

For what it’s worth, throwing an anchor off the bow of a moving sailboat rarely has any serious consequences. In fact, it’s the way many French bareboat skippers prefer to anchor.

† † † WHAT A ‘DORG’!

I had to chuckle at Tom Perkins bragging about the “greenness” of Maltese Falcon — the 289-ft floating ostentation he had built — because it used “only” 11,000 liters of fuel crossing the Atlantic. And those thousands of liters were only for the generators!

Perkins no doubt has more money that I can even conceive...
WHEN IT’S TIME TO HAUL OUT, WE KNOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE.

HERE’S WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE BAY MARINE BOATWORKS.

Of course, when it comes to getting your boat hauled out for repairs, there are more than a few boatyard choices in the Bay Area. However, as many sailors have discovered, there is only one boatyard that can conduct quality repairs at the right price, with no nasty surprises when it comes time to pay the bill – Bay Marine Boatworks. We can guarantee up-front pricing for our customers because we’re a full-service boatyard in the full sense of the word. Which means we offer a full range of services for all types of sailboats, and solutions for all kinds of customers.

So call us today for details about our current promotion, and you’ll discover that your best choice is to haul your sailboat out at Bay Marine, the sailor’s boatyard.

310 W. Cutting Blvd.
Pt. Richmond, Ca
1-800-900-6646
1-510-237-0140

www.baymarineboatworks.com

Stop by and see our new:
• Mast pier!
• Small boat A-frame hoist!
• New 100-ton TRAVELIFT arriving in January!
of, but he comes off as a DORG (Delusional Old Rich Guy), and risks breaking his arm patting himself on the back for his environmental goodness at sea. He must be smarter than that.

Tom Kucera
Ryokosha, Mariner 32
Sausalito

Tom — There are very different ways to look at things, aren’t there? If one looks at his trip in absolute terms, burning 11,000 liters — about 2,906 gallons — of fuel for the generators on an Atlantic crossing is a heck of a lot of fuel. But if you look at it in relative terms, such as what a mega motoryacht would have burned, or what Falcon would have burned had they not sailed all the way, he burned almost nothing.

In some circles, it’s fashionable to hate the rich. In the case of some people — some folks on Wall Street come to mind — we can understand. But there are a lot of very wealthy people, from Steve Jobs to Bill Gates to Larry Ellison to Tom Perkins, who for all intents and purposes started out with nothing, and became fabulously wealthy by providing much-wanted products and services, and/or saving end-users lots of money. In the case of Perkins, he grew up in modest circumstances, invented the first low-cost laser, became the chairman of two Fortune 500 companies at the same time, and eventually helped invent the kind of venture capitalism that brought many of Silicon Valley’s most successful companies to life. As far as we’re concerned, men and women like that can make all the money they want — provided they spend it. And Perkins does spend it.

You also might want to consider Perkins’ history as a sailor. Unlike so many ultra-wealthy people in the ‘00s, who bought megayachts because they could and because it was sort of the thing to do, Perkins has been a lifelong sailor. He started with a 17-ft Teak Lady on San Francisco Bay — that’s a wet ride — and over time moved up and up and up to Maltese Falcon.

While Forbes claims Perkins is a billionaire, he’s one of the 89 U.S. billionaires who didn’t make their top 400. So when he spent $100 million — give or take $30 million — to have Falcon built, he was committing a large portion of his fortune to sailing — in particular, a boat with an unproven DynaRig that, if it didn’t work, would render the vessel all but worthless. So when Perkins paid whatever he did for Falcon, he was investing a huge chunk of his money, unlike Larry Ellison, for whom $100 million is walking-around money.

We’re not defending anyone, just trying to provide more facts to permit a better understanding of the context.

Does Perkins have a large ego? Of course he does. And like it or not, it tends to be people with large egos who create great things. It’s simply a fact of life. And in Falcon, Perkins brought more excitement to sailing than did any of the 50 or so run-of-the-mill 150-ft mini-mega motoryachts.

⇑⇓

LIGHTS OUT

I saw the piece on the Maltese Falcon, and share Latitude’s admiration for the yacht and all that she represents. As a fervent environmentalist, I was doubly pleased to hear of its “green” credentials.

But I have an additional suggestion. In ’08, we were anchored near the Falcon in the lovely anchorage near the south pass of Fakarava in the Tuamotus. Like most superyachts, she lit up the night sky, and with her underwater lighting, lit up a fair bit of the lagoon as well. But I bet they could cut the daily generator fuel use down a lot with somewhat more modest lighting. Indeed, doing this might make her an example to the whole community, saving even more fuel. But I wouldn’t suggest they turn off the masthead red lights — it would be
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a shame to see a plane clip those spars!

Ken Britten
Aquila, 45-ft Huntingford ketch
Davis

Ken — We understand what you’re saying, but let’s face it, 
Falcon was not just built to attract attention, but also to enter-
tain. After all, if we’re not mistaken, the biggest sailing crowd
ever assembled around San Francisco Bay was for Falcon’s 
arival beneath the Gate. People would have been tremendously 
disappointed, wouldn’t they, if she’d slipped in the Gate in the 
wee hours of the night?

We think own-
ers of megayachts 
have an obligation 
to provide a show 
for everyone, and 
Perkins has always 
been very good about 
that. What’s more, 
it’s always been free. 
Sort of a nautical ver-
sion of Carly Simon 
or Paul Simon giving 
a free concert in Cen-
tral Park. Let’s face 
it, except for A, the 
big megayachts are all boring as hell. The big sailing yachts, 
including Jim Clark’s Athena 
and Hanuman, provide lots of free 
entertainment for all. You may not want to make the distinction, 
but we think it’s valid.

⇑⇓

“I’M HAPPY TO HAVE DISCOVERED LATITUDE”

I’ve been a happy reader of Latitude for over a year. It start-
ed when I sat on a plane next to a guy who owns a houseboat 
in Sausalito. I’d been bending his ear about wanting to move 
to the West Coast and live on a sailboat, and he told me that 
I should immediately start reading Latitude. I’m glad I took 
his advice, because I can’t wait for the first of the month to 
download the latest issue and start reading.

I have no real sailing experience, other than many years 
ago off the coast of Florida on some Hobie Cats, one of which 
I flipped, and a daysail a couple of years ago to the Farallones 
with my teenage son. But armed with no experience, a few 
books, hundreds of hours of internet reading, and a couple of 
friends who have sailed a lot but who think I’m nuts, I’ve made 
up my mind to buy a performance daggerboard catamaran in 
the 42- to 47-ft range, and become a West Coast liveaboard. 
It’s easy to do when you’re single. Hopefully, I’ll be able to 
migrate up and down the coast, and do the Ha-Ha.

My job doesn’t care where I live, as long as I have fast in-
ternet and can occasionally get to an airport. So while I will 
still have to keep working for The Man, I fully intend to make 
this move when I hit 59.5 and the 401(k) calls. By the way, I 
blame this obsession on reading the Napa chapter in Carolyn 
and Bob Mehaffy’s Cruising Guide to San Francisco Bay. I love 
Northern California, and until I read that chapter, I never real-
ized that living in the Bay also included downtown Napa.

Latitude’s Letters section is so full of valuable information 
that I was hoping that you might help me with some of my 
unknowns:

1) I want to officially move to a state with no income tax, so 
it will probably be Washington. But before making a final deci-
sion, I’ll also have to take into consideration things such as 
sales tax and personal property tax on the boat. Suggestions?
The Mariner Square Marina and Drystack is conveniently located onsite for all your berthing and storage needs. With more than 50 berths and a state-of-the-art dry boat storage facility that can accommodate more than 200 boats, up to 38 feet in length and 18,000 pounds, Mariner Square is your destination on the West Coast.

John Beery Yachts has been at the center of the Bay Area marine market for more than 50 years.

Our office is near the Port of Oakland and on the Alameda Estuary – an ideal location to serve the entire Bay Area and beyond!

John Beery’s sales team offers experienced brokerage services for sail and power boats on the Bay.

To view our exceptional listings, including the new Dyna 51, 55 and 65 and Brokerage Boats • Valiant 50 • Navigator 56 • Silverton 372 • Carver 444 visit www.johnbeery.com
2) Will it be possible for me to spend most of my time in the Bay Area, or will I have to anticipate having to follow the weather to avoid freezing conditions? I had this general idea of going north during the summer to the San Juans, then returning to the Bay for the winters. But I want to make this decision based on having good sailing weather, and not whether I’m starting to get numb.

3) The only real thing I know about the sailing seasons on the West Coast is that I assume late October must be a great time to sail south from San Diego to Cabo San Lucas. However, I always seem to miss reading about when is the best time to come back north. So do people just normally stay in Mexico from mid-November on?

4) Given that my son and I will get as much instruction and as many certifications as necessary to be safe, what do you think my chances are of pulling this off successfully? In other words, would you sell me a life insurance policy?

5) How much wine is it feasible to store on a 42-ft cat before it starts to affect performance?

Andrew McIntyre
Stuck In Atlanta for Two More Years

Andrew — Thank you for the very kind words.
We’re not experts, but we presume the best thing to do would be to establish a residence in one of the seven states that don’t have income tax, and then create a Delaware-based LLC for your boat. If you didn’t do anything foolish, you’d be liable only for personal property tax on the boat in California, and only if you stayed in one of the ‘wrong’ counties for too much of the year.

If all you need is access to high-speed internet and an international airport, consider yourself very lucky, because the entire West Coast, from British Columbia down to Acapulco, is your oyster. Given that you have that kind of flexibility, we’d highly recommend that you spend your summers in the States and much of the winter in Mexico. Why? As we write this, it’s December 15, we’re on our boat in Banderas Bay, it’s 82°, the water is in the mid-70s, the wind is blowing at 12 knots, the sea is flat, you can very comfortably surf without a wetsuit, you can get a delicious dinner for $5, and the people are sweet and friendly. Besides, it’s safer down here than in the States. We lived our whole life in the Berkeley-San Francisco-Marin triangle during the magical years, and it was great. And compared to a lot of places it’s still great. But if you’re a sailor and don’t have to spend the winter in San Francisco, we think you’d find the quality of life along the coast of Mexico to be much better.

Thanks to the availability of high-speed internet on your boat while on the hook in most places in California and Mexico, it’s become easy to work from your boat. Lots of professionals do it. And even some amateurs, such as ourselves. Our recommended 12-month cycle would be something like this: You start with the Haa-Ha in late October, and stay in Mexico until May. You then...
head north, rushing right past Southern California, which has terrible issues with June and early July Gloom. San Francisco, ironically, has much better — even warmer — weather than coastal Southern California during the Gloom. You can get your Napa and San Francisco Bay fix for the next three months. Or, if you’re feeling ambitious, you could head up to Puget Sound. The deal is that you want to get back down to Southern California and the Channel Islands for that area’s prime time, which is September and October. Of course, there’s nothing that says you can’t stop in the Bay and visit Napa for a couple of weeks on your way back south. At the end of October, you load up on suntan lotion and fine wine, and head back down to Mexico.

The best time to do a Baja Bash is late summer and fall. Unfortunately, few sailors need or want to come north then. The most important thing is that you have plenty of time so you can pick your weather. If you can work via the internet on your boat, you just hang out at Cabo, wait for a good window, and five or six not-very-unpleasant days later, you’re in San Diego. If you’re on a forced schedule, you may have to leave Cabo at just the wrong time, which means six days later you may not have gotten any farther north than Bahia Santa Maria.

Sailing isn’t that difficult, nor do you have to be particularly smart. You just need to know the basics, not do anything really stupid, be patient, and respect the sea. If you didn’t start sailing until June, but got lessons or sailed with a mentor every other weekend, you’d be ready for the Ha-Ha by the end of October. And yes, we’d sell you a life insurance policy.

It takes a ton to lower one of Profligate’s hulls an inch, so we figure you could take on half that — 1,000 lbs — in wine on a 47-ft cat and not adversely affect performance. If our math is good, that’s about 125 gallons of wine. When you need to refill, just stop at one of the Costco stores in Mexico.

For the last several years, we’ve been doing pretty much what you’re hoping to do. It’s a pretty sweet way to live. We love the variety and the fact that it’s allowed us to make good friends all up and down the coasts of California and Mexico.

††YOU MISSED THE DASHEWS

I noticed that a few of your items regarding the Atlantic Rally for Cruisers (ARC) failed to even mention Steve and Linda Dashew and their boat Windhorse when talking about Windhorse when talking about Windhorse when talking about Windhorse when talking about California and U.S. participants. Granted, Windhorse is a powerboat, but they are registered participants, and they certainly have an interesting history in the world of sailing.

Steve Ripple
San Francisco

Steve — Every year when the ARC reaches its maximum number of entries, we go down the list searching for American and particularly Californian entrants. To the best of our knowledge, the Dashews and their powerboat weren’t listed. We can only assume they got special dispensation to enter late or something. Nonetheless, we’re a sailing magazine, so we don’t cover powerboating — just as we don’t cover kayaking, open ocean rowing, dragonboat racing, predicted log contests, and similar non-sailing activities. They all have their own publications.

††THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY

I don’t know if you can copyright a font, but I thought you guys should be aware of that a company called L’attitude Gallery in Boston is using the same font as you.

By the way, I love the cover of the December issue. Beautiful. I wish there were more covers like it.

Garry Schaeffer
San Diego
Centrally located off Hwy. 80 at University Ave. • Fast Access to the Central Bay • Fuel Dock • Marine Center with 35 Ton Lift Capacity • Launch Ramp • Waterfront Hotel • Restaurants • Adventure Playground • 17 Acre Off-leash Dog Park • Picnic Sites • Deli and More...

Available Berths*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Berth Description</th>
<th>Monthly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84’ Downwind Double, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$1,071.84/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65’ Downwind Double, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$928.25/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65’ Downwind Double</td>
<td>$783.25/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65’ Crosswind Single, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$928.25/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65’ Crosswind Single</td>
<td>$783.25/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60’ Downwind Double</td>
<td>$621.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60’ Upwind Single</td>
<td>$788.40/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60’ Downwind Double, New Docks</td>
<td>$585.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52’ Upwind Double</td>
<td>$586.56/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52’ Upwind Double, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$731.56/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50’ Downwind Single</td>
<td>$564.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50’ Downwind Single, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$709.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48’ Downwind Double, New Docks</td>
<td>$441.60/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48’ Downwind Double, New Docks</td>
<td>$441.60/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41’ Upwind Single</td>
<td>$472.32/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40’ Downwind Double, Live-aboard</td>
<td>$368.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40’ Downwind Double, Live-aboard, New Docks</td>
<td>$513.00/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36’ Upwd 2-wide/Multihull, New Docks, Live-abd</td>
<td>$832.47/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36’ Upwind Double, New Docks</td>
<td>$343.73/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36’ Downwind Double, New Docks</td>
<td>$624.96/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36’ Downwind Double, New Docks, Live-abd</td>
<td>$832.47/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32’ Downwind Double</td>
<td>$277.76/mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30’ Upwind 2-wide/Multihull, New Docks</td>
<td>$572.88/mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Berths subject to availability

*all rental agreements & permits subject to approval of application and vessel inspection. Customer responsible for 1st month rent plus deposit, and all applicable fees.
Garry — Thanks for the concern, but as the Boston company spells its name a little differently, and are in an entirely different business, it doesn't bother us at all. We wish them all the success in the world.

There is now a real estate and investment group based at 1 California St. in San Francisco that calls itself the Latitude 38 Group. While they are in a different business and use a different logo, they do use a photo of a sailboat — for reasons that make no sense to us — on their home page. We don’t know if they are trying to trade off the name we made famous, but we’ve got better things to do then worry about it. Besides, when one searches for ‘Latitude 38’ on Google, they are way down the list, past the long-established Latitude 38 Bistro and Spirits in Oxford, Maryland, Latitude 38 Vacation Rentals in Telluride, Colorado, the Latitude 38 Design + Build folks in Charlottesville, Virginia — and even Profligate, Latitude’s 63-ft catamaran.

What did bother us was a guy who called himself Latitude 38 Productions a few years ago and promoted, among other things, sailing charters on the Bay. We felt that he was trading on our name and reputation, and therefore have felt no pity that the outfit is either no longer in business or at least no longer dabbles on the water.

Back in ’04, a singer/songwriter named Terry Savastano released an album called Latitude 38, with a logo resembling ours on the CD. The title track was called ‘Latitude 38’, was about sailing on the Bay, and featured the line “we go where the wind blows.” Sort of sounded familiar to us, perhaps because it’s been on our cover for the last 400 months. It also had a funny line that went, “trim the sails, too much fluffing.” Fluffing? Isn’t that what’s done on porno film sets to keep the male actors in a state so they can perform at a moment’s notice? But once again, the album is no skin off us, so we wish Savastano, “an Irish-Italian with an English accent” the best of luck. Besides, he’s going to need it, as his last known residence was Sarasota, Florida.

SAILING ISN’T ALWAYS IDYLLIC

I wish to disabuse people of the idea of sailing to distant lands as always being an idyllic endeavour. Sure, there is the rare perfect passage. But more often than not, fatigue — which is elevated irritability occasioned by incessant uncomfortable motion and confinement on a small, vulnerable platform — takes its toll.

While we sailors hope for speedy and uneventful passages, we learn to accept what we get. In the best of circumstances, we’ll have 18 to 20 knots aft of the beam and moderate seas, and arrive when expected. Rarely do we arrive early. In fact, sometimes passages will take twice as long as we expect. Maybe even longer. And maybe we won’t make it at all, as the
Alaska Eagle is the perfect offshore sailing platform. Built for the Whitbread Round the World Race, she has proven her mettle over the past 28 years Orange Coast College has operated her. On all of our passages you will be intimately involved with the daily running of the boat, learning by doing. Sail changes, standing watch, steering in the calms and gales, Alaska Eagle voyages are for those who want to be involved.

**Antigua - Panama Canal - May 3 - May 20, 2011**
Naval history, white sand beaches and beautiful private yachts may entice you to arrive early on this leg. Once onboard, robust downwind sailing will be punctuated with stops as we head toward the Panama Canal. Going through the canal is, of course, the icing on the cake.

**Transpac 2011 Jul 4 - Jul 19, 2011**
This is it, the race that every west-coaster dreams about, the Transpacific Yacht Race. Alaska Eagle will be part of the race as the escort boat. Keeping in the midst of the fleet, Eagle isn’t officially racing, but the crew is dedicated to keeping her moving fast.

**Honolulu, HI - San Francisco Jul 22 - Aug 9, 2011**
This trip usually covers every point of sail. The first few days are often upwind in a stiff breeze. As you travel further north, the conditions vary from a nice reach to the calms of the Pacific High. Picking the breeze up again, the sailing is usually off the wind with the grand finale of sailing under the Golden Gate Bridge.

**San Francisco – Newport Beach Aug 12 - 19, 2011**
If you are considering a coastal passage, this is a great way to gain the skills and confidence to do it on your own boat. Stops in both remote and popular anchorages along the way with night sails, and lots of hands on practice in navigation, sail changes, and steering. This an ideal learning cruise, taking your skills to the next level.

For an application or information on all our Adventure Sailing Voyages, look for Alaska Eagle at: occsailing.com or email: karen@occsailing.com or call 949-645-9412.
toll of singlehanders has been mounting recently. I'm not a singlehander because I prefer sailing alone. No, it's primarily because most people looking to crew believe that boats larger than mine are safer, more comfortable, and are more likely to have enough people aboard so they can have a party. Sometimes they are right, sometimes they aren't. It depends on a lot of things.

One thing that's certain is that I notice when a fellow singlehander goes missing. The first for me was Steve Brown, whom I met in Durban, South Africa in '03. His unmanned boat was found off the coast of California following his second circumnavigation. In '09, two others were lost whose names I don't know. One of them fell off his boat near Nuku Hiva. The other, a British national suffering from multiple sclerosis, fell off his boat sometime after leaving Rarotonga. We only know this because he had a crewmember who, although he had no idea how to sail, managed to put out a call for help.

Then there was Keiichi Chinami, whom I met in Hiva Oa. He spoke no English, and I knew only a limited amount of Japanese. But there was no barrier to our communication because we were both sailors. We had so much in common that we almost didn't have to speak. When he discovered that my alternator was bad, he loaned me his spare. I returned it to him in Tahiti.

Too many. Too close. Bigger boats.

Bob Lorenzi
Armido, Nor'Sea 27
Bundaberg, Australia

Bob — We're afraid your line of reasoning trailed off toward the end, but we think we catch your general drift. When you speak about passages always taking longer than expected, don't you think a lot of it has to do with new sailors having overly optimistic expectations? We always laugh when Profligate has a burst of speed and somebody says, "Hey, the GPS says we'll reach Turtle Bay in just five hours." Yeah, right. Then there's a lull and the GPS says we'll get to Turtle Bay in 36 hours. It seems to us that after a few months of cruising, a sailor should get pretty good at understanding all the variables and thus be able to come up with a reasonable expectation of how long a passage might take — give or take about 200%.

As for your reference to Keiichi Chinami, we should tell our readers that he's a 62-year-old Japanese sailor who went missing from his 35-ft sloop Kifa near Cape Horn in early March. He's not the only one. Kiwi singlehander Paul Janse van Rensburg went missing off his 36-ft sloop Tafadswa on March 12 during a passage with his dog from Tauranga, New Zealand, to Gisborne. Because van Rensburg's boat and safety gear were eventually found in excellent condition, it's assumed that he fell overboard. The dog lived.

As everybody should know, there are some inherent dangers in sailing. Perhaps not everyone understands that the dangers are greatly increased for those who choose — or have no choice but — to singlehand. Based on our experience, singlehanded sailing is one of the most rewarding experiences a person can have. But it is dangerous. So if you indulge, please be very, very careful out there.

"MY WIFE WANTS TO GO AGAIN!"

Belated thanks for a marvelous job organizing the Ha-Ha. We had a blast! My wife and I were crew on Jim and Connie Merrill’s Dufour 385 Sound Effect from Tacoma. This was my best chance to help my wife experience some offshore sailing. My concern was that she might discover only fear and none of the joy. She was fearless and wants to go again, so now we
GREAT FOR A WEEKEND

GREAT FOR A YEAR

Try a guest slip, find a home at Marina Bay.

(510) 236-1013

See what we have to offer at:
www.MarinaBayYachtHarbor.com
can continue planning our escape in a couple more years.

Dan Bessmer
Planet Earth

Dan — De nada. The Poobah’s purpose in life — and it’s a very satisfying one — is to help people have fun and adventure, preferably on their boats.

IS THAT SUSHI OR IS SOMEBODY LYING?

We were part of the recent Ha-Ha fleet and, not being too excited by the prospect of paying top dollar for a berth in the marina at Cabo where the air is hot and stagnant in the mornings, we once again anchored within swimming distance of The Office and the Baja Cantina, two beachfront establishments. It was still a bit windy, with an unusual east wind blowing us toward the lee shore. So I put out 230 feet of chain, and made sure the anchor was dug in well before I shut down the engines.

The wind lightened by the next day, and 230 feet of chain seemed excessive for our being in 16 feet of water. But I decided to leave it all out because my windlass was broken and because we were going to go in to the dock on Monday to get the saildrive worked on.

Come Monday morning, all seemed normal when we started to raise the anchor. It did, however, seem a little odd that I didn’t have to motor very far forward to raise the anchor. But we all suddenly got wide-eyed when the end of the chain came up through the roller — and there was no anchor attached! To say this was a bit disconcerting is an understatement. I had reversed the chain before the start of the Ha-Ha, and I knew I had seized the shackle with new wire. I didn’t want to believe that my seamanship skills were failing that fast.

We marked our position on the GPS, and proceeded to move into the dock for repairs. We later came back out and anchored in nearly the same spot using a backup anchor. The next day Tracy, who was crewing on Joe Pfiefer’s Beneteau Oceanis 42 Set Me Free, and whom we met during the ’09 Ha-Ha, came over and did some diving reconnaissance. She found the shackle and pin about two inches from each other on the bottom, just before she ran out of air. Before Tracy went in, I talked with somebody on a Mexican-owned Sunseeker powerboat that was anchored nearby. I wanted to let them know that we would have someone in the water, and to be on the lookout when they raised their anchor.

After Tracy ran out of air, we borrowed and refilled three scuba tanks, as we planned to do a thorough search of the area the next morning. About five minutes before we were going to start the search, the owner of the Sunseeker pulled up in his dinghy and asked if the anchor on the bow of his boat was mine! My Spanish is limited, so I’m not sure I got the details right, but he said something along the lines that his captain saw another boat, perhaps a panga, pick up an anchor a couple of days earlier. The captain mentioned it to his owner. I guess the owner was a bit ticked off that someone would do that to a boatowner, and put the word out that the anchor should be returned. I have no idea who the owner is, but I guess certain people in Cabo do, because his suggestion was heeded.

We’d heard from some locals that divers sometimes come off the beach to search for lost tourist items such as wallets, sunglasses and so forth. But we couldn’t believe that anyone would take an anchor attached to chain that was holding a boat in place, which is why I’d begun to doubt my skills. I’m not sure which brought me more relief when we got the anchor back, the fact that my seamanship skills are not deteriorating as quickly as I feared, or that I wouldn’t have to replace the...
There’s no better place to see and buy sailboats, sailing gear and accessories.

Seminars, free sailboat rides, parties and live music - plus activities for all the family.

For advance tickets and show details, visit StrictlySailPacific.com
anchor in Mexico, at double the cost of it in the States. I have no idea how long my boat was riding on just the rode with no anchor, but it could have turned ugly quickly if the east wind had come up again, or if I’d had less chain out. The more I think back on it, the luckier I feel, as it could have easily ended with my cat on the beach.

For those who may want to use this as an example of crime in Mexico, in my experience the actions of the owner of the Sunseeker are much more representative of the Mexican people than that of whoever stole the anchor. I will look forward to meeting more of them as I cruise this season.

Bill Lilly
Moontide, Lagoon 470
Newport Beach

Bill — You may be buying the explanation that you were given, but it sure sounds fishy to us. After all, if the captain on the powerboat saw somebody pick up and take off with your anchor, why didn’t he tell you right away? Or at least go around and warn the two or three boats that the anchor could have come from? And what was the anchor doing up on his bow? Fishy, fishy, fishy, that’s what it sounds like to us.

††YOU OWE YOUR FRIEND A CERVEZA

I have a bar bet that I’d like to have you settle. A friend of mine insists that participants in the TransPacfi c Yacht Race from Los Angeles to Honolulu are required to prove they’ve taken a certain number of sextant shots and plotted them. I say this is ridiculous, as GPS has been around for decades now. I bet you couldn’t find sextant in the whole fleet.

Rick Schrier
San Diego

Rick — We would have made that bet along with you. And we both would have been wrong. For all these years members of the TransPac Board have felt that nobody should race to Hawaii without being able to navigate by sextant. So when a boat finished, the inspectors checked to make sure each boat had done the required number of shots and plotted their positions.

One of the most vocal advocates of the requirement has been Stan Honey, the navigator par excellence. However, perhaps because he couldn’t make last year’s board meeting, the requirement has been dropped for this year’s TransPac.

††THIS IS REALLY THE LAST LETTER ON THE SUBJECT

I have lived in San Blas, Mexico, for 13 years. My wife and I have a small hotel here and are members of the Association of Hotels and Motels of San Blas. We are trying to attract tourists, not drive them away. So I was shocked when I read the following statements, published in Latitude, by San Blas resident Norm Goldie:

“No boaters will give instructions to visiting vessels who desire to enter or find moorings in the San Blas Estuary.” And, “No diagrams or pirated satellite images are to be used [for navigation], as they are useless and in many ways confusing.”

I have worked on the water in a commercial capacity for 32 years, and helping other persons on the water is a common practice. So when I read Norm’s statement, I was concerned. What kind of government. I thought to myself, would prohibit mariners from helping each other?

So I went to the Port Captain’s Office in San Blas and asked if Norm’s statements are true. Apparently the captain of the port didn’t talk with the same “high-ranking SCT offi cial” that Norm said he did, because the San Blas port captain told me that Norm Goldie’s statements are absolutely not true.
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The port captain said cruisers should feel free to help each other in San Blas, just as they would in any other part of the world. If anyone needs any assistance or help in any manner, there is a Tourist Office in town, and any of the local hotels can provide information and assistance.

Tom Nelson
Bungalows Conny
San Blas, Nayarit Mexico

Tom — Thanks for going to the trouble of checking that out with the Port Captain for us. There was never a doubt in our mind that Norm’s claims were rubbish. Indeed, most veteran cruisers in Mexico have come to view Norm’s more majestic pronouncements with a certain degree of skepticism. For example, in one of his most recent missives to us, he said he was putting together a dossier on us and turning it over to the “appropriate agencies” of the Mexican government. Right?

As we’ve said before, Norm Goldie can be a very helpful guy, and some cruisers are very fond of him. That’s great. On the other hand, he has a history of sticking his nose in where it’s not always been wanted, and at times has tried to make life miserable for those who have rejected his offers of help. And he’s sometimes been very mean to cruisers on the radio, which he monitors religiously. Lastly, despite whatever he might tell you, he has no official standing with the Mexican government.

†‡THE WORLD’S ‘BEST’ CLIMATE

Latitude’s recent post about climate brought up a topic worth considering. From a sailor’s perspective, what area of the world has the best climate? As for myself, if Todos Santos — just north of Cabo on the Pacific Coast — had a harbor, I’d say that would be it. In the North Pacific, that would leave the extremes of Southern California and La Paz — at least of places that were boating centers and had supplies. In the southern hemisphere, it would be Ecuador.

My having done a bit of traveling, the only rival that comes to mind is Noumea, New Caledonia. I’m dismissing Hawaii because of the lack of anchorages and the wind and seas being too rough in the channels.

What do other sailors think?

Anonymous
Planet Earth

Anonymous — Yours is a fun question that we’ve given a lot of thought to. We’re going to assume that you’re like most cruisers and are looking to sail in reasonably warm air and water temperatures. If that’s the case, you’re going to want to sail the tropical areas of the world — but only in the hemisphere’s winter, because it’s too hot and humid in the summer, and most such areas are subject to hurricanes in summer.

When it comes to the ideal sailing climate in the winter in the northern hemisphere, we don’t believe anywhere can compare with the Eastern Caribbean. Yes, it’s a little breezy in December and January, but there’s always a sailing breeze and the water and air temps are perfect. Mainland Mexico is great, too, although the wind isn’t as consistent and the water isn’t as clear. But the people of Mexico are nicer than those in the Caribbean, the prices are much lower, and there’s a much more active cruiser social life — all things to be considered.

But forget mainland Mexico for cruising in the summer, as it’s too hot and too humid, and it rains too much. The Caribbean isn’t quite as bad in the summer, but the humidity can get oppressive. And remember, both mainland Mexico and the Caribbean are subject to hurricanes.
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While La Paz and Todos Santos are at about the same latitude, just north of the Tropic of Cancer and therefore near the tropics, we’re going to pass on them as having a perfect sailing climates — even in the northern hemisphere winter. The problem is that they are often too chilly in the winter, and even on warm winter days the water gets too cold for swimming in December. The mid-June through September heat in both places can be oppressive, particularly during the most humid months of August and September. On the other hand, La Paz and the rest of the Sea of Cortez can be near ideal from the middle of May through the end of June, and from October to mid-December. In addition, La Paz has a lot of non-sailing attractions that have made it popular with cruisers and retired cruisers for years.

For ideal sailing climates during the northern hemisphere summer, you’d look to the tropical areas of the southern hemisphere. Places like French Polynesia, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, the Queensland coast of Australia, New Caledonia, New Guinea, Indonesia and Malaysia.

There are, of course, great sailing climates outside the tropics, but they are pretty much limited to the summer. As good as summer sailing is on San Francisco Bay, in Southern California, the Northeast U.S., the Baltic countries, the Med, and Alaska, nobody is going to compare winter sailing in such places with winter sailing in Banderas Bay or in the Eastern Caribbean.

Depending on how far these places are from the equator, their winter sailing ranges from poor to out-of-the-question in the winter. The same is true with the subtropical areas of the southern hemisphere in their winter.

We’ve got two solutions to the problem of there being no one place with a perfect year-round sailing climate. The first is to have one boat in a tropical area of the northern hemisphere for northern hemisphere winter use, and another in a tropical area of the southern hemisphere for southern hemisphere winter use. For example, a boat in Mexico from November to May, and a boat in Indonesia from May to November. All it takes is money.

The second solution is to be a ‘20-20’ sailor, meaning you never go outside of the tropics, but you also switch hemispheres with each equinox. Indeed, this is something that many cruisers do, be they circumnavigators or not. However, it does get a little hard west of the Indian Ocean, because you either end up in the Med, which is sub-tropical, or the South Atlantic, where there aren’t very many cruising hot spots.

We think we have a decent macro view of the world’s ideal sailing climates, but if we’re missing some micro climate issue that makes a place ideal for sailing year round, we’d be delighted to hear about it.

"ANDREW VIK IS MY INSPIRATION"

While I call myself an avid sailor, I must admit that I’m no expert. After all, I’ve never been on a bluewater trip or singlehanded a boat over 20 feet — although I can’t stop thinking about it. I’m just a college kid who caught the sailing bug from my sister-in-law and who loves to spend summer days racing Hobies on Huntington Lake above my hometown of Fresno.

But I’m a bit of a dreamer, and want to sail more and more.
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more. As my dreams have in large part been inspired by the summer and fall contributions of Andrew Vik, scourge of the Med, about his adventures on his Islander 36, Geja, in the Adriatic, I was wondering if you could help me contact him. Having followed his adventures in Latitude since I was 17, I'd love to get his advice on planning my future trips.

By the way, that was a great Ha-Ha article. I've never wanted to go more.

Clifton Wahlberg
Fresno

Clifton — We don’t give out contact information of our contributors, but we’ll let Andrew know how to contact you.

Given the poor economy and difficult job market, we can’t think of a better time for an adventure-loving young man to get out there and see the world by boat, make great friends, and get a real world education. Good luck!

⇑⇓

TOM GOES CRUISING

It was sure great to be a part of — as crew — Baja Ha-Ha 17! By the time you read this, we’ll be on our boat Begone in San Carlos, Mexico. I can’t wait to see what Tom, who ran List Marine in Sausalito for all those years, looks like when he hasn’t had to work in the shop for a couple of months. Instead, I imagine he’ll be answering diesel engine problem requests on the VHF radio!

It sure is great to have Hans, Jessica, Dominic and Bill to keep List Marine humming while we’re cruising!

Suzanne Statler — with Tom List
Begone
San Carlos, Mexico

Suzanne — It was great to have you along on the Ha-Ha. And Tom showed the true cruising spirit, as the longtime Yanmar dealer happily helped out a number of Ha-Ha participants — for free — who had issues with their diesels. We’re most interested to hear how Tom adjusts to the shock of suddenly not living a hectic life.

⇑⇑

VTS WAS VERY HELPFUL

I learned something new — I probably should have already known it — during the trip my son and I made between Brookings, Oregon, and the Channel Islands. When pondering our passage across the San Francisco entrance, I decided I wanted to move in close to shore and cross the ship channel at the precautionary area rather than crossing all the in/out and north/south shipping lanes out closer to the Farallones. But I didn’t feel confident about my decision, particularly because the charts, and guides like Charlie’s Charts, warned us to avoid the precautionary area. And I didn’t know how the Coasties would react to my sailing through that spot, what with pilot boats using it.

So I called the Vessel Traffic Service (VTS), a little worried about how they’d react to such a dumb question. But they were very helpful. The officer I spoke to said we had as much right to use that area as anyone else, only that they preferred not to see us get run over! He asked when I wanted to cross
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and how long it would take, and very patiently gave me a rundown on the ship traffic expected around that time. I was favorably impressed and grateful to get that help.

We passed the entrance safely — using our radar and AIS — and waved to the pilot boat. Life was good. I’d never hesitate to call VTS again.

John Boye
Tom Thumb, Havsfirða 25
Brookings, Oregon

John — The precautionary area outside the Gate is a little confusing to us. On our chart it’s about two miles due south of Duxbury Reef, which means it’s out of the path of all major shipping. The chart says it’s where the pilot boat hangs out, but VTS tells us that the pilot boat spends most of its time right around the Lightbucket. The bottom line is that it seems to us that you’d need to exercise less caution in the precautionary area than outside of it. In any event, stand a normal watch, and it’s no problem.

Fun fact: VTS handled 77,278 vessel ‘movements’ in ’08, the last year we could find records for. Some 53,780 of them were ferry movements, while only 16 of them were submarine movements. This was a 20% drop in movements over the previous year, and significantly lower than any of the previous nine years.

⇑⇓

TROUBLE FOR CRUISERS AT MINERVA REEF

During the morning of November 20, we and one other sailing yacht entered the North Minerva Reef and anchored. Three other boats were already on the hook, although two left a short time later. Around 1 pm, the three remaining boats were hailed by the patrol boat — which we all assumed was from Tonga. Each yacht was asked about its last port and next port, and if they had permission to anchor at Minerva Reef. All three yachts reported that Vava’u, Tonga, had been their last port.

To our surprise, the crew of the patrol boat told us that we needed to get permission from Suva, Fiji, to anchor at Minerva. Since we didn’t have it, we had to leave immediately.

It was then obvious that this was a Fijian patrol boat.

We and the folks on the other boats argued that we believed Minerva Reef was part of Tonga. That got us the following response: “No, it’s not. You have to get permission from officials in Suva, Fiji, to anchor here.” We were given 30 minutes to prepare for departure and leave.

We left the Minerva Reef angry and frustrated, and continued on our long journey toward Opua, New Zealand. So who owns Minerva Reef?

Peter Sidler
Green Coral
Basel, Switzerland

Peter — There are a number of claims on Minerva. For details, see our response to the following letter.

⇑⇑WHAT’S ALL THE FUSS ABOUT?

On November 20, we entered Minerva Reef and anchored. We were carrying written permission from the Tongan Immigration office in Nelaifu to do just that. Three hours later, a patrol boat — that we assumed was from Tonga — announced over VHF 16 that all boats had to leave, and that another patrol boat was coming. We naturally assumed that it would
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be a Tongan patrol boat. It turned out to be a Fijian patrol boat, and they told us we couldn’t be at Minerva without permission from Fijian officials. We were told that Minerva belongs to Fiji, not Tonga, and therefore our permission to stop was worthless. We advised the patrol boat that the reason we’d taken shelter was because strong headwinds were anticipated for the rest of our 800-mile trip to New Zealand, and it would be hard on our relatively small 36-footer. They told us that the weather was fine, so we had to leave. Having no choice, we left Minerva Reef at once.

Günther and Anke Rombach
Tramp, 36-ft sloop
Germany

Readers — It’s not unusual for governments to get into major arguments about who owns small — sometimes tiny — and seemingly inconsequential islands or atolls. For decades, Chile and Argentina threatened to go to war over three tiny islands in the inhospitable Beagle Channel. North Korea is currently itching to start World War III over Yeonpyeong Island. And now some innocent cruisers have become caught in the middle of the squabble over Minerva Reef, which consists of two mostly submerged reefs, with some sand and scrub, 270 miles southwest of Tonga and about 800 miles from New Zealand. The total land mass is about the size of a football field. The battle for Minerva started in ’71, when Michael Oliver, a Lithuanian-born Las Vegas real estate millionaire and political activist, brought in barges of sand from Australia. His goal was to create a sovereign micro-nation on the reclaimed land, and to that end formed the Ocean Life Research Foundation syndicate, with offices in New York and London. They envisioned establishing a libertarian society with “no taxation, welfare, subsidies, or any form of economic interventionism.” In addition to tourism and fishing, the economy of the new nation was to include light industry and other commerce. ‘Port Victoria’ was declared the capitol.

The neighboring countries — Australia, New Zealand, Tonga, Fiji, Nauru, Western Samoa, and the Cook Islands — took a dim view of Oliver’s idea. A Tongan expedition was sent to Minerva to lower the new country’s flag and enforce Tonga’s claim to the reefs. There was no organized resistance on the part of Provisional President Morris ‘Bud’ Davis, who was then sacked by Oliver. Oliver’s project collapsed.

Delusions of grandeur don’t die easily, however, and in ’82 a group of Americans, led by Davis, tried to occupy the reefs again. After three weeks, they were chased away by Tongan troops. Wikipedia reports that several groups have sought to re-establish claims to Minerva in recent years, although none have tried to occupy it. Some groups claim to represent a continuation of the early ‘republic’. The most interesting is a group of individuals from Charleston, South Carolina, which promotes Minerva as a principality with a non-hereditary head of state. Its leader, one Prince Calvin, styles it as “the Government of the Principality of Minerva while in exile.” We don’t know for sure, but he sounds like the type of guy who might have a job at a car wash.

In a more grave action, in November of ’05, Fiji lodged a complaint with the International Seabed Authority concerning territorial claim over Minerva. Tonga has lodged a counter claim. And so has the principality. The result is that sometimes
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In a typical month, we receive a tremendous volume of letters. So if yours hasn’t appeared, don’t give up hope. We welcome all letters that are of interest to sailors. Please include your name, your boat’s name, hailing port and, if possible, a way to contact you for clarifications.

By far the best way to send letters is to email them to richard@latitude38.com. You can also mail them to 15 Locust, Mill Valley, CA, 94941, or fax them to (415) 383-5816.

AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The “fuss” about small, isolated islands like Minerva Reef is that qualifying formations can serve as the basis for an Exclusive Economic Zone drawn 200 nautical miles in circumference around the formation. The owning nation gains exclusive rights to most of the natural resources within that zone. Because of our lengthy coastline and numerous Pacific territories, possessions, and so forth, the United States’ Exclusive Economic Zone is the largest in the world. Check out the map at http://aquaculture.noaa.gov/pdf/20_eezmap.pdf.

Craig Juckniess
Perihelion, Mason 43
Anacortes, WA

Craig — Very interesting. Thanks for the link to the map.

OH, WELL, IF THE U.N. IS ADDRESSING IT . . .

I contacted the Tongan government over the situation at Minerva Reef. They said that they “know about the problem, and it’s being addressed in the United Nations.” I also learned that elections were just held in Tonga, and the Democracy Party won 12 seats, which means they’ll try to form a new government. It should be interesting in Tonga for awhile.

Baker Hardin
Lite N Up, Islander 44
San Diego

Baker — The United Nations is addressing the situation? Oh good, that means a just and equitable solution — probably giving Minerva Reef to Venezuela — is expected any day now.

If you think things are going to be interesting in Tonga, compare them with what’s been happening on Easter Island, which is 2,000 miles west of Chile, the country that claims it, and is one of the most isolated places on earth. In early December, Chile sent a plane full of riot police to Easter Island to evict the indigenous Rapa Nui who have been squatting in government buildings they claimed were on their sacred land. Dozens of the Rapa Nui were wounded by buckshot and police batons.

While the riot police were sent to remove squatters, the real issue is tourism. More than 50,000 people a year are flying to the remote island to see the famous moai and tick off another box on their bucket list. But the Rapa Nui say that the Chilean government, which annexed the island in 1888, is trying to turn the UNESCO World Heritage Site into something like a theme park for the benefit of outside companies, whose profits leave the island. “We’re not asking the Chilean government for anything but title to our land, which is our rightful claim,” said a Rapa Nui representative. We sympathize with the Rapa Nuis’ desires, but there’s a greater chance that a moai will stroll across the Pacific to Minerva before we see that.

In a typical month, we receive a tremendous volume of letters. So if yours hasn’t appeared, don’t give up hope. We welcome all letters that are of interest to sailors. Please include your name, your boat’s name, hailing port and, if possible, a way to contact you for clarifications.

By far the best way to send letters is to email them to richard@latitude38.com. You can also mail them to 15 Locust, Mill Valley, CA, 94941, or fax them to (415) 383-5816.
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LOOSE LIPS

My bad.

We hate it when we make mistakes, and never more so than when they reflect badly on somebody or some company. But that's just what we did in the December issue.

We'd received a letter from Ed and Karen Lane of the San Diego-based Valiant Esprit Nordic 37 Blade, who reported that they had not been able to participate in Ha-Ha 17 as they'd signed up to do because the diesel engine they'd ordered on January 15 of '10 — and that they'd been promised repeatedly would arrive shortly — did not arrive in time for them to have it installed for the October 25 start. They were very disappointed.

We noted that, because of the recession, many manufacturers, distributors, and retailers had generally cut back on inventory to reduce costs, and in some cases this was causing problems for consumers. We noted that, for example, Doña de Mallorca wasn’t able to obtain more of the Henderson water-based deck paint she likes because they simply weren’t going to make any more in white until they got a lot more orders. We also noted that another entry in this year’s Ha-Ha wasn’t able to make it because the rod rigging order he’d placed months before with Navtec, which is owned by Lewmar, didn’t arrive in time.

The only problem with the last statement is that, because of a complete misunderstanding and brain fade on our part, the boat owner hadn’t ordered the rod rigging from Navtec at all. Indeed, the reason he didn’t receive it in time was not because of a screw up on the part of Navtec, but because the people who placed the order on his behalf screwed up.

We’d like to say we made the error about Navtec because the information was passed on to us during the Ha-Ha Kick-Off Party in San Diego, when we had about 3,000 other things on our mind. But that’s no excuse, is it? We screwed up, and feel very bad about it. So our most sincere apologies to Navtec and Lewmar who, as yet, probably aren’t even aware of the mistake.

For the record, we’ve used Navtec products, specifically their backstay adjusters and rigging parts, for more than 30 years, and have always found them to be first quality. Our 10-year-old Leopard 45 catamaran ‘ti Profligate in the Caribbean is equipped with numerous Lewmar winches, and they still look and work as if they were brand new. Furthermore, Profligate has got a terrific Mamba steering system that is sold by Lewmar, and it’s been a great replacement for the original hydraulic steering, which never worked properly.

Once again, our sincerest apologies to Navtec and Lewmar for our blunder. We'll try to do better in the future.

— richard

Going green.

In a recent log entry, Jeanne Socrates, who is currently attempting a non-stop solo circumnavigation aboard her Najad 380 Nereida, said she’d yet to see a green flash. “Although yesterday I did see the ‘emerald on the sun’s finger’ — the top rim of the sun turned green just as it disappeared over the horizon. Pretty, but not a green flash, which happens a few moments after the sun has disappeared!” We hate to argue with such an accomplished seaman, but Jeanne did, indeed, see a green flash.

According to San Diego State University’s Department of Astronomy, there are four ‘types’ of green flashes, including the one Jeanne saw, as well the very rare ‘green ray’, a brilliant beam of green light shooting out of the just-set sun. About 3/4 of all observed green flashes are of the first variety; less than .5 of a percent are of the latter. The rest of us should be green with envy that Jeanne has been lucky enough to see at least two ‘green rays’ during her voyages.

— ladonna
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transpac entries

For the last eight years or so, it’s been a darn good time to be an ocean racer on the West Coast, and this year’s TransPac Race is evidence of that. Even with over six months remaining until the starts, the event already boasts 26 entries!

Included are perennial race favorites, the SC 50s, with four already signed up, including the defending division champ and ’10 Pacific Cup overall winner, Jack Taylor’s Dana Point-based Horizon. Bill Helvestine’s San Rafael-based SC 50 Deception, which finished third overall in last year’s Pac Cup, is signed up, and there are also four Japanese entries, and a TP 52 from Hong Kong.

Back for her 16th race — if memory serves — is Chris Welsh’s Newport Beach-based Spencer 65 Ragtime, but she won’t be the largest or fastest boat in the fleet. The East Coast has two entries so far, one of which is Hap Fauth’s R/P 69 Bella.

sf’s cup bid on shaky ground

Although its government pulled out all the stops to put together a bid to host the 34th America’s Cup, San Francisco was far from a lock to host the event as we went to press. Most recently, reports that BMW Oracle Racing team officials have been meeting with representatives from Newport, Rhode Island, Dubai, and a nebulous Italian venue have done a great deal to cast doubt on San Francisco’s bid. Given that the team’s deadline for a bid from the City — which was miraculously met — had passed, we’re at a loss as to what the team hoped this would accomplish. It was too late to be a negotiating ploy, which leads us to believe that all the effort put in by the sailing community, City government and civic leaders may have been in vain all along.

If the Cup goes to Rhode Island, we have a question. What happened to San Francisco being the only U.S. city under consideration? Ellison can do what he wants with the Cup — it’s his prerogative as the winner under the terms he and GGYC agreed to — but he’s going to have a hard time arguing that the signed, sealed and delivered deal from the City of San Francisco would have had a deleterious impact on the event, the only believable argument from someone with a personal fortune estimated in the neighborhood of $27 billion. He’s also going to have a hard time convincing us that Newport could generate the same kind of international appeal and enthusiasm around the Cup.

continued on outside column of next sightings page
are piling up

Mente — which will likely be the scratch boat and a legitimate elapsed-time record challenger for conventionally-ballasted monohulls without powered sailing systems — under project manager and Bay Area product Dee Smith.

As far as local boats go, Andy Costello’s Richmond-based J/125 Double Trouble is signed up, and with something like five or six J/125s in Southern California, there’s a chance there could be a quasi-one design division for them. And there’s a bevy of probables from Northern California that you’ll likely see off Pt. Fermin around the first start on the Fourth of July.

In the last four or five years, the Trans-Pac YC has worked hard to modernize the race and raise its profile, and this year’s early entry list shows it. The full entry list and race documents are available at www.transpacrace.com.

ultra flip swivel recall

Quickline USA has issued a total recall of all UFS8 Ultra Flip anchor swivels for 1/4" and 5/16" chain. “Simply put, the UFS8 swivels do not meet Quickline’s high quality standards and strength requirements,” said Quickline USA President Randy Boelsems.

The swivels, manufactured by Boyut Marine between June 2009 and October 2010, are easy to identify by the eagle molded into the side. No other sizes of Ultra Flip swivel, or older versions of UFS8 — ones lacking the molded eagle — are included in the recall.

If you have one of the recalled swivels in your anchoring set-up, stop using it immediately and contact Quickline at (714) 843-6964 to arrange for a replacement. They ask that the defective units be returned via the pre-paid FedEx label they’ll include with the replacement.

— ladonna

cup bid — cont’d

as San Francisco.

San Francisco was a known quantity. Ellison and Coutts knew what the City offered; the terms were spelled out. It seemed highly doubtful that Rhode Island, motivated as it was to get the event, would have been able to get a host city agreement together and voted on by the end of the year. With 10 days to go before the announcement as of this writing, BMW Oracle Racing either must have risked announcing the venue without having a host city agreement in place — which seems pretty darn crazy — or put off the venue announcement and risked being sued by a challenger for not sticking to the protocol.

The team’s COO Stephen Barclay was all over the wires with his claims that the deal was changed late in the game and that’s what caused the team to look elsewhere. But the reality is that the deal only changed because the original one no longer had the support of the majority of the Board of Supervisors. This was due in part to the fact that the City government rightly uncovered a myth the team made every effort to perpetuate — that of the bogeyman Italian venue (while the European economic crisis swelled to what may prove to be the first of many crescendos) — and that even if this competition was real, it wasn’t worth giving away the farm for. Anyway, it was also due to the fact that the original deal was way too generous for the team and would have put control of public assets in the hands of a 66-year-old for 66 to 75 years.

Ellison and company kept pitching the importance of an incentive — it was still there in the revised deal, by the way — to bring the 34th Cup to the Bay. But nowhere was there any call to create an incentive for the team to keep it here: for instance, tying the length of the leases on Piers 30/32 and Seawall Lot 330 into the future editions of the Cup, an incentive that would seem fair to us.

The truly wrenching thing about the whole state of affairs is that the format and the boats are so brilliant, so inspired and so necessary that there’s not much we can find fault with. But we still can’t understand why Ellison wouldn’t want to have the most radically progressive and innovative America’s Cup in history in a milieu that radiates and celebrates those qualities. He would make money putting on the regatta with the deal he had before him. By the time you’ve read this, the proof will be in the pudding for Bay Area Cup fans.

— rob

Chip Megeath has won his division in every Hawaii race beginning with the ‘07 Trans-Pac with the chartered SC 52 ‘Kokopelli²’. Although it’s not officially entered yet, don’t be surprised if you see Megeath’s R/P 45 ‘Criminal Mischief’ in this year’s already strong-looking TransPac field.

— rob

A recalled swivel can be identified by an eagle molded into its side.
make mine monterey

With the exception of a couple trips — or at least attempts — per year around the Farallones, and the occasional daysail outside the Gate, we don’t get much of a chance to do a lot of coastal sailing aboard our Sausalito-based Hanse 34 ‘iliohale. Our sailing vacations and weekends have typically been dedicated to trips up to Petaluma, Napa and the Delta, and overnighters at Angel Island, Clipper Cove and San Francisco. So in September ’09, we decided to take a four-day trip down to Monterey. After that trip, we bought a dodger and learned many lessons, including 1) always wear your foul weather gear when leaving the Bay on a strong ebb no matter how warm it is, 2) just because it’s late summer does not mean you will have good conditions offshore, and 3) sailing back nonstop against a strong northerly is not the most comfortable ending to a great trip.

With this knowledge, we planned another trip for last fall. This time, however, we were a little smarter with our planning; we and the boat were better prepared and we carefully watched for a good weather window. The idea was to take four days: one day to sail down and three days to sail back, with overnight stops in Santa Cruz and Half Moon Bay. We picked a couple of weekends in October that had favorable tides for both the departure and the return to the Bay, and then just watched the weather forecasts.

As part of our planning, I contacted the harbormasters at Half Moon Bay, Santa Cruz, and Monterey to determine the availability and cost of guest slips, the availability of fuel, and the typical conditions for the dates of our travel windows. Availability at that time of year wasn’t a problem, and anchoring out at Half Moon Bay and Monterey was also an option, if needed.

As luck would have it, a high pressure system parked itself over Northern California during our first window. The thought of warm offshore breezes and a moonless sky to star-gaze was just too much to bear, so my sailing buddies, Erik Edney and Terence Kirk, and I got ready to head out. Unfortunately, my wife, Nancy, was unable to join us, but she sent the next best thing — her lasagna.

We left Sausalito at 4 p.m. on Thursday, October 7, using our previous year’s time — 16 hours — as a guideline to get us in after sunrise. We also were able to take advantage of a monster 5.2-knot ebb tide that flushed us out of the Bay. Unfortunately, our good weather window was a little too good — the most wind we saw was seven knots dead astern — so we motored most of the way, which put us into Monterey at 4 a.m.

Many bright lights in the area were confusing us so we just followed our chartplotter tracks from the previous year. (It turns out that the bright lights were squid fishing boats.) In retrospect, we should have left a little later or backed off on the throttle when it became clear that we would arrive before sunrise.

Monterey was a blast. Between the best beignets this side of New Orleans, otter watching, talking with fishermen, free chowder samples on the pier, and a great afternoon sail, I was thinking that we should have allowed for another day. But on Saturday morning we headed out for the four-hour sail over to Santa Cruz.

It was truly an outstanding day. Halfway across the Bay, we phoned the Santa Cruz harbormaster to ask about the entrance conditions, and after she stopped laughing she managed to say, “Are you kidding? This is one of the nicest days we’ve had all year!” In such mild conditions, Santa Cruz is very easy to enter, as are the guest slips.

econea study

Since the fall of ’07, this writer and her husband’s boat has been part of a bottom paint study to test the efficacy of the biocide Econea, a biodegradable antifouling agent produced by Janssen Pharmaceuticals and sold to different paint companies. Three paints were applied to the bottom of our Crealock 37 — one control paint containing 67% copper, one solvent-based test paint and one water-based test paint.

After a year, the water-based paint, in our opinion as boat owners, was not only the best among the three, but also the best paint we’d ever used. There was zero hard growth on all three — which made them equally ‘successful’ in the eye of study.
SIGHTINGS

update

coordinator Jack Hickey, as that is the study's primary focus — but the water-based paint had very little slime or grass. The other two were mini-ecosystems unto themselves.

In the spring of '09, we were asked to continue in the program, and we agreed on the condition that one of the test paints continue to be the water-based paint. A different solvent-based test paint — one that had proven more successful than the previous paint — was applied, the control paint was refreshed, and we were back in business. Subsequent checks showed the new solvent paint testing well, but still not

monterey — cont’d

which also serve as a great spot to watch all manner of 'boats' going by — including stand up paddle boards. We took the time to explore a little but got to bed early for our 5 a.m. departure.

The trip between Santa Cruz and Pt. Año Nuevo had kicked our ass during the previous trip back, so the plan this time was to get an early start and motor if needed to get past the point before any afternoon winds could kick in. Conditions weren't great, with pretty thick fog, light winds on the nose, and a sloppy six-ft swell. With water dripping off the mainsail and onto our heads, we huddled under the new dodger and let the autopilot and engine do the work until the sun came out and we rounded the point. From there we had a more favorable wind angle for sailing and we pulled into our guest slip around 3 p.m., as fog began to circle Half Moon Bay.

As at Santa Cruz, the entrance to Half Moon Bay can, at times, have breaking swells, so sailors really need to be aware of the conditions before entering. The harbormaster had told us that the swells...
were running in the nine-ft range but the channel was safe. He also suggested making a wide turn between channel marker #3 and the end of the breakwater at the harbor entrance to have a better angle on the swells. This allowed us to take them on the quarter instead of the beam, though we still had a wild ride in. Our departure the next morning was even wilder, as the swells had built overnight, but the rest of the trip home was great. It brought our four-day trip to a great conclusion, unlike the slogging we had in '09.

The best advice I could give anyone considering a trip to Monterey, especially in the off-season, is to carefully monitor the weather before and during your trip, and only leave if conditions look good. Don't force anything and always have a backup plan in case you need to wait out bad weather. Don't be afraid to turn back if you poke your nose out and the conditions are nasty. If a big swell is running, be sure to stay in deeper water and don't cut the corner at the ship channel. This is a wonderful trip with fantastic natural beauty and sea life. I can't wait to go again next year — hope to see you out there!

— Gary Ryan
solvent-based test paint is likely to come to market sooner than the water paint. "I'm actually working with the paint company to get that one approved for sale," he said.

We still haven't been able to discover names for any of the test paints, but Dave Helmer of Janssen has promised to pass my information on to the manufacturer of the water-based paint — privacy agreements prohibit him from sharing their name — so we may yet find out who makes this miracle paint. In the meantime, Interlux has thrown its hat into the Econea ring with their Pacifica Plus, and Pettit is awaiting EPA and FDA approval for their Vivid Eco.

— ladonna

Before and after — the water-based paint (right) is still performing noticeably better than the other paints but doesn’t seem to stand up to pressure washing as well as the other paints — though Jack Hickey says it's actually much harder.

In her blog, Dekker wondered if she was the youngest person to solo across the Atlantic but that record is still Mike Perham’s.

dekker lands in st. martin

After two months of waiting for the hurricane season to end, 15-year-old Dutch record-seeker Laura Dekker set off from the Cape Verde Islands on December 2 for the first ocean crossing in her planned circumnavigation. Dekker and her Jeanneau 38 Gin Fizz Guppy arrived at Simpson Bay Lagoon, St. Martin on December 20, finishing the 2,200-mile leg in 18 days.

Dekker, you might remember, last saw St. Martin when she ran away from home to go boat shopping by using her New Zealand passport — she has both Dutch and Kiwi citizenship — to evade European authorities who had made her a ward of the state. While previous teen circumnavigators set out on east-about routes, Dekker, like Zac Sunderland, is doing a tradewinds-and-canals lap of the globe that she expects will take approximately two years.

For those who’ve missed our previous coverage, Dekker’s route has been filled with obstacles. Since announcing her attempt two years ago, Dekker has had an uphill battle to get this far. Born in New Zealand during her parents’ circumnavigation, Dekker claims to have been sailing her own 23-ft boat in Friesland waters where she encountered her first resistance to her efforts. Lock-operators were not always willing to allow such a young girl in her own boat to transit. Undeterred and supported by her family, she spent the following summer vacation sailing in and around the islands on the Wadden Sea, and shortly after she revealed her big dream to become the youngest ever to go around the world.

Intensive lessons on navigation and safety followed, and then Dekker’s father instructed his daughter to sail to England and back on her own to show him what she was capable of. That trip was a harbinger of the official resistance she would later experience when, on her arrival in the UK, she was detained by the port authorities who judged it too dangerous for a 13-year-old to be at sea alone. Looking to thwart the trip, the port authorities called Dick Dekker and asked him to accompany his daughter on the trip home.

The elder Dekker refused to comply with the request, so the authorities placed Laura in a children’s home. Ultimately Dekker got underway on August 21, two months after a Dutch Children’s Court gave her permission to leave.

— rob

partners in preservation

Besides an obvious love of music, what does British Virgin Islands singer/songwriter Foxy Callwood have in common with the late concert violinist Myron Spaulding of Sausalito? Throughout their lives, both men have had deep affection for hand-built wooden boats. And that explains why Foxy and his wife Tessa made a special trip to check out the Spaulding Wooden Boat Center in Sausalito last month when they were passing through the Bay Area.

As regular readers know, since Myron's passing in 2000 (at the age of 94!) his 'boatworks' has carried on his legacy of fine craftsmanship continued on outside column of next sightings page
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in several areas: the boatyard repairs and upgrades boats of all types with meticulous attention to detail; the now-resident Arques School of Traditional Boatbuilding trains young apprentices to be shipwrights; and the Center is deeply involved with preservation of historic craft. The centerpiece of that effort is the ongoing restoration of the 1885 gaff sloop Freda, renowned as the “oldest active sailing yacht on the West Coast.”

Foxy and Tessa were thrilled to see that the multi-year rebuilding of her hull is now complete, especially because they’re nearing completion of a similarly ambitious project themselves, down in the islands. As originators of the northern Caribbean’s largest wooden boat gathering — Foxy’s Wooden Boat Regatta — they’re acutely aware of the shrinking number of wooden vessels still sailing their waters, especially traditional Tortola sloops, which were once the principal means of interisland transport for both people and cargo. So Foxy and Tessa decided to build a new sloop based on the lines and construction techniques used by BVI forefathers. As at Spaulding’s, much of the labor was done by young apprentices who gained hands-on experience in a highly marketable craft. The project is one of many activities sponsored by the nonprofit Jost Van Dyke Preservation Society, which was conceived by the Callwoods in ’04. Its broad-based mission is to encourage preservation of “the history, cultural, land and marine environment, and heritage of Jost Van Dyke,” which is one of the least developed islands in the Northern Caribbean.

If you happen to be down in the islands this spring or summer, keep an eye out for the sleek new sloop Endeavour, as she’s slated to be launched in time to participate in the 36th annual Foxy’s Wooden Boat Regatta, May 27-29. We can hardly wait to see her flying along on the easterly tradewinds. And who knows, perhaps she’ll trigger a resurgence of traditional sloop building in the islands. That would make Foxy smile even more broadly than he normally does.

— andy

boatbuilding lessons

Readers: Captain Rita Coy, of the 60-ft, three-masted Herreshoff Marco Polo schooner Valkyrie, wrote the following in response to an August letter from Eric and Jeanna Brown, who wanted advice on building a boat from a bare hull. Her story is so interesting that we thought it deserved a more prominent position in the magazine.

I was living in the San Francisco Bay Area at the time I built the interior of my boat, and if I knew then what I know now, I probably would never have done it. But that was 23 years ago and I was much younger and had more energy and enthusiasm than sense.

I was raised by a single mom, and had no male figures in my life to show me how to fix and build things. When I was in school, girls were not allowed in shop classes. So for the first year I had Valkyrie, I just looked at her on weekends, paid the berthing, and called her “Roger’s boat” (Roger was the previous owner). I couldn’t believe she was mine and I had no idea where to begin or what to do.

A friend came for a look-see, saying “I just want to know what continued on outside column of next sightings page
heroism medal

Lunkley to reach the tri, but once she did, she disconnected her line to the lifeboat, attached it to a PFD, and pushed it under the boat toward the trapped man, telling him to put it on.

When he got tangled in the boat’s running rigging, she pushed him up so his

boatbuilding — cont’d

you spent your money on.” I tried to extol her virtues — the previous owners had lived aboard and sailed her 1,000 miles down the coast in terrible weather, the masts were good, the engine was good, and so on. He just said, “Hmph! They never lived on her. They existed.”

But Mr. Hmph directed me to Laney College, a community college in Oakland. I signed up for a cabinetry class taught by Keith Nason and asked him to take a look at Valkyrie. “This is a real boat,” he gushed. I told him that I didn’t know where to begin and his response was, “You need ceilings first, so I’m going to teach you how to mill up wood.” I got a student discount at a local wood supplier and bought $1,000 worth of clear Alaskan yellow cedar. I was up and running!

And I never stopped running for about six years. I took classes in drafting, safety, types of tools, sharpening of tools, and of course, how to use all the tools — a band saw, three table saws, two jointers, a huge planer, a panel saw, a shaper, two drill presses, and many others. I learned about different glues, and when and how to use them.
boatbuilding — cont’d

It turns out that you can’t use house joints in a boat, so I learned what types were best for me. But best of all, Laney College had a dust collector. You can’t imagine the amount of dust I collected.

I would get to Oakland by 8 a.m., work and study until 2 p.m., then head to my job in the City from 3:30-11 p.m., race home for dinner and bed, and get up again in six hours. I did this four days a week. It was a major voyage of commitment and perseverance. I stopped figuring out the bills at $100,000. No sense in making myself sad over all the dresses I’d never get to wear. As I always tell people when it comes to boats and money: You’re either going to pay on the front end (as in, it’s ready to go) or the back end (when you fix it up).

The six years it took for me to build 90% of Valkyrie’s interior had its moments of fun, but it was mostly tedious work. On the other hand, I know where everything is. When something breaks, I know

medal

head was above water while another crew-member cut the lines holding him down. “At the time, I wasn’t thinking about personal safety,” she said at the ceremony. “You don’t think about anything else but trying to help that person. That’s why you join the Coast Guard.”

Both Lunkley and the man were pulled out of the frigid Bay waters by another USCG boat, and Lunkley continued her aid by treating the man’s hypothermia and cut head. According to the Coast Guard, he later made a full recovery.

Lunkley says the incident changed her life. Having previously considered a
— cont’d
post-Coastie career in journalism, she was inspired her to pursue a career in nursing after the rescue. She’s now fulfilling her prerequisites at the College of Marin.

The Coast Guard Medal is no small honor. The recipient “must have performed a voluntary act of heroism in the face of great personal danger of such a magnitude that it stands out distinctly above normal expectations,” according to the Coast Guard. Lunkley is one of just 310 service members to receive the award since its 1949 inception, and the only recipient for the year 2008.

— ladonna

boatbuilding — cont’d

how I built the object, so I know how to fix it. No guesswork, and no wasted money or time. But 23 years from when I started, I’m still finishing off this little mistake and that little detail.

Should a husband and wife do it? I usually recommend that they don’t. I’ve known many marriages that have broken up over similar projects. All of the household money will go toward the boat, and that’s a fact. And if someone gets sick, you’re done. But I also know a couple who stayed together after 20 years of building the boat. She told me with a smile, “I always knew where he was. On the boat. He was happy and that’s what was important.”

Do you feed a person or do you teach the person how to fish? If you can read or learn a skill, you have a teacher to thank. I am so lucky and honored to have learned so much from Keith Nason, and I’ve passed my skills on to many people. Valkyrie and I have been sailing the seas up and down Mexico. And we are on our way to more voyages.

— capt. rita coy, 100 ton master

back in the game after 26 years

Forty-three years ago a pair of young Bay Area sailors named Grace and Bill Bodle set off through the Golden Gate aboard their newly-purchased schooner, Nordlys, with only vague notions about where she would carry them. They were 27 and 33 respectively.

By the time they reached the Eastern Caribbean, Nordlys’ engine had quit, her sails were well-worn and her cruising kitty was deeply depleted. So, at the suggestion of a new acquaintance, they offered their 72-ft Gloucesterman for hire in the U.S. Virgin Islands’ fledgling charter trade. Nordlys’ elegant lines — reminiscent of the famous Canadian yacht Blue-nose — and the Bodles’ engaging personalities combined to bring them rapid success, and they were soon splitting seasons — winters in the Caribbean and summers in the Med. The lifestyle suited them well, so they eventually upgraded to a 98-footer named Grace, then a 117-ft schooner named Panda, aboard which they did a three-year circumnavigation, often with loyal longtime clients aboard.

Their seemingly magical 17-year run ended sadly in ’84, however, when Panda burned before their eyes in Martinique. Dejected by her loss, they returned to the Bay Area and eventually bought Stone Boat Yard in Alameda. With Bill’s knowledge of schooners, he landed a stem-to-stern refit job on a German-owned schooner named Fair Sarae. But the owner ran out of money long before the job was finished and signed the then-disassembled hull to the Bodles.

Bankrolling the refit themselves, with only a skeleton crew of helpers, it took them 18 long years to transform her into the immaculate showpiece that she is today. (See our October ’09 feature.) We’re thrilled to report that last month they sailed the same schooner, now named Eros, across the Caribbean from Panama to Antigua, arriving just in time for the annual Antigua Yacht Show, where top charter brokers from all over the world come to assess the cream of the crop. They having inked a management deal with Camper and Nicholsons International, Eros will now be available for charter to well-heeled clients with a taste for classic elegance. So after a 26-year respite, Bill and Grace are getting back into the charter game — and we wish them the best of luck.

— andy

SIGHTINGS
**vivi finds a home**

When Bay sailor Tom Price came across a Sightings piece in the July ‘10 issue of *Latitude* about German foreign exchange student Viviane Farke’s wish to find a sailing host family for her year abroad, he’d never before considered hosting. “I was flying to New York City when I read it,” he recalled when we spoke to him last month. “The story was so interesting that, when I landed, I sent a text to my wife, Michelle. Her response was about what I expected: ‘R U out of your mind?’”

Tom pointed out that not only would they be helping out a bright young student, but their children — Maya, 9, Spencer, 7, and Ashley, 4 — would benefit from being exposed to someone from a different culture. Plus, they had a spare bedroom.

“I really started thinking about Maya,” he explained. “She’s entering those tough ‘tween’ years, and I was hoping Vivi would be someone Maya could look up to. I’m also hoping that she’ll be as passionate about sailing as Viviane.” So, in August, the Price family, who live in Danville and sail their Beneteau 473 *Vitesse* out of Emery Cove, welcomed 16-year-old Viviane into their home and have kept her sailing ever since.

In fact, one of their early outings to *Vitesse’s* summer home on Tinsley Island ended up with Viviane showing off her mad sailing skills aboard a Laser. “I’ve been sailing my entire life and I could not keep up with her,” Tom laughed. “She’s very fast.” In fact, Vivi won a couple of the races — against a very talented French Laser sailor, no less — and ended the series in second overall. “I sat there thinking, ‘This is true international sailing,’” said Tom.

The family has taken *Vitesse* out a number of times and Viviane, while still a diehard dinghy racer at heart, says she’s come to appreciate big boat sailing. “I’ve never really sailed on big boats before. I love it!” Tom hopes to organize a couple family trips, including an outing to the Farallones and a trip to Monterey.

In the meantime, Vivi has been busy with Encinal YC’s high school sailing program. “Better than that,” boasts Tom, “since Monte Vista High School didn’t have a sailing team, Viviane and another girl started one.” A drive to recruit more members didn’t work out so well, though, according to Vivi, so the pair are sailing what’s called ‘split team’ racing in youth events.

Unfortunately for Viviane, who sails 420s back home on Elfrather See Lake twice a week during the summer, the little racers aren’t part of the official PICYA program. “She prefers a 420 because it’s got a spinnaker and trapeze,” said Tom, “so we’ll get her sailing on them this spring in clinics and interclub events.” A true racer at heart, Vivi lit up at the mere mention of her favorite boat.

As for how Viviane is settling into American life, especially school, she says, “It was difficult at the beginning, but now it’s just normal.” Considering that her school back home in Duisburg has just 800 students compared to Monte Vista’s 2,200, it must have been quite an adjustment. When asked about her grades, she smiles and coyly

**lord jim**

During the 35 years he’s owned the 72-ft gaff tops’l schooner *Lord Jim*, Holger Kreuzhage has faced all sort of challenges and adversities, including losing steerage while rounding Cape Horn. He’s circled the world aboard her at least three times, and, in more recent years, has double-handed her for thousands of miles with his longtime partner Tracy Brown. But none of that prepared either of them for the ordeal they’ve endured since March, 2007.

As we reported back then, just after setting sail from Angra dos Reis, south of Rio, the thoroughbred classic hit an...
still captive in brazil

uncharted rock and sank. Amazingly, the couple was able to refloat her within 48 hours, and she was hauled on a marine railway at a small yard at Mangaratiba.

Repair work went well initially. But as the job neared completion, the yard’s owner, Luis Prado, began what appears to be a whole series of extortion attempts, via both lawsuits and physical threats. It’s been reported that at one point, Prado’s son, who also happens to be his attorney, attacked Kreuzhage with a shovel, causing serious injuries.

Brazilian courts have consistently ruled

vivi — cont’d

says, “They’re pretty good.” Proud host-dad Tom quickly jumps in to point out that she’s just being humble. “All As and a B!”

Vivi will head home to her family in June, but until then, the Price family is keeping her so busy that she claims she’s not even homesick. “We do lots of things,” she says. “We go skiing at Tahoe, and I did cross country in the fall, and am now doing soccer.” And to start 2011 off with a bang, the entire family is going to Disneyland.

But the Prices aren’t the only generous sailing family on the Bay. According Cheryl Williams, the placement director for the organization that finds homes for exchange students, two more families have since agreed to host young European sailors. “These families are so giving and we can’t thank them enough,” she said. Listening to Tom Price, it sounds as if the experience is just as rewarding for those generous families as it is for the kids they host.

— ladonna
we want frank’s toys

These days, you tend to meet a lot of self-proclaimed “computer geeks” out cruising, but few have Frank Taylor’s enthusiasm for sharing knowledge about technical advances that relate to sailing. He and his wife Karen left North Carolina a year ago aboard their nearly new St. Francis 50 cat *Tahina*, and we’d bet that in nearly every anchorage along their route to New Zealand, Frank has wowed new cruising friends with his high-tech tricks and toys.

One of his favorite topics of discussion is ways to use Google Earth software to make any cruise safer and more interesting. And as the author/publisher of the Google Earth Blog (www.gearthblog.com), which is viewed by 6 million tech-hungry readers every year, Frank definitely knows what he’s talking about.

Check this out: Frank points out that Google Earth has a built-in...
frank’s toys — cont’d

“cache” allotment — that’s computer-speak for a special chunk of memory — which stores up to 2,000 MB of imagery that you’ve been viewing most recently while online. So before you set sail to a new destination, he recommends going online and exploring, via Google Earth, all the areas where you’ll soon be navigating. Once you’re out at sea you can boot up Google Earth and review the cached aerial imagery as an addendum to your other onboard nav gear. Cool idea, eh? Cooler still is the fact that you can interface your laptop with a handheld GPS, take them both near the helm and navigate through the cached imagery in real time.

“For example,” Frank explains, “I used this method when we were entering a narrow pass through a reef in the Tuamotus. Google Earth confirmed that we were dead-on in the center of the pass, while my Navionics chart had me almost on land. When I zoomed way in on the cached aerial images, I could see where the shallow water was and I was actually able to avoid reefs with a high degree of confidence, simply because I could confirm visually — relative to the structures on land — that I was dead on.” While U.S. charts tend to be spot on, every world cruiser knows that many foreign charts (especially those of Mexico) can be dangerously inaccurate, so an aerial mapping tool that gives lat-long can be a godsend.

Another tip is to use Google Earth’s measuring tool (set to nautical miles) to quickly plan and measure upcoming routes, rather than taking the time to plot waypoints and make calculations on a GPS. Frank is also a fanatical photographer, so it’s no surprise he’s a fan of Google Earth’s optional Panoramio layer, which lets you view user photos of popular places. Whether cruising or traveling inland, Frank and Karen use this ‘geo-tagging’ function all the time to find out where interesting sites are. “We’ve found that if lots of people have taken the trouble to post photos of a place, it’s often worth visiting.” You’ll find other fascinating — and equally useful — tips at www.tahinaexpedition.com/2010/09/google-earth-tips-for-sailors.html, or just Google “google earth for sailors.”

We learned a lot of nifty tricks from Frank and Karen, but the coolest part of our recent visit with them was checking out Frank’s photographic toys. He’s got a special kite rigged with a cradle that holds a remote-controlled camera, with which he snaps high resolution images for Google. Plus he’s got an amazing little mini-sub with an internal camera that shoots either video or stills down to 1,200 feet below the surface. The yellow sub’s camera, gripping claws and lights are controlled by a joystick, and its tether contains a cable that allows imagery to be fed to the operator’s computer in real time. Now that’s what we call a piece of ‘sailing gear’ worthy of lusting after.

— andy
BANDERAS BAY

If a picture is really worth a thousand words, we have a 21,000-word article for you about early December’s Banderas Bay Blast. It was a humble three-days of ‘nothing serious’ cruiser racing, with the third race doubling as the Pirates for Pupils Spinnaker Run for Charity. The purpose of the event, which is put on by the Punta Mita Yacht & Surf Club and the Vallarta YC, is to keep cruisers using their boats while raising a couple of thousand dollars for worthy local charities. So the ‘winners’ were everyone who participated.

When it comes to pleasure sailing/racing, there are few places in the world that can compare with Banderas Bay. The air is so warm that the only clothing you have to wear is a hat, and the water is so warm you don’t need to wear a suit — let alone a wetsuit. Did we mention that it’s always flatwater sailing, and the 15-mile by 15-mile bay is surrounded by jungle-covered green mountains that rise to as much as 5,000 feet? And don’t even get us started on how sweet the people are, and how you can get an excellent dinner for $10 and a decent one for $5.

The wind, of course, is the most important thing when it comes to sailing. Banderas Bay doesn’t get the honking breezes of San Francisco in the summer or the Caribbean in the winter, but it offers a nice mix of light air in the morning and early afternoon, and the mid-teens or more in the later afternoon. And when you’re pleasure racing aboard what, in many cases, are floating homes, there’s nothing wrong with sub-honking. Dusk to dawn is usually calm. How convenient!

And once your sailing day on BB is over, you can end up at any number of great places from the jungle bay of Yelapa to Old Town Puerto Vallarta. In the case of the Blast, the first ‘race’ ended at La Cruz, where the Marina Riviera Nayarit hosted the fleet for a free night’s mooring and the use of their Sky Bar. Later the participants strolled into town for...
BLAST

killer 80-cent street tacos and music at ex-cruiser Philo’s Music Studio. The second race ended at Punta Mita, where the fleet gathered for dinner at the Yacht & Surf Club’s nomadic headquarters. The only bummer is that there wasn’t any surf this time at the ‘Mexican Malibu’, which is an easy paddle from the anchored boats. The final race, the Pirates for Pupils, took the fleet on a 12-mile spinnaker run to Paradise Village Marina, where the fleet was treated to two days of free berthing as well as the use of Vallarta YC’s pool, hot-tub and facilities.

This year’s fleet wasn’t as big as last year’s. It might have been because we didn’t push the event or because all the Ha-Ha folks who went to La Paz sort of got pinned down by a couple of early season Northers. The important thing is that everyone had a great time, and that nearly $3,000 was raised to buy education materials for the kids.

— latitude 38
Clockwise from left: 'Sunamita'. Most of the Blast crew gathered at the Marina Riviera Nayarit Sky Bar for the traditional Waterballoon Drop. Dustin Houseknecht learned that Commodore Ginger, the fifth female Yacht & Surf Club Commodore in a row, took her initiation paddling job very seriously. Chip and Katie of 'Miss Teak'. Francesca and Frederica, seen here bookending Washboard Leon and his alter egos at Philo’s, came all the way from Lake Como, Italy, to save turtles and do the Blast. 'Serendipity' and 'Profligate' on the Pirates for Pupils Spinnaker Run. Sonja waits for the falling of her water balloon. Beth of S.F., like all the young sailors, welcomed her Y&SC initiation.
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The ad in Latitude’s Classy Classifieds read: “LADY CREW ADVENTURE. Cruise Patagonia, Antarctic, South Africa, Atlantic Islands to Scandinavia. Depart southern Chile late September. . . . Mature age and experience, others considered, expenses covered, airfare negotiable.”

When longtime Latitude devotee Catherine Baker read those words in the August 2008 issue, she immediately thought, “Mature and experienced? That’s me.” Serendipitously, she’d just lost her job, but had plenty of money in the bank, and she was more than ready for a blue water adventure.

After a very long conversation via Skype with the ad’s author, John Williams, Catherine, then 61, was convinced that John, who was 71, would probably be an amiable shipmate, and she was confident that he was a very competent sailor. Trained as a physicist, he’d made a pile of money in the aerospace industry years ago, retired in his 40s, and had been cruising off and on since the ’70s. With 125,000 sea miles under his belt, John was partway through his third circumnavigation. He’d built a 38-ft Garden ketch — of wood and fiberglass — a 38-ft Garden ketch — of wood and sheathed her in fiberglass.

Catherine, who grew up in Newport Beach, had always spent time around boats, and had acquired an insatiable sense of wanderlust at age 11 when she and her family steamed around the world aboard a series of cruise ships. Although the bulk of this San Francisco Bay sailor’s offshore sailing experience had been in the mid–’80s when she did a nine-month stint of South Pacific cruising, she felt that she knew what she was getting into and was up to the challenges that would inevitably lie ahead.

So, in November, 2008 Catherine flew down to Santiago, Chile, and hopped a bus to Puerto Montt, where the vast maze of Patagonian channels begins. The plan was for her to crew for John for six months, however far that took her. But she and John got along well and she ended up staying aboard Faraway for 14 months, traveling around Cape Horn, out to the Falklands and South Georgia Island, across to South Africa, and all the way up the Atlantic to the Canary islands. After experiencing all that, we weren’t surprised to hear Catherine say, “That trip definitely changed my life. I got addicted to being out on the water.” In fact, she’s now trying to find work in the commercial maritime industry.

Accommodations aboard Faraway weren’t quite like the luxurious liners she’d circled the globe on as a kid. The relatively small interior was made smaller still by the storage of all sorts of spare parts and equipment, an abundance of food, and a wealth of books. Although the boat was decades old, John had equipped her with the requisite modern nav and communications gear. There was an ample galley, but no shower. Catherine had no complaints though. After all, this was going to be an adventure. She found John to be a true gentleman, who’d lived a fascinating, if irregular life. His home base, when not cruising, was on a small island near Sitka, in southeast Alaska.

After thoroughly provisioning, the newly acquainted shipmates headed south into the primeval wonderland of the Chilean fords — a 1,000-mile tangle of channels and inlets that extends to the very bottom of South America. Due to the arrival of strong winds called williwaws nearly every afternoon, they would typically drop anchor, then run stern lines to trees or rocks ashore. “It sounds incredible, but almost every time we’d start the engine and begin motoring into an anchorage, pods of dolphins would suddenly appear. Then once we’d shut down the engine they’d quickly disappear.”

After finally arriving at the Strait of Magellan, they worked their way down to Puerto Williams, the southernmost port in Patagonia, where they met and swapped tales with salty seafarers from all over the world at the famous Micalvi Yacht Club bar — housed aboard a half-sunken hulk.

Cape Horn, Catherine explains, is actually one of a cluster of small, jagged islets that lie just south of the island of Tierra del Fuego. John steered Faraway between them, and at one point couldn’t resist entering a narrow opening, “probably only about 20 feet wide,” that led to a well-protected grotto with waterfalls streaming down from craggy peaks above. “It was incredibly dramatic,” recalls Catherine, “like being in Yosemite Valley, only covered with water.”

The 400-mile trip from the Cape Horn area to the Falklands took about 10 days, and was at times pretty rough going. “By the time you get down that far south, though, (latitude 56° S) you’re pretty used to rough seas,” she explains.

As Faraway entered Port Stanley, her crew found themselves surrounded by a pod of at least 15 30-foot set whales. “They were so close to the boat we could have stepped out onto them!” Catherine

All photos Catherine Baker

As if waving to friends back home, Catherine poses for a snapshot at Punta Arenas, which lies on the Strait of Magellan at latitude 53° S. (That trip definetly changed my life. I got addicted to being out on the water."

“We were suddenly surrounded by dolphins that were literally glowing with phosphorescence.”

Below: Under typically cloudy skies, ‘Faraway’ works her way through Southern Patagonia. The 22-ton boat wasn’t fancy, but she was solid. Near right: John surveys the wreckage of whaling ships at Grytviken. Far right: World cruisers tied up alongside the ‘Micalvi’ Yacht Club.”
recalls.
"It's sooo British in the Falklands — it almost feels like you're in England. There are few trees throughout the rolling countryside, but the people there were very friendly." As she and John were reeling from the high price of a shower at the local Seaman's Hall, a local man befriended them and insisted that they come with him to his humble home for showers and dinner.

"Before leaving the Falklands, John had to work hard to get a permit to go to South Georgia Island," recalls Catherine, "because we'd been told you don't want to arrive there without one."

During the two-week, 900-mile crossing they saw only one other vessel, the 64-ft steel schooner Golden Fleece, which does charter trips in those lonely latitudes.

When they arrived at the abandoned whaling station called Grytviken, the island's best anchorage and only populated area, they were greeted by Miss Emma, a proper English bureaucrat who insisted, "You must rinse your boots in bleach water before coming ashore." In contrast to the island's heyday as a whaling center a half century ago, today its creatures are staunchly protected. South Georgia is said to have one of the greatest concentrations of wildlife on earth, including six species of penguins, literally millions of seabirds, half the world's population of southern elephant seals, as well as more than two million southern fur seals, which, ironically, were once hunted to near extinction there.

With its towering, snow-capped peaks descending into deep blue bays, Catherine remembers the island was "incredibly beautiful," even though most of it is off-limits to visitors. There's a fascinating museum which is well worth a look.

But for the cruisers and expedition ship passengers who call here, the top attraction is always Sir Ernest Shackleton's grave site. Six years after he arrived here in a whaleboat on a desperate mission to rescue his shipwrecked Antarctic expedition crew, he returned in 1922 en route to another Antarctic survey project. Sadly, though, he died of a heart attack aboard his ship, Quest, in a nearby cove. For Catherine, another highlight was running across the 30-ft Giles cutter Wanderer III, whose current owners are continuing the globetrotting traditions of her original owners, author/explorers Eric and Susan Hiscock.

"Ice pancakes were all over the surface by the time we left South Georgia," recalls Catherine. From there, it was a long, hard 4,000-mile trip to South Africa that took them 51 days. Along the way, they saw plenty of nasty weather, but the low point for Catherine was when they were smacked by a rogue wave that slammed her against the mizzen mast and soaked her to the skin. "That totally pissed me off," she says with a smile. At another point they heard a mayday from a sailboat in peril and were able to relay the call to Brazilian rescuers.

On Faraway's nighttime approach to the mainland, the weary passage-makers had a thrill: "We were suddenly surrounded by dolphins that were literally glowing with phosphorescence. It was just so unbelievable; they were so bright as they dove beneath our bow and circled around us."

From previous visits, John knew that Hout Bay, with its easy access to shore, nearby shops and hospitable yacht club, was much more cruiser-friendly than Cape Town.
After spending so long in rugged, far-flung places, it was nice to be in a place where they could resupply — and get off the boat for a while. John and Catherine did a bit of inland touring, before continuing north up the Atlantic.

The final 5,500 miles of Catherine’s Crew List odyssey took her all the way up the South Atlantic, and across the equator to the Canaries, with stops en route at both St. Helena and Ascension — both solitary islands lying more than 1,000 miles offshore. A highlight of her stay at St. Helena was the hospitality of the British population of Jamestown — especially the gregarious proprietress of the Consulate Hotel, who offered Catherine and John a hot bath whenever they came ashore — and did their laundry for free!

Catherine loved it there — and not just because of those hot baths. "The town is like a beautiful little village in the English countryside. The weather is nice, there’s a big public pool near the wharf, quaint markets, and crystal-clear water in the bay."

Ascension, 800 miles north, also provided a welcomed rest stop, but was less interesting, as it is now mostly dedicated to telecom transmission infrastructure. The next stop, at the Portuguese Cape Verde Islands, was even less inspiring though. "It seems to be the armpit of the region," recalls Catherine, but interesting nonetheless.

When Faraway finally made landfall at the Canary Islands in January, 2010, Catherine reluctantly decided it was probably time for her to get back to the real world. She’d had one heck of an adventure, though, having sailed some 12,000 miles with stops at 9 countries. Along the way her seafarer’s mettle had been severely tested. But she met many fascinating people and saw many wondrous sights, including ancient glaciers, cascading waterfalls, historic landfalls, herds of fur seals, pods of whales and dolphin, vast colonies of penguins, giant manta rays, and the elusive green flash — all because she responded to a free Classy Classified. Goes to show, you never know where an open mind coupled with an open itinerary might take you.

— latitude/andy

**HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM THE CREW OF LOCH LOMOND MARINA**

Completely Rebuilt Marina • Gas & Diesel Fuel Dock • Free Pump Out Station
Modern Launch Ramp • Guest Slips Available • Marine Mechanical Boat Repair
Arena Marine Supply Store • Andy’s Local Market • Bait Shop
Land or Sea Canvas • Windjammer Yacht Sales • Loch Lomond Yacht Club

110 Loch Lomond Drive, San Rafael, CA 94901
Phone: (415) 454-7228 • Fax: (415) 454-6154
www.lochlomondmarina.com
Harbor Master – Pat Lopez • pat@lochlomondmarina.com
We're so close, you could swim over for WINTER DISCOUNTS!

SAN FRANCISCO BOAT WORKS
835 Terry A. Francois St., San Francisco, CA 94158
(415) 626-3275    Fax (415) 626-9172
www.sfboatworks.com  info@sfboatworks.net

Be our guest for lunch at the historic Ramp Restaurant*

*Some restrictions apply

Happy New Year!
Big "thanks" to our RETURNING customers for your loyalty and trust!
And a big "welcome" to our NEW customers who appreciate quality work done at competitive rates – right in San Francisco!
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Every year has its ups and downs, and last year was no exception. From the loss of several West Coast sailors to the rescue of complete strangers, the year was a roller coaster ride of emotion. Here’s a quick recap of the biggest Latitude news from 2010.

**January** may have been the beginning of the new year, but that month’s issue heralded many ends: Wayne Meretsky lost his well-traveled S&S 47 *Moonduster* during a cyclone in Fiji; beloved sailing supporter Roy Disney succumbed to stomach cancer; Polish stunner Natasza Caban finished her 2.5-year solo circumnavigation when she sailed into Honolulu; the Catalina 36 *JoJo* was totalled after she went up on the beach at Stillwater Cove; and Bruce Balan and Alene Rice celebrated the end of their single lives by getting hitched at the South Pacific’s remote Minerva Reef.

News in the **February** issue was more varied, starting with prestigious awards being given to deserving sailors, including the Bay’s own Sophie and Maurice Conti, who rescued the crew of a sunken ketch. A riveting interview with Stan Honey followed. We then reported on the thriving catamaran-building industry in Vietnam; profiled John Connolly, the well-heeled owner of a local sailing school; and recounted the cruising tales of twenty-something twins Chad and Bret van Roden. We continued with reports from the always-wild Key West Race Week, the Rolex Sydney Hobart, Bay Area Midwinters, and news that Cork, the Irish entry in the Clipper ‘Round the World Race, had been lost off Indonesia. Liz Clark rounded out the issue with the news that the very long and expensive haul-out in French Polynesia to fix a nagging keel leak ended with *Swell* leaking worse than ever. To add insult to injury, she also had rats!
March was dominated by BMW Oracle’s win in the 33rd America’s Cup. Larry Ellison handily whipped Ernesto Bertarelli in the courtroom and on the course in what became the battle of the behemoths — the 90-ft x 90-ft tri USA and the 90-ft by 80-ft cat Alinghi 5. The fantastical brainchild of environmentalist David de Rothschild, Plastiki, made a quite a splash after her launch in the Bay. Made from 12,500 old soda bottles and hi-tech srPET, the 60-ft eco-cat focused the world’s attention on ocean pollution. We reported on Holger Kreuzhage’s Brazilian nightmare — his 72-ft Alden schooner, Lord Jim, was being held hostage by a Brazilian boatyard owner. As of this writing, it still is! A marina fire, the Three Bridge Fiasco recap, and profiles of Pacific Puddle Jumpers rounded out the issue.

The annual boat show issue, April, was jam-packed with good stuff. Franck Cammas’ Groupama 3, with Stan Honey at the nav station, smashed the Jules Verne record by circumnavigating in 48d, 7h, 44m, 52s! The Potter Yachters — a club for pocket cruisers — found their feet in the South Bay mud, thus spawning an illustrious career in the pages of Latitude. Plastiki left the Bay, bound for Australia. Mirian Saez, director of Treasure Island Development Authority, cleaned up Clipper Cove by kicking out the miscreants, raising the wrecks, and instituting new rules to keep the anchorage accessible for everyone. We profiled dozens of programs dedicated to getting today’s kids out sailing. We also recapped the Big Daddy Regatta, which was big fun, as always, and some Mexico racing. Northern California’s Akela broke the Vallarta Race record, so we just had to fly down to cover the subsequent Mexorc festivities. Tough job, but someone’s got to do it.
**May** kicked off with a tutorial about downloading the e-book version of *Latitude* onto the just-released iPad, then moved on to the unbelievable story of a sail training course gone bad — Boguslaw ‘Bob’ Norwid-Niepokoj and his paying crewmembers aboard 48-ft *Columbia* limped into a Chilean port six weeks overdue. No one was injured, but everyone was pretty pissed at ‘Bogus Bob’. Abby Sunderland’s bid to solo circumnavigate nonstop was cut short when she was forced to make a pit stop in Cape Town, while Gary Ramos shared his plans to finish his solo circumnavigation of the Arctic Ocean — he was later denied permission from Russia to transit their waters. The Clipper Round the World Race stopped in the Bay for the first time, with *California* trailing the pack after a mid-ocean dismasting. We also featured the bravery of the pararescuemen who evacuated an injured crewman from *Wind Child* in the middle of the Pacific. The issue wrapped up with a report on Greg Dorland’s recent visit to off-limits Cuba.
The July issue was filled with news of record-seeker Abby Sunderland’s dismasting in the Southern Ocean. The Newport Beach 16-year-old was uninjured, and she was ultimately rescued, but her winter departure from Cape Town — her entire voyage, in fact — generated an abundance of controversy. Ocean Watch completed its 13-month expedition circumnavigating North and South America, which included a stop in the Bay. We reported on the ouster of Lake County District Attorney Jon E. Hopkins, the man who prosecuted sailor Bismarck Dinius for the ’06 boating death of Lynn Thornton, and put out a call for a sailing host family for German exchange student Viviane Farke (see Sightings for an update on Vivi’s story). The Grand Dame of the Bay, the 125-year-old Freda, got her ‘whiskey plank’ in a ceremony at Spaulding Wooden Boat Center, and is well on her way to a complete restoration. More wooden boats got ink thanks to the Master Mariners race, Puddle Jumpers were welcomed in style at the Tahiti-Moorea Sailing Rendezvous, and Andrew Vik kept everyone titillated with photos from his European Vacation.

August saw reports of Mike Harker’s brutal beating aboard his Hunter 49 Wanderlust 3 in St. Martin; the Westsail 32 Tar Baby’s dismasting and subsequent abandonment near Niue; Plastiki’s successful arrival in Australia; the completion of Alessandro di Benedetto’s nonstop solo circumnavigation aboard Findomestic, a 21-ft Mini TransAt; and the rescue of the crew of Kristy Lugert’s PDQ 32 cat Catalyst off Fort Bragg. We also had full reports on the Pacific Cup and the Singlehanded TransPac races, both of which suffered from unusual weather that made for some long and uncomfortable rides for the racers.

The July issue was filled with news of record-seeker Abby Sunderland’s dismasting in the Southern Ocean. The Newport Beach 16-year-old was uninjured, and she was ultimately rescued, but her winter departure from Cape Town — her entire voyage, in fact — generated an abundance of controversy. Ocean Watch completed its 13-month expedition circumnavigating North and South America, which included a stop in the Bay. We reported on the ouster of Lake County District Attorney Jon E. Hopkins, the man who prosecuted sailor Bismarck Dinius for the ’06 boating death of Lynn Thornton, and put out a call for a sailing host family for German exchange student Viviane Farke (see Sightings for an update on Vivi’s story). The Grand Dame of the Bay, the 125-year-old Freda, got her ‘whiskey plank’ in a ceremony at Spaulding Wooden Boat Center, and is well on her way to a complete restoration. More wooden boats got ink thanks to the Master Mariners race, Puddle Jumpers were welcomed in style at the Tahiti-Moorea Sailing Rendezvous, and Andrew Vik kept everyone titillated with photos from his European Vacation. August saw reports of Mike Harker’s brutal beating aboard his Hunter 49 Wanderlust 3 in St. Martin; the Westsail 32 Tar Baby’s dismasting and subsequent abandonment near Niue; Plastiki’s successful arrival in Australia; the completion of Alessandro di Benedetto’s nonstop solo circumnavigation aboard Findomestic, a 21-ft Mini TransAt; and the rescue of the crew of Kristy Lugert’s PDQ 32 cat Catalyst off Fort Bragg. We also had full reports on the Pacific Cup and the Singlehanded TransPac races, both of which suffered from unusual weather that made for some long and uncomfortable rides for the racers.
In September, we recapped the 3,000-mile Pacific Puddle Jump, which included 217 boats from 19 countries, as well as the Delta Doo Dah Deux, a 50-boat run from the Bay to the Delta that ended up being even more fun than last year’s inaugural event. Embattled 14-year-old Laura Dekker finally left the Netherlands in her bid to become the youngest solo circumnavigator. We reported on Giles Finlayson’s long recovery after a near-fatal encounter with a Malaysian pangas while riding in his dinghy, and detailed Don and Anne Taber’s five-year circumnavigation aboard their Marples 44 tri Redwood Coast II. And while boats didn’t have the best of luck that month, their crews turned out to be very lucky: Canadian Jon Innes was plucked from his Catalina 27 Amica off Ft. Bragg after losing his rudder, and Kelly Wright and Glen McConchie were rescued after their Atlantic 57 Anna was capsized near Niue — none were injured. But the most amazing story was that of Ronnie Simpson and Ed McCoy, who sailed the borrowed Jutson 30 Warriors Wish 760 miles without a keel! We celebrated our 400th issue in October and entertained our readers with rompin’, stompin’ reports on the Great San Francisco Schooner Race, as well as the always unpredictable Rolex Big Boat Series. The crew of several cruising boats that were passing through the Bay were profiled, and longtime cruiser David Wegman revealed 10 tips for cruising on the cheap. The overturned cat Catalyst was righted and returned to the Bay, while an editor’s husband battled suspected ciguatera poisoning from a dorado. Finally, we opined on the joys of showering outdoors on boats, and published photographic evidence that it can be quite an exciting experience.
The November issue kicked off with letters from cruisers sharing the more bizarre things they’ve eaten in their travels, then moved on to letters of shock at Norm Goldie’s rant against Latitude, and finally a letter expressing disappointment that yacht brokers Clay and Teresa Prescott served just 3.5 months of their 8-month sentence for embezzling money from clients. The Leukemia Cup didn’t disappoint, though — it raised nearly $700,000 for research. Jim and Kent Milski on their 48-ft catamaran Sea Level helped save the lives of three men after their panga flipped near Vanuatu. Jeanne Socrates, 68, set off on her own nonstop solo circumnavigation attempt, and Kristen Sierra and Ned Kohlhauff got hitched at San Diego’s Downwind Marine. Finally, we shared Rhian Salmon and Andy Whittaker’s riveting tale of surviving February’s Chilean earthquake and subsequent tsunami.

December’s eye-catching cover girl Lindsay exemplified the attitude of the 17th Baja Ha-Ha — fun in the sun! Once again, the annual rally from San Diego to Cabo San Lucas broke all previous records by registering 196 boats. The morning after the fleet arrived in Bahia Santa Maria, dozens of Ha-Ha’ers went to the aid of singlehander Mark Cholewinski when his Vallejo-based Downeast 38 Tachyon ran up on the beach just north of where everyone was anchored. We also profiled the youngest boatowners to ever join the Ha-Ha: Garrett Jolly, 18, and Ruth Overting, 19. Sadly, in the wake of the Ha-Ha fleet, one of the cruising boats profiled in the October issue, Ker-Tidou, exploded in Turtle Bay. Of course there was much, much more, so if you missed any of these stories, you can download entire issues from www.latitude38.com.
San Francisco Bay is known for its fog — in summer or early fall. December typically treats Bay sailors to rain or sun, sometimes on the same day. So imagine everyone’s surprise upon finding the Cool Whip topping on their sailing dessert the weekend of December 11-12.

The predicted “patchy fog” turned quite dense and stuck around much of the Bay for most of the weekend, blessing only a handful of lucky spots with sun. For racers on the Central Bay that Saturday, visibility wasn’t a problem, but boats crossing the ship channel toward Raccoon Strait sailed smack into a wall of pea soup. Conditions like that make foghorns hard to hear over your thumping heartbeat.

It can also make navigating a challenge if you’re not equipped with all the electronic gadgets. We heard rumors that a Bertram 28 matching the description of Latitude’s photoboat, Island Fever — which is decidedly low-tech when it comes to electronics — overshot her mark of Raccoon Strait, taking her crew nearly to California City before they could see enough of the terrain to realize their mistake. What an ugly rumor!

The rest of December was, for the most part, dominated by rain, rain and more rain, leaving that one occasionally sunny weekend as the bright spot of the month. Kudos to all the Bay sailors who took advantage of what they could get.

— latitude 38/ladonna
The cheerful spirit of 'Kelly’s crew couldn’t be dampened by a little fog.

‘Chaika’ slipped under the Bay Bridge, skirting the whipped cream piled up on Yerba Buena.
Fog didn’t keep these sailors in port. Top row: The crew of ‘Serenity’ challenged themselves to MOB practice in reduced visibility; where monsters lurk; ‘C C’ stuck to the Central Bay; scenes like this make it all worthwhile. Middle row: ‘Adagio’ sought the solace of the sun; the skipper of ‘Low Rider’ kept Buster Brown on look-out; “Is that Angel Island? Nope!”; the Estuary cleared after morning fog. Bottom row: Captain Morgan rides again aboard ‘Sea Angel’; it’s no wonder so many people view sailing on San Francisco Bay as a mystical experience; ‘Emerald Gate’ coasts along off Angel Island’s Camp Reynolds.
SIGN UP FOR THE 2011 RACING SEASON

Welcome to YRA Racing, the best racing value on the Bay!

Thank you for participating in the YRA! We offer a choice for racing both on the Bay and on the local ocean!

SERIES INFORMATION

The YRA PC Series
- The 3 marquee YRA Regattas: The Great Vallejo Race, the YRA 2nd Half Opener, and the YRA Season Closer. Each weekend features 2 days of racing and a party at the host club Saturday night.
- Each weekend is a stand-alone regatta. Division Champions will be named for each Regatta.
- There are 6 Divisions available for each Regatta: PHRF, Sportboat, One-Design, Double/Singlehanded, Non-Spinnaker & Multihull. Divisions may be split into multiple fleets to ensure tight racing.

The YRA Spring/Summer Series
- In the Bay racing for boats with a current NCPHRF rating certificate (HDA) or for One-Design classes (ODCA).
- The series consists of 6 races- the Spring 1, 2, & 3 and the Summer 1, 2, & 3.
- HDA Divisions are determined by grouping similarly rated boats.
- YRA Spring/Summer Series Racers are invited to race in the Crewed Lightship 1 race for an additional $5.00. Additional rules, equipment requirements must be met. See http://www.yra.org/OYRA/ocean_safety.html
- One-Design starts are available for any fleet that signs up for the ODCA season, or, gets at least 5 boats to sign up for a single race day. If you are not sure if your One-Design fleet is a current ODCA fleet, or would like to sign your fleet up for ODCA, please contact the YRA office at (415) 771-9500 or info@yra.org.

OYRA (Offshore Yacht Racing Association)
- In 2011, there are 9 ocean races ranging from 25 to 60+ nautical miles as well as a "Daylight Series" consisting of 4 races that start at 1030 hrs and finish by 2100 hrs. The Daylight Series races include both Lightship races, the One-Way to Half Moon Bay race & the Southern Cross.
- OYRA racers are invited to race in the Vallejo race for an additional $5.00
- Racers will race in one of the following 5 divisions, determined by their boat's rating or D/L ratio, unless choosing to race in the Short Handed division:
  - PHRO 1a – NCPHRF of 0 or less
  - PHRO 1 - D/W ratio Less than 100
  - PHRO 2 - D/W ratio 100 to 199
  - PHRO 3 – D/W ratio 200 & Over
  - SHS – Shorthanded division, Specifically Requested, open to doublehanded or singlehanded boats only.

WBRA (Wooden Boat Racing Association)
- Bay racing for one of the following 4 fleets:
  - Bird Boats
  - Bear Boats
  - Folkboats
  - IODs
  - Knarrs

GENERAL INFORMATION

- YRA Sailing Instructions are available on the YRA website at www.yra.org. Sailing instructions are normally posted approximately 2 weeks prior to each race. If you do not have access to the internet and need to have your race instructions mailed to you, please contact the YRA office at (415) 771-9500 or info@yra.org
- Entries for a series, or individual regatta, must be received by 5 pm the Monday before the race or a $35 late fee will be applied. No entries will be accepted after 5 pm the Wednesday before a race.
- A YRA sailing membership and a membership in a YRA member yacht club is required to register a boat for any YRA series. A YRA membership is required to race in any individual YRA Race, but one time racers do not need to belong to a member club.
- The YRA Offers a discount on all race fees to US Sailing Members. YRA Racers are eligible for a discount on US Sailing Memberships through the Golden Anchor Program. US Sailing Memberships can be purchased online at http://www1.ussailing.org/membership/MPP/Default.aspx?ycid=101132Z
- Sailors entering the OYRA Season, or any individual OYRA Race, must submit a signed OYRA Boat/Crew Information and Statement of Compliance Sheet before each ocean Race. See http://www.yra.org/OYRA/ocean_safety.html for more information. Please note that to race in an OYRA Race a 406 EPIRB or 406 PLB is required.
- Please fill out your entry form completely, sign, date and return it to the YRA office along with your payment. If you need additional assistance completing this form, please contact the YRA office.
- You can save time and postage by signing up online! Visit www.yra.org for more information!
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1070 Marina Village Prky, Suite 202-G
Alameda, CA 94501
Phone: 415.771.9500
Fax: 415.276.2378
email: info@yra.org

YRA Membership:
- YRA Spring/Summer Series only (HDA/ODCA, no PC Series)
- Wooden Boat Racing Association (WBRA) Season Racing

YRA Membership:
- YRA Spring/Summer + PC Series (HDA/ODCA, Includes PC races)
- Offshore Yacht Racing Association (OYRA) Full Season
- OYRA Daylight Series- 4 ocean races- both Lightships, Half Moon Bay, SoCross
- Wooden Boat Racing Association (WBRA) Season

Required for YRA Racing: $45

NCPHRF Fees:
- Renewal of 2010 Certificate: $30 for YRA Members/$40 for NON-YRA Members
- New Certificate/Renewal of 2009 or prior Cert.: $45 for YRA Members/$55 for NON YRA Members

Season Racing Fees:
- YRA PC Series -3 weekend regattas: Vallejo, 2nd Half Opener, Season Closer $150 $165 ___________ $ ___________
- YRA Spring/Summer + PC Series (HDA/ODCA, Includes PC races) $180 $195 ___________ $ ___________
- YRA Spring/Summer Series only (HDA/ODCA, no PC Series) $150 $165 ___________ $ ___________
- Offshore Yacht Racing Association (OYRA) Full Season * $195 $210 ___________ $ ___________
- OYRA Daylight Series- 4 ocean races- both Lightships, Half Moon Bay, SoCross * $150 $165 ___________ $ ___________
- Wooden Boat Racing Association (WBRA) Season $150 $165 ___________ $ ___________

Single Race Fees:
- YRA Spring/Summer Series racers entering Lightship 1 * $5 $10 ___________ $ ___________
- OYRA season racers entering Vallejo $5 $10 ___________ $ ___________
- Party Circuit racers entering the Summer Sailstice $5 $10 ___________ $ ___________
- Vallejo Race Only $75 $80 ___________ $ ___________
- 2nd Half Opener Only $75 $80 ___________ $ ___________
- Season Closer Only $75 $80 ___________ $ ___________
- All other YRA Races (write in race name): $50 $55 ___________ $ ___________

Late Fee: No entries are accepted after 5pm the Wednesday before the race $35 ___________

* Participants in an ocean race or ocean series must submit a signed OYRA Boat/Crew Information and Statement of Compliance Sheet before each ocean Race. See http://www.yra.org/OYRA/ocean_safety.html

In consideration of being admitted to sailing membership in the Yacht Racing Association of San Francisco Bay (YRA), I agree to abide by "The Racing Rules of Sailing" and the Sailing Instructions of the YRA and the regatta sponsors. I warrant that I will maintain compliance with the YRA Minimum Equipment requirements. To the fullest extent permitted by law, I hereby waive any rights I may have to sue the YRA with respect to personal injury or property damage suffered by myself or my crew as a result of our participation in the YRA and hereby release the YRA and it's race organizers from any liability for such injury or damage.. I further warrant that I have not relied upon any of the above entities or individuals in preparing my yacht for racing.

Signed: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Make check payable to YRA. To pay by MasterCard or Visa please provide card info below, including billing street address and zip code

Card Number: __________________________ Exp Date: ___________ CVV # ___________ Name on Card: __________________________

Card Holder's Signature: __________________________ Billing Address: __________________________

Office use only
C.C. Check Number ___________ Amount PD ___________ DATE Received in office ___________
It’s time for part three of our Season Champions article, where we profile winners from the Singlehanded Sailing Society (SSS), Bay Area Multihull Association (BAMA), Wooden Boat Racing Association (WBRA) and some of the top dinghy classes and a couple one designs that didn’t make it in part II.

While the US economy may or may not be in a slow recovery — depending on who you ask — there is no doubt that the organizations you see here have never flagged in their commitment to the sport. The SSS keeps going from strength to strength with its well-run schedule of shorthanded races like the Three Bridge Fiasco, which has drawn record-breaking fleets for the last few years. Appealing to those who appreciate the challenge of sailing by themselves or maybe one other person, the Society’s events have grown so popular that being a volunteer official for the organization is more like a full-time job.

BAMA has been holding pretty steady over the years, and with a schedule that now includes practice days and clinics, the level in the fleet has risen tremendously, as evidenced by the fact that eleven boats won races on the season schedule, and they ranged from exotic custom flyers to — admittedly quick — production boats.

Run under the auspices of YRA, the WBRA is still hanging in there, bringing out large numbers of golden oldies like the Knarr, Folkboat, IOD, Bird and Bear fleets for its weekend events.

We also catch up with the Express 27’s, which under the leadership of Peggy Lidster turned out 25 boats for the Delta Ditch Run, and 22 for the Three Bridge Fiasco. The Wabbits had a good year, putting on one of the largest nationals ever on the Cityfront. Finally, we take a look at some of the Bay’s bigger dinghy classes like the El Toros and the Lasers, both of which always draw a crowd for their events.

You may notice that some of the usual suspects are missing from this month’s edition. We will be putting those together — along with some results for other classes that didn’t make it in — in February’s Racing Sheet. Our apologies in advance to those division winners who neither appear here nor make it into next month’s overflow reports. We’ve based our choices largely on the number of total races sailed within the divisions.

We hope you enjoy meeting these ardent racers as much as we have!

— latitude/ryg
Clockwise from top-left — BAMA Cup winner ‘Papillon’ blazes back from the Farallones during the association’s signature race; the Knarrs get a picture-perfect day on the Cityfront at the IKC; the SSS Corinthian Race was a barn burner, a perfect challenge for people who prefer the sailing challenge to the ‘getting crew challenge’; Lasers out en masse; the Wylie Wabbits keep things close at their nationals in October.
Jon Perkins
St. Francis YC

Jon Perkins took his second straight season championship in the Bay’s ultra-competitive Knarr fleet, and he doubled it up by winning the International Knarr Championship hosted by St. Francis YC in August. With that win — his third — Perkins became the second-winningest skipper of the event in the history of the class, and the second to win it at all three of its host countries.

"Six years ago, we were in a similar situation, but we were tied with my brother going into the last race and he ended up winning," Perkins said. "We’re really psyched to have pulled it off this year at home."

Perkins and the dynamic sibling duo of Tom and Melissa Purdy have been sailing together for the last six years, while their brother, Larry Swift was new to the team this year. Main trimmer Melissa — a Whitbread veteran — and bowguy Tom — an accomplished dinghy and big boat sailor — certainly punch above their weight. They don’t pack the pounds like many of the brawny Knarr sailors, and as a result, Perkins’ team usually sails at a lighter weight than the rest of boats on any given day. He said the conditions and their boat draw at the IKC — they tended to get wood boats on heavier air days — favored that.

"There are big differences between the wood and glass boats," Perkins said. "But even with our weight disadvantage, in a wood boat we do just fine in the breeze because they twist more."

Ray Lotto
St. Francis YC

"El Raton" may mean "the mouse" in Spanish, but there’s nothing Mickey Mouse about Ray Lotto’s Express 27 program. The St. Francis YC Staff Commodore notched his second season win in the class this year with a core group that included fellow Express owner Steve Carroll and Patrick Lewis — winners of Doublehanded 2 in this year’s Pac Cup — plus Jordan Pachia and Noe Goodman. Together, they toughed out a season that came down to the last race of the year.

"It’s a very quiet boat," Lotto, a real estate developer, said. "Our full intention is to have a good time. We don’t have any yellers or screamers on the boat; we leave our egos on the dock and our goal is to have fun sailing. I think the whole Express fleet really does enjoy that part of sailing."

Another aspect he said he enjoys is the variety in the 43-race season.

"The boats are great for the Bay and the ocean," Lotto said. "The nice thing about the fleet is that it mixes the buoy and ocean sailing together."

Express 27 owners are nothing if not loyal to their boats, and as a result, the dual nature of the boat also extends to the events it gets invited to.

"What else can you sail, where you get invited to all the keelboat regattas and get to do all the dinghy races at Richmond YC too?" Russell said.

Russell, a Novato-based wealth manager, was joined this year by his trapeze artist and former J/105 crew John Claude and Scott Parker when they took the class’s national title at St. Francis YC in October.

They did it despite breaking their rudder during the last race of the second day of the three-day event. After borrowing a rudder from an idle boat and modifying it slightly to fit their boat, the trio made the first race of the final day with 15 minutes to spare.

Tim Russell
San Francisco YC

"I used to race my Laser quite a bit, and I was looking for another boat that has the same appeal, but where you get to share the misery with some other people on the boat," he said, laughing. "I love the boat. It’s just a great boat to sail. You still have the physical, dinghy aspect of it. I like the fact that it goes downwind like a dinghy but upwind like a big boat."

The dual nature of the boat also extends to the events it gets invited to.

"What else can you sail, where you get invited to all the keelboat regattas and get to do all the dinghy races at Richmond YC too?" Russell said.

Russell, a Novato-based wealth manager, was joined this year by his trapeze artist and former J/105 crew John Claude and Scott Parker when they took the class’s national title at St. Francis YC in October.
SSS Singlehanded
Mirage
Black Soo

SSS Doublehanded
Outsider
Azzura 310

BAMA
Papillon
Corsair F-27

Ben Mewes
Richmond YC/SSS/Island YC

When asked what he chalked up his win to, Ben Mewes, like so many other successful skippers, said, “it was thanks to the flawless crew work of course!”

All joking aside, Mewes won a tight battle with George Lythcott and his Express 27 Taz!! that saw only .011 points separate the pair going into the season-ending Vallejo 1-2.

“We’ve been duking it out all year,” Mewes said. “It started with George beating me in the Three Bridge Fiasco and it’s been rock ‘em, sock ‘em ever since.”

Mewes has owned the 42-year-old Van de Stadt-designed Black Soo Mirage, built by San Rafael Boatworks, since the late 80s, and said the boat played an important role.

“She’s so easy to sail,” he said. “The chines are just so helpful, you point the boat somewhere and it keeps going so you can do whatever else you need to do. If you count Starbuck (a sistership previously owned by Doublehanded winner Greg Nelsen) the Black Soo has won more singlehanded season titles than any other design, so all you other boats can eat your hearts out!”

This was the retired contractor’s second Singlehanded win, in an SSS career that stretches back as long as he’s owned the boat. His first was three years ago.

“It only took me 20 years to figure it out,” he said, laughing, adding that more than anything, “it’s always fun to sail against a bunch of really good guys.”

Greg Nelsen
SSS

Greg Nelsen has an enviable track record in the SSS. The Oakland-based project manager has won six singlehanded season titles and this year added a second doublehanded title to his resume, which also includes wins in the ‘00 Singlehanded TransPac and the ‘01 LongPac. His Azzura 310 Outsider — a Bay Area-designed-and-built boat — has proven to be a capable shorthanded racer.

“After a brutal singlehanded season last year [which he won], I was ready for a break,” Nelsen said. “The Azzura isn’t the most singlehanding-friendly boat; the loads are fairly big, the cockpit is huge and as a result the winches are really far apart.”

For most people, taking it easy wouldn’t involve a division win, but for Nelsen and crew Andrew Hura (at left above) a consistent scoreline that included no letter-score throwouts put them into the top spot.

“The competition level was very close,” Nelsen said. “It was the only season where we never won an overall for any of the races.”

This year, Nelsen said he’ll be stepping back as conflicts with his other programs, including Kevin Flanigan’s Fox 44 Ocicat, and Frank Slootman’s brand new J/111 Invisible Hand, won’t allow him to do the whole season. But shorthanded sailing has been on his mind since he worked on Bruce Schwab’s Ocean Planet.

“It’s always been a long-term goal to get on the IMOCA circuit,” Nelsen said. “I don’t want to do it skimping, living out of my backpack and selling my house. I don’t feel like being a full-time beggar.”

Drew Scott
BAMA

While some of the season winners have been working at their result for decades, BAMA Cup winner Drew Scott has only owned his F-27 Papillon since ‘05. Previously a life-long dinghy sailor, Scott found what he was looking for in a big boat when he discovered multihulls upon moving to the Bay in ’03.

“I grew up in Chicago sailing dinghies all the way through college,” he said. “While I was still in Chicago I started crewing in keelboats and missed the immediate responsiveness that a dinghy gives you. When we moved out here, I couldn’t convince my wife that it would be a good idea to put on drysuits to sail around the Bay in our 470. This boat allows me to go out and get everything powered up for racing, or de-power and cruise with my family.”

Come race days, Scott is joined by Catalina 34 owner Bruce Tomlinson (above, left) and Santana 22 owner Andrew Hartman (above, right) and he pointed to their presence as a major factor in their win.

“The two of them signed on with me last year and we’ve sailed a bunch of races and practices together, and that’s what really changed for me this season,” he said. “They’ve really helped me be able to get my head out of the boat.”

Scott also acknowledged the help of his Schoonmaker Marina neighbor Gordie Nash, who helped them with boat repairs, rigging and advice. Nash, in turn, called Scott, “a quick study.”

2) Arcadia, Mod. Santana 27, Gordie Nash; 3) Flight Risk, T650, Ben Landon. (276 boats)
SEASON CHAMPIONS, PART III

El Toro Sr.

Mike Pacholski
Santa Cruz YC

2)
Haydon Stapleton
3) Robbie Englehart (18 boats)

Mike Pacholski wrapped up what might have been his final season in El Toros in grand style. The Los Altos-based junior sailor went into the final event of the season within a point of his closest competition for the second year in a row. And for the second year in a row, he came out on top.

"It was pretty awesome," he said. "The weather was feeling really good to me." Pacholski said that he and his main rival, Haydon Stapleton, didn't worry too much about each other.

"We weren't really match racing, which was surprising," he said. "It was probably because we were both nervous for this one, and had no idea what to expect at the beginning of the day."

All that changed the following day.

"We were pretty even, but not together, the first day, and nobody was really near us," he said. "The second day we were match racing and both pretty far ahead of the fleet. We passed each other around every mark, I think."

Pacholski turns 14 next month, and with his El Toro days coming to an end, he and Stapleton are joining forces to jump into a 29er.

"They're pretty cool boats," he said. "They're really fast and more interesting than the FJs and 420s, which I tried . . . for about two weeks."

Pacholski said he doesn't have any idea where his sailing is going yet.

"We're just going to go out and try to do as many 29er races as we can to get our names out there," he said.

2) John Pacholski; 3) Art Lange (67 boats)

El Toro Jr.

Gordie Nash
Richmond YC/California YC

Highlighting Gordie Nash for winning the El Toro Sr. season championship belies what an amazing all-around year the Sausalito-based boatbuilder had. That's because in addition to his Toro win, he also took top honors in the highly competitive Party Circuit K, guided Pat Broderick's Wyliecat 30 Nancy to a division win in this year's Pac Cup as the boat's navigator, and was runner-up in the SSS Doublehanded series.

"I don't know that I'll ever have another year as good as this one," he said.

Nash has had a lot of good years during his racing career, which started at the age of five-and-a-half at Richmond YC in — you guessed it — an El Toro.

"I always kept a wooden one, but in '90 I went to fiberglass and started building them myself," he said. "I've built about 26 since."

Blowing out his elbows precipitated the switch back to El Toros in '90 after years of Contender sailing, and Nash has been a stalwart in the class ever since, something he attributes to the decorum of the sailors.

"The Toro is more of a gentleman's class," he said. "There are a few out for blood, but they usually end up in the back of the fleet. It's definitely not a bumper car fleet. We had an infraction one time, and it was resolved by nine guys sitting around a table with a pitcher of beer in the middle. Each person said what they thought, and then one guy stood up and said, 'I'll resign.' There were no rule books and no yelling, just a good discussion."

2) John Pacholski; 3) Art Lange (67 boats)

Laser

Tracy Usher
St.FYC/Monterey Peninsula YC

Time in the boat never hurts one's chances of winning a season championship. Tracy Usher has been sailing Lasers since '74, so it shouldn't come as any surprise that he won this year's Svendsen's Laser Northern California Grand Prix.

While he took a break for awhile to sail at UC Irvine — where he was an All-American — in he's been racing in the class in a hard core way since '96.

Usher, who's based in Montara and is a physicist in one of the experimental groups at the Stanford Linear Accelerator, has put up some top results in that time.

"I try and sail as much as I can," Usher said, explaining that in addition to some calisthenics work every morning, bike riding comes in as a close second to his main conditioning effort: sailing a Laser. "There's an Australian named Michael Blackburn who basically got his PhD in kinesiology as it relates to Laser sailing, and he said the best way to train for Laser Sailing is to sail Lasers, and that the next best thing is to ride a bike. I tend to agree."

Usher and his wife Christy, an accomplished Laser Radial Sailor, often travel to the "away" regattas in the Grand Prix together.

"It makes it a lot more fun," he said. "She's pretty competitive and at the end of the day we can compare notes."

Beyond the sailing, Usher is the president of the North American Laser Class and was instrumental in bringing the Laser Masters and Laser 4.7 Worlds to the Bay later this year.

2) Haydon Stapleton; 3) Robbie Englehart (18 boats)
POWER UP NEW YEAR PERFORMANCE WITH THE BEST

HARKEN
SAMSON
SAILTEC
holmatro mastering power
LEISUREFURL™
futurefibres

We're continuing to build our business for a successful 2011. To power up for your success call:

Easom Racing and Rigging
1230 Brickyard Cove Rd., Suite 102
Point Richmond, CA 94801
(510) 232-SAIL (7245)
scott@easomrigging.com

CAPTAIN’S COURSES
Classroom classes in 15 cities and now Online!

U.S. Coast Guard approved courses and testing. Approved for Veterans.

Now is a great time to get your Captain’s License!

Winter classes are scheduled throughout the West Coast. All courses including, Radar, Radio, Navigation and Upper Tonnage courses, are approved for college credit. We are a mariner’s best choice for ONLINE classes as well. Give us a call.

San Rafael/Bay Area classes to note:
Captains Course Jan. 17-28, 2011
Radar Obsr. - Unlimited March 7-11, 2011

To enroll or for more info: www.MaritimeInstitute.com
or CALL TOLL FREE 888-262-8020

MARITIME INSTITUTE

SAVE
on North Sails quality, durability & performance!

NORTH SAILS direct
It’s easy to measure your own boat and SAVE on the world’s best cruising and racing sails. Log on to northsailsdirect.net or call 888-424-7328.
If there is one place where I can reasonably expect the discussion to have nothing to do with sailing, it's at the dentist's. My dentist knows nothing about sailing. He rowed on a crew team in college, but hasn't been near the water since. The dental hygienist has a boyfriend with a fish boat of some sort, but she generally steers clear of it. That leaves the weather, city politics and the latest movies for chair-side small talk. Although, lately I'd been finding recent issues of *Latitude 38* in the waiting room, mixed in among the golf magazines.

Considering the distinctly lubberly atmosphere of this office, it was a surprise to hear my dentist ask “What do you think of the America's Cup races coming to San Francisco?” He was not talking to me, however. The dentist was out in the hallway by the appointments desk, and I'd just sat down in the chair for a routine cleaning by the hygienist. The door to the treatment room was still open, and I was overhearing.

“Way cool, on one level.” It was unmistakably Lee Helm's voice. I had no idea that we both used the same dentist, although, that probably explained the *Latitudes*.

“But like, it's not a done deal. And I gotta say, as much fun as it would be to have the A-Cup circus here on the Bay, it would be, like, a terrible thing for local sailing.”

“Lee, what are you talking about?” I interrupted, loud enough for them to hear me in the hallway after squirming around in attempt to face the door behind me. “Having the America's Cup here on the Bay would be the best thing that could possibly happen to local sailing.”

“Yo, Max!” she hailed from the hallway, maneuvering so she could see me. “Cool that we use the same dentist.”

“Yes, I've been coming to this office, for, oh, about 30 years. That must be you who leaves *Latitude* in the waiting room.”

“I don't know what you're talking about,” she lied.

“Why would the America's Cup be a bad thing?” asked our dentist. “I've been reading that it would get the old piers fix up, and bring in huge amounts of tourist money.”

“All speculative,” insisted Lee. “And Larry totally gets to own the piers for something like 66 years after the city pays up front to make them usable. And really, honestly, truthfully, hardly anyone cares about watching a sailboat race except us sailors.”

“But in France . . . .”

“But this ain't France,” she countered.
I shook my head no, and she kept digging.

“Well, I imagine it would still be a very good thing for those marine service businesses,” suggested the dentist, “to have all that money pouring in from outside. Big yachts coming here to watch the America’s Cup races can’t be a bad thing.”

“Boom-bust cycles are never good in the long run,” said Lee. “The Cup won’t stay here forever. And if it’s, like, a fair fight, the odds are against it staying here even beyond this one match. Then we have a lot of new infrastructure with no cash flow to support it, and the industry goes back into the doldrums with even more excess capacity than it has now.”

“Rinse,” said the hygienist.

“The spectating from shore will be fantastic.”

“Yeah, that’s what they keep telling us, geez, think it through. The course will have to take up the whole Central Bay because the boats are so fast, and if you watch from any one spot, even if you have primo digs right on the City-front, you’ll be lucky if one of the boats happens to tack within half a mile of you. The really awesome spectating is all about onboard cameras and blimp shots. Me, unless I get on an official judges’ boat, I’ll take the big screen HD video feed on the net over any fixed vantage point on the beach. Heck, even on the VIP spectator boats they’ll be watching it on TV.”

“Well, by 2013 I expect you to be one of the crew,” said the dentist.

“I wish,” said Lee. “But the race might happen earlier than that.”

T

The voices were getting dimmer as they walked down the hall, away from my open door, and I strained over the sound of the dental machinery to hear how Lee was going to explain that last conjecture.

“San Francisco will come to its senses and the race will go to that city in Italy. Big disappointment, even though I’ll secretly breathe a big sigh of relief. But like, Italy is just two European dominos away from total economic collapse. The Italians will default on their deal, the Challenger of Record will withdraw, and guess what happens then?”

“I could tell where this was going, but there was too much hardware in my mouth to respond.

“Rogue challenge!” she cried joyously, probably throwing her hands up in the air in ecstasy. “Deed of Gift boats! The A-Cup races in ’88 and ’10 were the best ones ever, at least for us propeller-heads. Why? Because they were the only real and true Deed of Gift races since 1903. Maybe Alinghi will be back, maybe the Aussies or Kiwis, maybe the Brits. One of them will be astute enough to predict the collapse of the current challenge of record, and they won’t be able to resist the prospect of a one-on-one Cup race running on a short timeline. It’s like they get all the exposure of being in the finals with no eliminations to mess around with.”

There must have been another sailor in the waiting room, because I heard a few sentence fragments coming from that end of the hallway. Something

Love it or hate it, the America’s Cup competition really pushes the envelope in technological innovation. A replica of the original ‘America’ just can’t compete with the miracle of carbon fiber.


I waved frantically at the hygienist.

“Am I hurting you?” she asked.

“Nee oo rin,” I said, even though I didn’t really need to rinse just then. Fortunately the little rinse cup was empty, and the tiny little spigot that fills it up at a ridiculously slow rate gave me time to respond.

“What about the AC 72 class, Lee?” I shouted into the hallway. “Those boats will be more practical than the Deed of...
Gift monsters, and almost as fast, and the racing will be very close. And no engines allowed for sail trim! I think we’re on exactly the right track, especially with a more-or-less independent RC this time around. I’d hate to see it all go back to legal catfighting."

“There’s still room for some mutual agreements on basic things like engine power, even with a rogue challenge.” Lee assured me. “That’s, like, the only thing that came out wrong in ’10, and I think a judge with more sailing background would have ruled that sailboats are not supposed to trim or hoist sails or foils with engine power, despite the issue being omitted from the Deed for obvious reasons having mostly to do with the fact that it was written in 1887.”

The unseen sailor in the waiting room must have responded with another comment that was negative about rogue challenges and the Deed of Gift. "If it ever gets to be about the stars instead of the sailing," Lee responded as she walked back towards the door to the treatment room, "then we non-pro participants are out of luck. Even now, the sponsors would rather have us sitting in front of our TVs watching the pros and the beer commercials instead of out on the Bay doing it ourselves."

“Tell you what, Lee,” I said. “I dare you to stay away from the Cityfront when it’s Coutts vs. Cayard sailing AC 72 wing sail cats in the finals.”

“Is that a double-dog dare?” she asked menacingly.

“Yes,” I said with confidence, not having any idea what a ‘double-dog dare’ might be. She’ll probably make it up as she goes along.

“You’re on!”

“I might want to watch with you, Lee,” said the dentist as he walked down the hall to see his next patient in a different room.

Then the hygienist closed the door to the hallway.

“Open wide.”

— max ebb
Two New Year’s opportunities from the East Bay’s finest marina:

- **60-ft Berth** – Hard to find large berth now available
- **Covered Berth** – Sun protection for brightwork

Fortman Marina – an impressive history updated with contemporary amenities

**Considering a move?**
Contact us for excellent rates:
(510) 522-9080
www.fortman.com

---

**Happy New Year from Fortman Marina**

A quiet, well-protected cove with ample parking and amenities

---

**Vallejo Marina**

Gateway to the Bay & Delta

**Shorter Days Are Here – Use your boat more by keeping it closer to home!**

- Competitive Rates!
- Ample Guest Dock
- Full Service Boat Yard and Chandlery
- 2 Restaurants for Breakfast, Lunch, Cocktails and Dinner
- Covered and Open Berths

(707) 648-4370 • Fax (707) 648-4660
42 Harbor Way • Vallejo, CA 94590
www.ci.vallejo.ca.us marina@ci.vallejo.ca.us
THE RACING

December was a pretty lean month for racing compared to the rest of the year, but there is still news to report! First, we take a quick look at the Oracle RC 44 Cup Miami. Then, it’s on to the US Disabled Sailing Championship where a Bay Area team put up an encouraging result. Next we recap some midwinter action before attending a birthday party for one of Northern California’s most successful boats. If that’s not enough for you, tune in next month, when things start to pick up again.

RC 44s Invade Miami

Among all his America’s Cup negotiations, Larry Ellison and his BMW Oracle Racing crew wrapped up the ‘10 RC 44 Season Championship with a second-place finish in the fleet racing portion of the Oracle RC 44 Cup Miami December 9-12, the first time the boats have visited the US. Coupled with the team’s sixth in the match racing portion of the regatta, BMW Oracle Racing placed fourth overall in the Miami regatta. This equated to a 2-point victory over Artemis Racing — one of the confirmed America’s Cup challengers — for the season championship.

“We were up and down,” Ellison said. “We’ve had good regattas and sometimes things didn’t go so well, but overall the team did a great job sailing. We came first in fleet racing and first overall. We had a rough match racing regatta here in Miami, but the fleet was good enough and we’re happy with the result.”

Ellison and crew, including tactician and class founder Russell Coutts, finished 3-4-3 on the final day, but had to pull a few rabbits out of their collective hat. They started one race OCS and found themselves constantly battling back on a day with shifty breeze. They gained a few places in the last half of the runs that kept their score low enough for the championship.

“We do better when it’s breezy,” said Ellison. “There are more opportunities to pass downwind. I’ve got a lot of experience sailing on San Francisco Bay and we love the breeze.”

While Ellison got the spoils for the sea-Frank Slootman’s new J/111 ‘Invisible Hand’ on the Bay. J/Boats already has 50 deposits for the J/111.

son championship, Vincenzo Onorato’s AC 34 Challenger of Record Mascalzone Latino won the Oracle RC 44 Cup Miami title.

Mascalzone Latino showed great improvement at this regatta after rejoining the class in July. The Italian crew placed third in both the match and fleet racing for the overall victory with the low score of six points.

“Winning this event has special meaning for me because the past three years have been difficult for me in my life and in sailing,” said Onorato, a six-time world champion in classes including the Farr 30 and Farr 40.

“Russell asked us to come back to the class and we couldn’t be happier with this result,” Onorato said. “We’ve worked hard to regain our form and we will do our best in the future to perform in this class.”

Yet a third winner was William “Doug” Douglass aboard the RC 44 world champion J7. Douglass, sailing with Australian James Spithill as tactician, won the fleet racing portion of the Oracle RC 44 Cup Miami with the low score of 39 points.

“The class seems extremely well organized,” Douglass said. “It was good; we had a lot of fun out there. Today was a little windy and we saw how the boats could get wicked up and go.”

The ‘11 RC 44 season championship begins in March in San Diego, and will mark the first of hopefully many times the boats make an appearance on the West Coast.

ABAADS Team Alpha Heads to Florida

Sailing as Team Alpha, South Beach YC and BAADS members John Wallace, Jim Thweatt, and Eric Roberts represented their clubs in Florida at the US Disabled Sailing Championship and America’s Disabled/Open Regatta, hosted by St. Petersburg YC December 3-5.

The trio wound up 8th in the 20-plus knot winds. — when they got the s#@* beat out of them in the 20-plus knot winds.

One competitor’s bosun and friend of Thweatt described Team Alpha’s performance in the regatta as having “both moments of brilliance and idiocy.”

Another competitor nicknamed Team Alpha “The Jamaican Sailing Team” after looking at the condition of their 20-year-old boat, Alpha — and perhaps her crew — when they got the s#@* beat out of them in the 20-plus knot winds.

The big take-away is that Team Alpha managed to grab two fourth place finishes from this high-octane crowd, leading the pack around the track for the first 4 of 5 legs of the first race on the final day of racing. But they got aced out of the bullet after choosing the wrong side of the course on the final upwind leg to the finish. Top race honors went to the incredibly tidy and two-time World Champion British team, with second place going to US Sailing Team AlphaGraphics member and Beijing Paralympian Rick Doerr. Norway, with the youngest team, ended up third.

Team Alpha managed to grab two fourth place finishes from this high-octane crowd, leading the pack around the track for the first 4 of 5 legs of the first race on the final day of racing. But they got aced out of the bullet after choosing the wrong side of the course on the final upwind leg to the finish. Top race honors went to the incredibly tidy and two-time World Champion British team, with second place going to US Sailing Team AlphaGraphics member and Beijing Paralympian Rick Doerr. Norway, with the youngest team, ended up third.

One competitor’s bosun and friend of Thweatt described Team Alpha’s performance in the regatta as having “both moments of brilliance and idiocy.”

Another competitor nicknamed Team Alpha “The Jamaican Sailing Team” after looking at the condition of their 20-year-old boat, Alpha — and perhaps her crew — when they got the s#@* beat out of them in the 20-plus knot winds.

The big take-away is that Team Alpha was the third place American team with
an all-disabled crew. Team Alpha also finished the regatta ahead of the two top contenders for the third spot on the 2011 US Disabled Sailing Team.

Three Sonar teams will be selected to be on the US team following the Rolex Miami Olympic Classes Regatta January 23-29.

Current US Team members and team coach Betsy Allison encouraged Team Alpha to make a run for that third spot at the Miami OCRs in January. Because of work and school commitments, Team Alpha may need to hold off a serious run at US team status until ’13-’14, but will begin to advance the ball toward that goal immediately.

Anyone wanting to support Team Alpha in their bid for US Team status — donation of airline miles, equipment, hosting of fundraisers, etc — or anyone wishing to participate in Paralympic-level racing may contact Wallace, Thweatt and Roberts at TeamAlpha@clearwire.com. The team will also be setting up a blog for anyone interested in following their progress, and will share that link in future SBYC/BAADS/Team Alpha communications once it’s live. If you do decide to help out, you’ll be joining a group that includes key Team Alpha sponsors: Treasure Island Sailing Center; Sea Scouts Ship 30, West Sacramento; River City Physical Therapy, Sacramento; A. Walker and J. Fossum, and Prospect Properties.

Midwinters Notebook

Midwinters series are in full swing. The weekend of December 4-5 marked the second installment of the Golden Gate YC’s Manuel Fagundes Seaweed Soup Series. Although the day’s showers largely stayed away, it was one of the least conditions-friendly days this year. The light air, combined with a ripping ebb, meant that in every division except for the big boats, as many as 2/3 of its entrants did not finish. Three divisions — the Folkboats, Knarrs and Catalina 34s — had their race abandoned altogether. On Sunday it was the little guys’ turn over at Richmond YC for the first Small Boat Midwinters. While they too had light air, they got a torrential downpour to boot.

RegattaPRO/Sausalito YC — The weather experts gave us a forecast of west winds at 5-10 kts for December 11’s racing, with partly cloudy skies. Upon arrival, we saw pretty much nothing but mid-level fog and 5-8 kts of wind out of the NNW swinging from 305 to 320, tending to hover right around 310. Fortunately the breeze held throughout the day, but the fog dropped around 2 p.m. and made finding the finish line a challenge for some.

The J/105 Roxanne actually began sailing backwards at one point, frustrated with their upwind performance only to find a huge clump of the oh-so-scarce, endangered eel grass. Once it was removed, their speed improved greatly, but the damage was already done. The J/120, J/105, Melges 24 and Antrim 27 fleets sailed two four-mile courses, while the Moore 24 and J/24 fleets sailed two 3.2 mile courses.

Style points went to Steve Madeira’s J/120 Mr. Magoo, sporting a candy cane boom and sprit, and a red kite — borrowed from Timo Bruck’s Twist — to go with their green hull. Everyone on board wore Santa caps, and there were stockings for each crewmember hanging off the pushpit.

— jeff zarwell

*Team Alpha*, USA 255, drag races off the starting line with two other American boats skippered by Bert Foster ‘Captain Hook’ (757) and Beijing Paralympian Rick Doerr (674).
Midwinters Madness, clockwise from top-left — ‘Twilight Zone’ chases ‘Chesapeake’ into a mark at the Berkeley YC mids; ‘Don’t go in there!'; the afterguard aboard Timo Bruck’s J/120 ‘Twist’ enjoying the day, weather be damned; vying for the highest-rated boat honors, a Tuna and a Cal 20 work downwind; ‘Wasabi’ makes a perfect frame for the City; you don’t need a pure racing boat to enjoy midwinters racing; ‘E.T.’ powers upwind at the RegattaPRO/Sausalito YC Winter One Design Series; ‘Lively’ looking just that; Steve Madeira’s Mr. Magoo got into the Christmas spirit with stockings for each crewmember, a candy cane boom and red kite borrowed from ‘Twist’; ‘Dayenu’ punching a hole in the fog; a pair of Express 27s duel downwind; the Ranger 23 ‘Crazy Horse’ looking alive.

Berkeley YC Mids — So, where was the “mostly sunny?” For the weekend of December 11-12, the weather prognosticators got the amount of wind about right (not a lot), the directions sorta right (westnorthwest-ish) but they flunked on the “mostly sunny” part. Also, the mention of “fog until 10 a.m.” was a bit shy of reality.

On Saturday, 60 boats in eight divisions started on time. Off to GOC, they went on a windward/leeward eight-mile course. At 2:24 p.m., the Bilafer family’s Henderson 30 Family Hour finished first. At that instant, the fog swooped down onto the water, and for the next hour and 20 minutes, during which 45 more boats finished, we could not actually see the finish buoy. Most of the racers, in making their determination of which end of the line was favored, concluded correctly that the end that had the committee boat people with the giggles, whistles and guns was the end to aim for. We did have one entrant radio in that he was at the finish buoy “now!” This was a good thing because we couldn’t see him at all. Some
boats overstood the line and seemed to rely primarily on our boisterous, noisy, committee to locate us. Ten boats either got lost, or figured that they wouldn’t make the 5 p.m. cut-off and radioed in their retirement. In the end, all 60 boats were accounted for.

Sunday, of course, was different. It was still missing the “mostly sunny”, but instead there was no wind to begin with. After a 55-minute postponement, we were able to get rolling. The wind was much more robust than Saturday, so we selected a 9.4-mile course. We figured we could shorten if necessary. The fog actually dissipated and there was a bit of sun. The wind maintained its robustness and all 27 entries finished well before the deadline.

— bobbi tosse

Octavia Celebrates A Milestone

How many people have a birthday party for their sailboat? My guess, probably not that many. How about a 30th birthday to celebrate a multi-decade winning spree which includes a Pac Cup win, a blistering Coastal Cup record time that stood for almost 10 years, and a Delta Ditch Run monohull record still stands to this day? The Kett family, and crew, both new and old, of the Santa Cruz-based SC 50 Octavia did just that December 11. The Wizard, Bill Lee, showed up for the dockside festivities highlighted by countless sea stories, and a very nicely appointed hardcover book dedicated to the 30-year race-winning history. A birthday banner hung on the boom, and a celebratory flag flew from the forestay.

Octavia, as the name suggests, is hull number eight of the SC 50s. It was or-
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The Bay’s midwinter series are off to a roaring start, so without further ado, we get right to the results. Our style guide for mid-winters results is right here in front of you. If you take the time to type them out in the format you see here, they are guaranteed to get into the magazine, as it just makes life that much easier for us when our results gnome decides to play hooky. We need the boat name, type of boat (for handicap divisions) and the skipper’s name. When you’ve gotten all that info together, just send it on to the Racing Editor at rob@latitude38.com. Thanks!

SAUSALITO YACHT CLUB MIDWINTERS (12/5, 12/6)

DIVISION A (SPINNAKER) — 1) JR, Moore 24, Richard Korman; 2) Gammon, Tartan 10, Jeff Hunter; 3) Trasher, Mer 25, Harriet Lehman. (11 boats)

DIVISION C (NON-SPINNAKER PHRF < 143) — 1) Q, Schumacher 40, Glenn Isaacson; 2) Basic Instinct, Elliot 1050, Jan Borjeson; 3) Willow, Centurion 40s, Robert Braid. (6 boats)

DIVISION D (NON-SPINNAKER PHRF 143 - 232) — 1) La Mer, Newport 30, Randy Grenier; 2) Homus, Ericson 27, Josh Dvorson; 3) Willin, Catalina 30, Mark Tishler. (5 boats)

DIVISION E (NON SPINNAKER PHRF >232) — 1) Tackful, Santana 22, Frank Lawler; 2) Kelly Shaw, Santana 22, Leah Pepe; 3) Inshallah, Santana 22, Shirley Bates. (3 boats)

Complete results at: www.sausalito yachtclub.org

REGATTAPRO/SAUSALITO YC WINTER ONE DESIGN SERIES STANDINGS (4r, 0t)

J/120 — 1) Grace Dances, Richard Swanson, 7 points; 2) Mr. Magoo, Steve Madeira, 13; 3) Jol-

THE BOX SCORES

ly Mon, Chris Chamberlin, 13. (7 boats)

ANTRIM 27 — 1) Always Friday, John Liebenberg, 7 points; 2) Arch Angel, Bryce Griffith, 8; 3) Abracadabra, Ian Chamberlin, 12. (6 boats)

MELGES 24 — 1) Personal Puff, Dan Hauserman, 8 points; 2) Smokin’, Kevin Clark, 9; 3) Wilco, Doug Wilhelm, 14. (10 boats)

/105 — 1) Arbitrage, Bruce Stone, 9 points; 2) Roxanne, Charles James, 17; 3) Wianno, Edward Walker, 18. (12 boats)

MOORE 24 — 1) Moorigami, John Siegel, 4 points; 2) Banditos, John Kerntop, 10; 3) Blue Ball, Simon Winer, 12. (7 boats)

J/24 — 1) Snowjob, Brian Goepfrich, 6 points; 2) Onelay, Don Taylor; 3) Downtown Uproar, Darren Cumming. (7 boats)

Complete results at: www.regattapro.com

GOLDEN GATE YC MANUEL FAGUNDES SEA WEEK SOUP SERIES (12/4, 12/5)

PHRF 1 — 1) Double Trouble, J/125, Andy Costello; 2) War Pony, Farr 36, Mark Howe; 3) California Condor, Antrim Class 40, Buzz Blackett. (12 boats)

PHRF 2 — 1) Eight Ball, Mumm 30, Scott Eason; 2) Hawkeye, IMX 38, Frank Morrow; 3) Q, Schumacher 40, Glenn Isaacson (14 boats)

PHRF 3 — 1) Uno, Wyllecott 30, Steve Wonner; 2) Arcadia, Modernized Santana 27, Gordie Nash; 3) Harp, Catalina 38, Mike Mannix. (11 boats)

Catalina 34 — ABN. (6 boats)

PHRF 4 — 1) La Paloma, IOD, James Heinen; 2) Tomid, Aphrodite 101, Larry Westland. (7 boats, 2 finishers)

KNARR — ABN. (6 boats)

FOLKBOAT — ABN. (8 boats)

LARGER MULTIS — No finishers. (1 boat)

Complete results at: www.ggyc.org

BERKELEY YC MIDWINTERS SUNDAY SERIES STANDINGS (25, 0t)

MULTIHULL — 1) Emma, Bill Roberts, 2 points. (1 boat)

DIVISION 1 (<85) — 1) Sweet Ole, Modified
They don’t call it a fiasco for nothing. The Three Bridge Fiasco starts January 29. Get signed up early!

on her and currently works the bow. With three Pac Cups, a Mexico race, and countless other races under his harness, Mike describes the Ditch Run where they beat the record as, “ . . . one of the most intense races ever. Nobody ate or drank for the entire race. We got to Stockton and there was a sense of relief. It was really intense. We were so close to wiping-out and putting that thing on the hard so many times, it was brutal. We had two bowmen for that race, and we had to keep swapping them out.”

Project manager Jay Crum worked for Bill Lee during the late ’70s and early ’80s and actually helped build Octavia. Crum crewed on her in the Del Rey to PV and the TransPac in ’81, where he describes this finish, “We finished overlapped with Secret Love in the middle of the night and the committee in the hotel room didn’t see us finish because we were behind the other boat. So we had to go through a protest the next day to get reinstated.”

Happy birthday Octavia! May there be many more years of radical offshore downwind racing! There’s talk of another Hawaii race, but we’ll have to wait and see.

I want to wrap-up with a vignette from Dave Wahle who worked at The Coop


Complete results at: www.berkeleyyc.org


(RICHMOND YC SMALL BOAT MIDWINTERS #1 (12/5) 1) TORO SR. (3r/0t) — 1) Michael Quinn, 18 points; 2) Skip Shapiro, 18; 3) Will Paxton, 19. (15 boats) 2) EL TORO JR. (4r/0t) — 1) Neil Marcellini, 12 points; 2) Nicholas Lenz, 13; 3) Robbie Englehart, 15. (16 boats) 3) OPTIMIST CHAMPS (3r/0t) — 1) Lawson Wilford, 10 points; 2) William McMullen, 13; 3) Teddy Hayden, 13. (13 boats) 4) OPTIMIST GREEN (3r/0t) — 1) Sumer Strumpf, 10 points; 2) TJ Mahoney, 11; 3) Jack Landon, 12. (80 boats) 5) SNIPE (3r/0t) — 1) Doug Howson, 4 points; 2) Michael Andrews, 5; 3) Vince Casalaina, 9. (6 boats) 6) COLUMBIA 5.5 — 1) Seabiscuit, Peter Szaz; 2) Tenacious, Group ECS; 3) Wings, Mike Jackman. (3 boats) Complete results at: www.iyc.org

SOUTH BEACH YC ISLAND FEVER SERIES STANDINGS (2r, 0t) SPINNAKER PHRF ≤ 126 — 1) Wasabi, Kernan 44, Dale Williams, 3 points; 2) Lazy Lightning, Tarzan 10, Tim McDonald, 8; 3) Wild One, FT 10, John Lymborg, 9. (11 boats) 2) SPINNAKER PHRF 127+ — 1) Double Play, Yankee 30, RDK partners, 3 points; 2) Luna Sea, Islander 36, Dan Knox, 5; 3) Smooth, Santana 525, Mark Feinholz, 5. (6 boats) 3) SPINNAKER CATALINA 30 — 1) Huge, Woodruff/Keen, 5; 2) Adventure, Jack McDermott, 3; 3) Goose, Mike Kastrop, 6. (6 boats) NON-SPINNAKER — 1) 007, J/105, Bruce Blackie, 2 points; 2) Unanimous, CS 30, Steve Eittemeier, 6; 3) Seaview, C&C 115, Peter Hamm, 6. (6 boats) Complete results at: www.iyc.org
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for years and probably poured the keel for Octavia. This will give you a glimpse into the world of Bill Lee Yachts back in the day when Octavia was built. It was a point in time that I don’t think could ever happen again; a time when the stars were aligned just right so that a bunch of really smart, creative and motivated friends could get together and produce some pretty incredible boats that have obviously stood the test of time.

— Jeremy Leonard

Get Checked Out on Race Management with US Sailing

US Sailing and the Encinal Yacht Club are sponsoring a Club Race Officer seminar designed for sailors who have some race committee experience on January 15.

The event will be held in the club’s Regatta Room on the ground floor from 07:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m and will be lead by Bill Gage —US Sailing’s Area G Race Officer and a certified National Race Officer who has taught numerous seminars and workshops. He will be assisted by US Sailing board member and St. Francis YC Racing Manager John Craig.

The seminar will cover a wide range of topics related to running races including: race committee objectives, responsibilities, jobs and equipment, sailing instructions, setting the course, the starting system, starting penalties, before the start, during the race, finishing and scoring.

You’ll need your own copy of the RRS 2009-2012, and it’s recommended that you answer the “study questions” available on the US Sailing website to prepare for the seminar.

The optional Club Race Officer (“CRO”) certification test will be given at the conclusion of the seminar. In order to be certified as a US Sailing CRO, you must attend a complete seminar and pass this test. In addition, to be certified as a CRO, you’re required to have a current copy of the US Sailing Race Management Handbook and meet the program’s other experience-based criteria.

Seminar registration using the US Sailing on-line registration system is encouraged at http://www.ussailing.org/racemgt/Race_Officer_Prog/seminars.asp. For further info, contact Larry Westland, at 510-459-5566 or lwestland@tricommmercial.com.
IT’S BACK... and coming to a city near you!

North U. Tactics Tour

Improve your sailing smarts and results at a 2011 North U. Tactics Tour seminar. Register online or call North U. today... and make your 2011 season one to remember!

For registration and seminar updates...

www.northu.com 1-800-347-2457

North U. Tactics CD is included with the seminar. Can’t attend a seminar? North U. materials can be purchased separately online at... www.northu.com.

Enjoy

Latitude 38...

Anytime,
Anywhere,
Absolutely FREE!

JOIN US FOR OUR 60TH ANNUAL MIDWINTER SERIES

★ ALL BOATS WELCOME ★

January 15-16 & February 19-20
Extra Special Bonus Race: March 19!

Post-Race Festivities – Drink, Dine and Dance
Information & Sign-Up at: www.cyc.org

Corinthian Yacht Club
OF SAN FRANCISCO
43 MAIN, TIBURON, CA 94920 • (415) 435-4771
Visit our website: www.cyc.org

Schedule (as of 12/14/10)
Redondo Beach, CA......Feb. 5
San Francisco, CA........Feb. 26
Seattle, WA...............Mar. 20
Anacortes, WA...............Apr. 3

With more cities to come!
Readers’ Share Their Insights on Pacific Northwest Chartering

If La Niña delivers as many wet, dreary days as anticipated, we’re in for a very soggy winter — which is a good reason to start pipedreaming about sunny summer getaways. In fact, right now is the ideal time to plan a sailing vacation to the West Coast’s most spectacularly beautiful sailing grounds, the Greater Puget Sound region — or as some call it, the Salish Sea.

Why plan now? Primarily to lock in your top choice of boat for your ideal dates. Because the region isn’t considered to be a year-round chartering destination, fleet sizes are substantially smaller than in popular tropical areas such as the BVI or St. Maarten. And the fact that this region gets many repeat customers — including Europeans who consider both the U.S. and Canada to be bargains these days — makes it even more important to book well in advance if you want a good selection of boats and available dates. The season runs from May to September, with the hottest — and most popular — months being July and August.

If you haven’t yet sailed these Northwest waterways, trust us, you will be greatly impressed. The area abounds with wildlife — both above and below the surface — and the deep green hue of seemingly endless forests has an undeniably calming affect that could settle the nerves of even the most stressed-out workaholic.

Both the American San Juan Islands and the Canadian Gulf Islands have dozens of well-protected anchorages — many equipped with overnight mooring balls — and the distances between them are usually short. Although you do need to be attentive to swift currents and wide tidal ranges, navigation in these waters is relatively easy; charts are spot-on and aids to navigation are abundant. You’ll find ample infrastructure ashore for shopping, dining, ‘pubbing’ and reprovisioning, but you can also easily escape to secluded anchorages with little or no human development.

Throughout the region winds tend to be light (under 10 to 15 knots) and the protected waters are what a San Francisco Bay sailor would probably call dead flat. And due to the region’s northerly latitudes, days are extremely long, giving you four or five more hours of daylight than in the tropics. In mid-summer, for example, it doesn’t get dark until around 9 p.m.

Charter companies are peppered throughout the region, offering late-model monohulls and a few multihulls. If you have ample experience, most companies will allow you to take a boat farther afield to the primeval fjords of Desolation Sound or up into spectacularly beautiful Princess Louisa Inlet on the Canadian mainland.

It’s true that the water temps here are much cooler than in, say, the Eastern Caribbean, but some bays get to a swimable 70°, and there are dozens and dozens of freshwater lakes within easy walking distance of popular anchorages.

As you might have guessed, we love sailing these waters, and we revisit them whenever we can. But we certainly don’t consider ourselves to be experts on the subject. That’s why we solicited tips and insights from Latitude readers to share with you. In the following pages you’ll read excerpts from their comments. So we invite you to grab a pencil and a notepad and learn from their collective experiences:

“Sailing in the Pacific Northwest is the biggest treat as far as West Coast sailing destinations go. We may not have that long a season, but the scenery is unforgettable breathtaking. Not only do we have the South Sound assortment of islands and gunkholes, but we are gifted with having the San Juan Islands along with the Canadian Gulf Islands. Nature didn’t scrimp on providing us with a wide variety of mammals, other animals or birds to entertain us.

“We often run across orcas and our seasonal gray whales, and then there are Dall’s porpoises and otters scattered around the Salish Sea year round. In the skies we have bald eagles and os-
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preys diving for dinner every evening in most locales.

"With the Olympic mountain range to the west and the Cascades to the east and islands throughout the area, there’s never a moment to not be awe-struck."

— gary peterson

"Most American sailors start with the San Juan Islands (which are in U.S. waters) and therefore don’t require customs clearance procedures. However, the Canadian Gulf Islands and the close location of Victoria, B.C. soon have American sailors moving back and forth to enjoy the gorgeous scenery and the many fabulous Canadian Marine Parks, which are generally only accessible by boat. But the most magnificent areas are farther north along the Sunshine Coast, Desolation Sound and the Discovery Passage areas of British Columbia.

"The Dreamspeaker Cruising Guides by Anne & Laurence Yeadon-Jones are just fabulous for the sailing beginner. They assist in float planning and give critical information about places to see and where to anchor or berth. However, the key element of sailing in the area is having a keen understanding of the tides, which can rise and fall as much as 16 feet. One joker suggests that there are over 1000 islands at low tides and fewer than 500 at high tides.

"The fjord-like passages in the Toba Wilderness, Desolation Sound and Princess Louisa Inlet are breathtakingly beautiful and moving in their magisterial wondrousness. Many charterers come from Europe due to the absolute beauty of the area."

— jerry r. crowley

"I sailed in the San Juans in 2006 as a participant in the liveaboard Learn-n-Cruise summer program put on by San Juan Sailing. The week-long cruise, which offers ASA certification, operates out of San Juan Sailing’s Bellingham, Washington charter base. On our voyage we had students and an instructor aboard a late model Beneteau Oceanis 361, which was our well-provisioned charter boat for the event.

"We all stepped off the boat at the end of the week with great memories of the beauty of the San Juans and the friendly people we met — and got ASA certifications to boot. I just can’t say enough good things about it all.

"Sailing in the San Juan Islands is a special treat and provides great opportunities to practice navigation skills. The scenery is magnificent and the trees practically meet the sea, there are a zillion places to anchor at a multitude of islands, reasonable charter boats are available, and the weather can be warm and comfortable in the summer.

"Sailing in the summer, however, means moderate to light winds (think opposite of what we’re used to on San Francisco Bay), and you do have to watch the currents a bit. But with some

Ganges Harbor on Saltspring Island is a wonderful place to shoot, dine and poke around while sailing the Gulf Islands.
planning you can easily have a great time on a sailboat — as long as it’s also equipped with a reliable engine to use when the wind drops.

"Unlike California, Washington State has many well-maintained saltwater marine parks that are only accessible by water. Anchoring in some of these serene locations is often a matter of dropping the hook, then taking the dinghy to shore to tie a stern line to a tree. In other cases, the State provides mooring facilities and full-service marinas are available.

"Some of our favorite places during our journey were Friday Harbor, Inati Bay, Rosario Resort (where young “dock assistants” help you tie up before you head off to the hot tub), Stuart Island, and Sucia Island. If you have the time, there are plenty of places to explore. I’d love to do it again."

— John Harold

The Strait of Georgia can have good breezes but it’s open water and quite large. If you have lots of time and don’t mind either waiting for good weather or

sailing/motorizing while out in the exposed cockpit, then a sailboat will be fine.

"We usually charter near the end of the chartering season as it is cheaper and less crowded. You do run the risk of colder weather and an occasional front passing through, but if you’re hunkered down in a snug anchorage, it adds to the experience.

"We really like the Northwest for boating because it is so different from the Hawaiian waters where we live and normally sail. It’s generally flat water in the Northwest, the passages are quick with many choices of anchorages, marinas and towns — and perhaps most important of all, our wives will go with us!"

— Jay Lambert

"About 80 miles north of Vancouver, Canada’s Desolation Sound has everything from towering mountain ranges whose steep wooded slopes angle sharply into the water, to anchorages about as far from civilization as you can get without crossing an ocean. Located on the east side of Vancouver Island, this body of water is in the shadow of a mountain range on the island that blocks a lot of the weather coming in off the ocean. As a result, more often than not you’re boating in sunshine while to the north or south there may be cloudy skies."

---

**BVI Yacht Charters**

BVI Yacht Charters is the first port of call for all yacht charters in the BVI. Whether you are looking for a Bareboat or Crewed yacht, a Catamaran or a Monohull, a week or just a few days, our professional team is on hand to make it work, your way.

**Call:** +1 888 615 4006  
**Or:** +1 284 494 4289

**www.bviyc.com**

charters@bviyc.com
"By the way, the topless shot I sent in was taken while transiting between anchorages. The temperature was 82° with 15 knots of wind, and all the powerboats gave way! We waved back to say ‘Thank you.’ It doesn’t get any better than that.”

— Lani Schroeder

"Under the watchful eye of Mt. Baker, you’ll enjoy armadas of patrolling Canadian geese, otter pups learning from attentive parents, seals galore, raccoon families foraging along rocky shores, bald eagles by the half dozen swooping on the thermals, and placid deer along the shoreline. On their red stilt legs, oystercatchers search for lunch under the rocks. Drop the crab pots and maybe, if you’re lucky, the commercial pirates will not have removed all of the legal males.”

— Peter Simpson

'I like docks, shore power, restaurants and seeing the local sights, so my partner Jill and I did the marina concept. How was it? In a word, perfect. We got up late, read the paper over lattes and usually had a 1- to 3-hour transit to the next destination. So the underway target was about noonish. Nice. Who wouldn’t like this? And our method worked. We did Friday Harbor, Roche Harbor, Deer Harbor, Rosario and back to Anacortes.

"Canada is a foreign country. Yes, it is true, and you can tell the difference — it is all good. We consistently met the most wonderful people one could imagine. If you add this factor to the other things the area has to offer, it may well be unmatched on this small planet.”

— Dave Stromquist

"My husband Dan and I moved up to Port Townsend from Alameda in 2006 and we finally did some sailing in the San Juans last summer.

"The weather can be very changeable, even from one hour to the next.
As this shot shows, Chatterbox Falls is fed by a system of vertical cascades. Look closely and you can see boats anchored close by.

The saying up here is ‘If you don’t like the weather, wait ten minutes.’

‘Currents can kill your fun fast as well, but if you’re savvy about reading tide and current charts, you should be fine. There are some channels that shouldn’t be navigated at anything other than slack current. Some of the currents can run up to 6+ knots in a narrow opening and take a boat along for the ride without much helm control — it’s one way to get up close and personal to the rocks.’

‘Three mandatory books to have on board are: a thorough tide and current guide like Captain Jack’s or Ports and Passages (broader coverage than Capt. Jacks), the currents for the San Juan Islands and surrounding areas, and a Current Atlas for the Juan de Fuca Straits to Strait of Georgia which also has annual updates called Washburne’s Tables.

‘Paper charts to keep in the cockpit are invaluable as a tool to back up the chartplotter. We wouldn’t be without both as the charts are good for more open sailing and the chartplotter is excellent in tight quarters. (Many charter boats have chartplotters up here.)

‘There are a great number of Washington State Marine Parks in the San Juans. You can pay as you go, as many of the parks are coves or inlets on islands and sometimes the whole island is a state park so you can either anchor out (no charge) or pick up a mooring, dinghy ashore and then walk on trails, camp or barbecue. Our favorite is uninhabited Jones Island. It’s a small harbor but very popular and less than an hour away from Friday Harbor.

‘Moorings are very popular, as using them eliminates the need to deal with messy anchors. But they are a rare commodity in the high season of July and August, which are also the warmest and driest months.

‘For visiting Friday Harbor during the high season, our suggestion is to call ahead with plenty of lead time to reserve a slip. They are happy to reserve...
at the city-owned marina. The clean hot-water showers, bathrooms and close proximity to town make it an ideal stop for re-provisioning, eating out or taking in a movie. It’s well worth going there for a night. In the morning, the bakery boat comes down the fairways and sells coffee and bakery goods straight to the boaters who meet it as it turns into an empty slip, or by just hanging over their transom.

"Most anchorages are fairly deep close to shore as these rocky islands have deep water around them. By anchoring bow out, and tying off to shore, you can get very close to shore for dinghy purposes. There’s usually enough gravel or sand to pull up on, especially at Sucia Island. Some of the state marine parks have short piers with a designated area for dinghy tie-ups. If you’re really lucky, you may get to tie your boat up at a pier, but those side-ties are very limited in number.

"One of the main draws in the summer is finding the orca population. They can be anywhere, but usually hang out on the west side of San Juan Island around Lime Point. Just listen to your VHF while the whale watch boats talk to one another each morning. There are several pods, and several times during the summer they all get together in what’s called a “superpod” and play rather than eat. That’s the best time to get an eyeful.

"Look for crabbers’ flagged buoys on the surface to find the best spots to
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drop your traps. A lot of charter boats carry them. It only takes a few hours to catch dinner. There are Dungeness and rock crab — which are smaller, but just as tasty.

"On Orcas Island and San Juan Island (Friday Harbor) you can catch a shuttle in the summer up until Labor Day to take a tour of the island, or be dropped off at places. It’s a cheap alternative to renting a car and allows you to really see the interior of two of the largest islands.

"There are some other hidey holes that locals use and some anchorages that are way too shallow when the tides go out. You might see powerboats in them, but not keelboats. It’s best to read your charts carefully and keep an eye out for the predicted direction of the night wind so you are in a lee anchorage, as some spots are protected from the west and southwest, but may not be protected from the north."

— linda newland

"Sucia Island is not to be missed. Grab a mooring ball in Fossil Bay if heeding. One subject that was touched on only lightly, however, is crossing between international boundaries. It’s relatively easy to do — especially going into Canada, where you simply step into a special phone booth, scan your passport and answer a few questions by phone. Coming back into the U.S. is a bit more formal, as you need to speak to actual immigration agents. And remember, these days every crewmember must have a passport, even if he or she is only six months old.

That said, we think a two-nation charter is a splendid idea. No matter which direction you’re traveling, you’ll find the clearance process to be one of the fastest and most efficient you’ve ever experienced.

Wherever we charter, we tend to design a cruising itinerary that gives us a balance of developed and undeveloped anchorages. That is, a town with a little nightlife, dining and shopping one day and a tranquil, out-of-the-way respite the next. If you like our thinking, then including the Canadian waters in your..."
OF CHARTERING

Itinerary is a wise idea. Not only are the Canadian Gulf Islands much less crowded than the San Juans during the peak summer months, but including them simply gives you more variety.

And we highly recommend taking the time to visit Victoria, at the southern end of Vancouver Island, which is the capital of British Columbia. It is exceedingly clean, well-planned and charming, with all sorts of interesting shops, galleries, pubs and restaurants. Plus, there’s a fabulous museum that is supported by National Geographic, and is a stone’s throw from the harbor. Inside it is an IMAX theater.

Here are two options for visiting Victoria: If you have ample time, plan your trip down Haro Strait with a strong ebb tide, so you don’t spend an entire day getting there. And if possible, plan to arrive late in the morning, as that’s when most boats pull out from the guest docks that lie directly in front of the iconic Empress Hotel — and adjacent to the Parliament building. From there, the whole town is walkable, and you’ll be in the center of the action. It’s first come, first served, however. No reservations. Several other nearby marinas could suffice as Plan B.

If you’re short on time, consider visiting the sensational Butchart Gardens, which lie well north of the city, then access Victoria from there by bus — they go until late at night. There’s room for 4 to 6 boats in the anchorage on the back side of the Gardens. And here too, arriving at about 10 a.m. may get you a spot. In a pinch you could conceivably check out the expansive gardens in the morning, hop a bus to town, and return that evening in time to see the nightly light show. Even for non-gardeners like us, it’s a fascinating place.

Whichever portion of this incredible region you’re lucky enough to explore under sail, we’re sure you’ll be thrilled by it. Whether sailing with your lover or your whole extended family, there are attractions to please all. In fact, we can’t wait to get back there ourselves.

— latitude/andy

Emeryville Marina

NEW SLIPS!
Now taking reservations for 40’ to 60’

When you call Emeryville Marina Home...
...call this your backyard!

Marinas International

(510) 654-3716
www.emeryvillemarina.com

If spectacular scenery, easy sailing and friendly towns aren’t enough reason to sail the Northwest, how about an abundance of crab!
With reports this month from Interlude on leaving Spain; from Sarah Miller on a young woman’s crew experience; from Capricorn Cat on a slow trip, with stops, down the coast of Baja; from Jake, on spending the summer in the Sea of Cortez; and a hefty portion of Cruise Notes.

Interlude — Deerfoot 74
Kurt and Katie Braun
A Leisurely Cruise Around (Alameda)

We grew up in California, went to public schools, graduated from UC Berkeley, got married, worked for 20 years child-free, and are now retired. We started sailing around the world in the ’02 Ha-Ha, and by the time you read this should be crossing the Atlantic toward the Caribbean. Here are some excerpts from our log about our last days in Spain.

After a fun time on Spain’s party island of Ibiza, we took off for Gibraltar in late September. On our second night out, we almost got run over by the Disney Magic cruise ship. Kurt called them to say we were wing-on-wing and thus had limited maneuverability. They made the grand gesture of a one-degree change in course. We joked that they wanted to get close enough to illuminate our boat so their guests could take photos. Sure enough, that’s exactly what they did.

We arrived at Gibraltar in calm weather motoring against as much as two knots of current and having to dodge copious ship traffic. The only place to anchor was actually just across the border in Spain at the town of La Linea. We found plenty of room in what appeared to be an all-weather anchorage behind the breakwater. La Linea is a working class town with some old buildings and shops, and is trying to attract cruise ship tourists from across the border. The Mercadona supermarket north of the town center had the best prices we’ve seen in the Med, with large quantities and a good selection.

We later took Interlude to the fuel wharf in Gib, where we took on 1,100 liters of diesel at $3.75/gallon. After re-anchoring off La Linea, we rode the dinghy back to Gib and visited some friends in Ocean Village/Marina Bay. We were allowed to visit within the marina compound, but not to go into town. To properly cross the border from Spain to Gib requires walking thru a checkpoint — and across the airport runway!

We planned to remain in the La Linea/Gib area for a few more days, but the Guardia Civil came by and told every boat in the anchorage to leave. They said it was not possible to anchor off La Linea, and that we should go into either Puerto Deportivo or Ocean Village/Marina Bay in Gib. Either marina would have charged us about $75/night. When we asked where we could anchor, we were told to call Algezeras Trafico, which told us to contact Algezeras Pilot Station, which told us to contact our agent to contact the authorities for an anchorage position. In other words, act as though we were a ship. There is no longer an authorized yacht anchorage in the entire Gib/Algezeras area, so cruisers must berth in a marina. This is becoming typical of all ports in Spain. Knowing we weren’t that welcome, we set off out the strait on the 70-mile run up to Cadiz.

The eight-mile wide Strait of Gibraltar separates Europe from Africa, and connects the Mediterranean Sea with the Atlantic Ocean. Due to evaporation, the Med has a constant influx of water. Tides in the Atlantic and wind direction and strength dictate the strength and direction of the surface and subsurface currents. With over four knots of current and 30 knots of wind some 300 days a year at Tarifa, these effects must be taken into account when transiting the Strait.

Our ride out the Med was smooth, with 1-2 knots of favorable countercurrent while we hugged the coast and stayed just inside the easily visible current line. As we rounded Tarifa, the NE wind piped up from 5 to 25 knots — and then died again as we approached Cape Trafalgar. The wind got up to 25 knots again from the north as we approached Cadiz.

Cadiz is an historic old Spanish town with interesting architecture, museums and churches. Columbus sailed from here on his second and fourth voyages to the New World, and in the 18th century Cadiz grew to become Spain’s richest city. We also enjoyed Puerto de Santa Maria, but did not support the impressive bull fighting arena.

One of our reasons for going to Cadiz was to obtain outward clearance from Spain. This is reportedly hard to get in the Canary Islands, and the ports in the Caribbean all require some sort of paperwork showing you’re not a dirtbag and have properly cleared out of the last country you were in. After a lot of time and effort, and a good deal of luck, we finally managed to overcome the bureau-
As we write this, we are bound for Lanzarote in the Canary islands and have about 400 miles to go. The sailing has been great, with 12-18 knots on the beam, and the wind now going farther aft. We are heading offshore to catch stronger winds, and will be hoisting a headsail soon for a downwind ride to the Canaries.

Our motto continues to be, ‘To Go Boldly Until We Are No More’. — Kurt and Katie 11-15-10

Sarah Miller
Zihua To Panama (Boston)

When I first wrote to Latitude last year, I mentioned that I was a young female from the East Coast looking for adventure on the sea. I got my wish on the second leg of my trip from Puerto Vallarta to the Panama Canal.

I was lucky to be crewing for Michael Foley aboard his Portland-based Beneteau 41 Shannon, as he was respectful, inspiring — and a boatload of fun! Although there were already five of us on the boat, he welcomed five more for the 140-mile trip from Zihua to Acapulco. Of the 10, seven of us were still in our 20s. We arrived in Acapulco on the Saturday night of MTV’s Spring Break in Acapulco, so you can just imagine what a night of dancing that turned out to be.

Just five of us continued on to 270-mile-distant Huatulco: Capt Mike of Clarity Central; Adam Hoffman, 21, from Minnesota; Reuben, 22, a mandolin-playing stowaway from Santa Barbara; Ron, 62, an ex-Silicon Valley executive from Sacramento, whom Mike met on the plane to Puerto Vallarta and invited to come along. I was the fifth crewmember.

There wasn’t any wind, so we had to motor non-stop. When we reached the potentially dangerous Gulf of Tehuantepec, there was a 5-day weather window. After being concerned about the crossing for months, Mike told the crew, ‘Crazy George says we should just go for it, so let’s go!’ And we did, setting sail straight across the Gulf on the 905-mile leg to El Salvador. The problem turned out to be too much heat and not enough wind. The air, water and humidity were all over either 93 degrees or percent. As a result, I couldn’t find a ‘happy place’ on the boat. The only thing that brought relief was taking a cooling dip in the miles-deep, crystal clear water.

Then, while we were 30 miles off the coast of Guatemala, a huge humpback whale breached 400 feet off our port beam — and kept doing it while closing on us. At less than 100 feet, she breached three more times before finally slowing to a floating position, during which time she slapped the water with her tail for another five minutes. Yikes, that had been close!

The shallow bar crossing at El Salvador’s Boca Cordoncillo made for another white-knuckle moment. “Mike,” I asked, “why does the depthsounder say we’re in one foot of water while we’re going over the shallow bar?” — Jay Ailworth

The Whale Report. It’s December, so yes, those sailing on Mexico’s Banderas Bay need to be on the lookout to avoid babies such as these. One of the beautiful bays at Huatulco in southern Mexico.
School girls from the village across the river.

As Mike returned to the States for work, and Adam and Reuben hopped on a powerboat owned by a guy Reuben knew from Vermont, I got to see first-hand what a wonderful rally Bill Yeargan and Jean Strain of the Honolulu-based Irwin 37 Mita Kuulua had put together. There was lots of socializing around the pool, dinners out, a BBQ fund-raiser for a local Charity at Bahia del Sol, as part of the rally were Vicky Platt and Ron and I on Sharan 38 at Bahia del Sol. Ron and I on Sharan 38 at Bahia del Sol.

Among those who ‘rocked the bar’ as part of the rally were Vicky Platt on her Seattle-based Hans Christian 38 Inspiration at Sea; Tom and Kathy Edwards of the Portland-based Pearson 424 Auahnee; Rob and Susan Jackson of the North Bend, WA-based Hood 38 Joyeux; Ahmed and Jitka Agrama of the Los Angeles-based Tradewinds 55 Om; Dennis Gade of the San Francisco-based Islander Freeport 36 Dolce Vita; Eric and Valerie Wagoner on the Seattle-based Cooper 37 Mystic Pacific (enroute back to France); Tim and Tracy Sowell with their boys, Alex, 4, and Sean, 2, on the England-based Morgan 46 Gijione; and many others. There were over $7,000 worth of prizes for all the participants, and I expect it will be an even bigger and better event this year.

When you travel to Third World countries such as El Salvador, you get some perspective on your life. For example, we visited the island across the river that is home to a village of 300 people who live without electricity, and who get around by dugout canoe. Their homes were made of sticks, and we rarely saw any items from the First World. Coca-Cola was sold in plastic bags with an ice cube and a straw for 25 cents. The modest school was especially touching. Although the 30 kids only had a deflated soccer ball to kick around, they seemed very happy.

For contrast, and as a result of a chance meeting, I spent some time tromping around the country with the daughter of the vice president and her friends. As you might expect, all of them were children of El Salvador’s leaders and prominent business families. Hanging out with a bunch of a Third World country’s richest of the rich, after visiting the poorest of the poor, was, to say the least, illuminating.

For another adventure, I took a two-hour bus trip to San Salvador. There I was able to buy a DeWalt buffer and a 3M buffing pad at an Ace Hardware store that looked like any of countless ones in the States. When I got back to Shannon, I took layers of junk off the hull, which hadn’t been waxed in six years. So when we departed El Salvador a few days later, Shannon looked like a million bucks.

Prior to our leaving El Salvador, officials told us that we had to pay a new tax of $100/person that was being levied on all visitors. In fact, we were told that the boat wouldn’t get her visa to leave until we paid up. This is clearly not something that will encourage tourism, so the owner of Bahia del Sol held a televised news conference to denounce the plan. We ended up paying the stiff fee, but the new law was being hotly contested when we left in April.

We love doing the Baja Ha-Ha, but because of a combination of family obligations and not getting our settee seating reconfigured in time, we sailed down the coast of Baja about two weeks after the Ha-Ha fleet. The bad news is that, unlike the Ha-Ha fleet, we had so little wind that we were only able to sail about 10% of the time. We’ve been making passages up and down the coast of Baja for 35 years, and it was the first time we weren’t able to sail most of the way.

The good news is that we had the time to stop at some interesting places, and meet some of the most kind and helpful
Mexican people. You people in the States who believe all the misleading reports in the media and think all of Mexico is as dangerous as Oakland or the Bayview in San Francisco have no idea what you’re missing!

Our first stop was Ensenada, where we bought diesel for $5/gal U.S. — ouch! We also paid $85 a night for a slip at Marina Coral, where Liliana and her staff made us feel very welcome. Since Ensenada is only about 60 miles south of San Diego, many cruisers don’t stop there on their way south. Nonetheless, it’s a great stop at the end of a Bash. Marina Coral has indoor and outdoor pools and hot-tubs, where waiters are happy to serve you pitchers of margaritas and delicious snacks; great restrooms and showers; and a cool bar and a fine restaurant. It’s the perfect place for you and your crew to reflect on the great times you had in Mexico while planning your return, and to celebrate your having completed the challenge of the Bash. It’s also a good sanctuary to prepare yourself for re-entry — take a deep breath! — into the ultra-fast-paced life in the United States.

Our second stop — after endless motoring — was West San Benito Island, a remote and lightly-populated island a little less than halfway down the Baja Peninsula and about 12 miles to the west of much larger Isla Cedros. West Benito was quiet, as the only inhabitants are the fishermen who come over from the 45-mile distant mainland for periods of work. It was also lobster season, which isn’t as busy as abalone season, when all the hookah divers from the cooperative come over to dive for the rich bounty, most of which ends up in the stomachs of the Japanese.

Interested in the fishery, we motored 25 miles to Cedros Village on the west end of Catalina-sized Isla Cedros. Most of the thousands of participants in the Ha-Ha who have sailed right past Cedros probably have no idea that Cedros Village has a population of about 4,000 and flights three times a week from Ensenada, plus two main industries. The biggest industry is Exportadora de Sal, which is a salt company owned 60% by a Mexican company and 40% by Japan’s Mitsubishi. It seems odd, but the salt is brought over to the island on barges from Guerrero Negro, then processed and stockpiled in mounds the size of a couple of city blocks, and finally shipped to Kure Island, Japan. With 500 employees, the salt company is the largest employer on the island. They provide housing for their employees and their families and schooling from kindergarten to high school, and have two company stores.

The other main industry is the fish cannery, which has modern offices on the main street in town. When we visited, the receptionist directed us to Eduardo Aguilar Martinez, who was born on Cedros, and who speaks English better than we speak Spanish. He quickly

A can of abalone, which normally would have been destined for Japan, is cut open in sanitary conditions for Wayne and Carol to sample.
In the early years, when divers were less educated about the health limitations on diving, many needed treatment. Divers are more knowledgeable these days, so Eduardo now has to treat only one a month.

Eduardo explained that there is a six-month lobster season and a six-month abalone season, and that everything gets processed in their USDA-inspected and approved facility. He noted that a soup can-sized can of their abalone retails for $30. Other seafood they send to Japan includes sea cucumbers, which many Asians believe is an aphrodisiac; top shell snails, which are similar to conch; and sea snails. The abalone shells are all sold to Korea, but nobody knows what they do with them. The cannery also processes and freezes lobster, cooked lobster, and many kinds of fish. Most of this is then transported in the co-op’s large, clean vessels to Turtle Bay, then trucked to Ensenada for final shipment to Japan. The cannery and co-op employ about 300 people, plus the divers and fishermen.

Gathering seafood has always been one of the most dangerous occupations in the United States, and it’s the same in Mexico. That’s why Cedros is equipped with a hyperbaric chamber, which is used to treat divers suffering from the bends. Eduardo has been the sole operator of the device for the 21 years that it’s been there, and even gave us a tour of the inside. He estimates that he’s treated between 1,000 and 1,500 divers! In the early years, when divers were less educated about the health limitations on diving, many needed treatment. Divers are more knowledgeable these days, so Eduardo now has to treat only one a month.

After Eduardo visited us for coffee the next day, he took us on a driving tour of the island’s high points with his four-wheel drive Ford Explorer. When we visited the cannery, we had to wear hair-nets and rubber boots, but we got the grand tour. They even opened a $30 can of abalone for us. I didn’t mention it to our hosts, but canned abalone tastes little bland compared to the fresh stuff.

After spending the better part of two days taking us around the island, Eduardo joined us for lunch on Cap Cat while I did my pre-departure inspection. But what was this?! The bolt holding the alternator in place was broken. Eduardo rushed us to two hardware stores before they closed in search of a 3” x 3/8” metric bolt, but they couldn’t help us.

Our prospects were getting as dim as the daylight when Eduardo drove us up a series of steep hills to the local junkyard. It was a one-dog, one-lightbulb, 300-wreck operation staffed by three men. After we showed them the broken bolt, one man disappeared into the dark for about 15 minutes. He returned with some car parts, and after wrenching on them for a few minutes, came up with just the bolt we needed! It was yet another Mexican miracle. What’s more, he had two spares for us.

It turned out to be a dark, windy, and because of an unusual east wind, bumpy night inside the small harbor where we were anchored. Then, at about 9 p.m., there was a loud bang all along the port side of Cap Cat. We raced on deck to discover that our cat was banging against the leeward breakwater! Without our realizing it, there had been a 90-degree windshift in the 25-knot gusts, our anchor dragged, and in what must have been a matter of just a minute or two, we’d dragged down on the breakwater. Miraculously, neither the rudder nor saildrive nearest the breakwater had been damaged.

I told Carol, whose eyes were bulging, to raise the anchor. When she got it up, she saw that there was a piece of rock between the shank and one fluke of the anchor, and that the hook was covered in seaweed. No wonder the anchor had dragged — even though it was 20% larger than the one we used in prior years. I immediately fired up the engines, then lowered the dinghy and jumped into it. Using the dinghy’s bow, I pushed the port transom away from the breakwater for all the Yamaha 15 was worth. Once the boat was at a 45-degree angle to the breakwater, I had Carol put the port engine in reverse at full throttle. I knew it meant the bow would be scraping against the breakwater, but we had no choice.

But we were lucky, lucky, lucky, as Cap Cat miraculously suffered nothing more than some scratches to the hull and two small gouges below the waterline. I filled the latter with Splashzone underwater epoxy. All in all, it was an inexpensive lesson. After all these years of cruising, we’ve finally gotten around to being very good using the anchor watch applications on our various GPS units.

The lesson I learned at Cedros is that whenever there’s a big windshift, it’s possible for the anchor to break free. So in...
IN LATITUDES

the future, I will, at the minimum, fire up both engines and back down until I’m sure the anchor is well-set for the new wind direction. The horrible sight of Cap Cat’s port beam pinned hard against the rocks by the wind, and visions of her being ground to bits, will be all the motivation that I’ll need. Thank God there hadn’t been time for a fetch to build from the new wind direction, or there might have been much more damage.

We continued on to Turtle Bay, where we were sobered by the sight of the still floating bows of the Privilege 49 catamaran that had burned to almost nothing following two propane explosions in November. Once again we paid 85/gal for diesel.

Part way down the ‘Middle Reach’ of Baja, we stopped at San Juanico to visit with former San Franciscan and former crewmember Christian Buhl, who has taken up residence and surfing there. We’re not experts, but San Juanico has to be one of the best longboard surfing spots anywhere, as the waves peel off perfectly for almost a mile. Buhl had plenty of surfboards, so we all went out — and even got up. After a great visit with our good friend, we motored most of the way to Cabo, where we again paid 85/gal for diesel. Is there a pattern here?

Even though there hadn’t been much wind and we weren’t able to be part of the Ha-Ha fun, we still had a great trip. We caught some tuna, traded some beer and cookies for two yellowtail, then eight lobster, then a 25-lb calico sea bass. They were all delicious.

We’d been hoping to do the Puddle Jump this spring, but were unable to complete all the necessary projects, such as painting the hulls, elevating the davits, and so forth. So we won’t be crossing the Pacific until the spring of ’12. That means we’ll be forced to spend our fourth winter season in good ol’ Mexico. It’s a tough life!

— wayne 12/15/10

Jake — Hunter Legend 45
Jake and Sharon Howard
Sea of Cortez Guide
(Seattle / Mexico)

Jake, a retired wholesale mortgage broker, and Sharon, a retired teacher, have been living on a series of sailboats for a long time. Long as in 27 years. They started on a U.S. 305, which was a Garden-designed, Bayliner-built 30-footer. They later moved up to a cutter-rigged Hunter 37, then in ’89 they bought a new Hunter Legend 40, which they still own and cruise today.

“We’ve been happy with our Hunters,” says Jake. “During the most recent haul-out of our 20-year old boat, we found no blisters, and the original Yanmar diesel continues to run just fine.”

Living aboard isn’t always easy, even in temperate climates such as San Francisco Bay. But Seattle? “It’s true that when you live aboard up there you have to deal with winter, rain, and occasional snow,” admits Jake. “But Seattle is a great area. We even took an annual winter cruise — although one year we found ourselves in a blizzard.”

But the decades of rain and cold ultimately took their toll, for when the couple entered the ’07 Ha-Ha, they had three goals: “To always have fun. To always be warm. And to always be dry.” In other words, to be somewhere where the weather is the opposite of that of Seattle. They’ve found what they’ve wanted when it comes to spending summers in the Sea, Jake and Sharon are of one mind — it’s fantastic. This will be their fourth in the Sea.

Counterclockwise from lower right. Wayne and Carol, in the center, became part of the surf crew. Forget going to Jeffery’s Bay in South Africa, San Juanico perfection is closer at hand. Christian Buhl’s bay cruiser. Wayne and Carol at the helm of a failed whale-themed panga bar.
in Mexico, where they’ve spent the last three winters on the mainland, and the last three summers in the Sea of Cortez. And they are going to follow the same program again this year.

Since the desert-like Sea of Cortez is the antithesis of green and cold Seattle, and since so few cruisers spend more than one summer there, we decided to pick Jake’s brain about the area for cruisers who might be thinking about spending the upcoming summer there.

“Some people say that the Sea of Cortez is unbearably hot in the summer, but Sharon and I really like it,” says Jake. “In fact, we’re constantly trying to convince other cruisers that if they stay the whole summer, they won’t turn into dehydrated prunes by July. Quite a few cruisers stay through July, but only the hardcore folks stay through the hottest months of August and September. In our first two years in the Sea, about 25 to 30 boats spent the entire summer in the Sea. But last summer there were more like 45 in the Bahia de Los Angeles area, which is where most hardcore cruisers migrate for August and September. Perhaps part of the reason for the increased numbers is that we and some of the other cruisers have really been talking the area up for the summer.”

Every cruiser in Mexico has heard the stories of how brutal the summer heat can be in the Sea. Jake claims that it’s simply not that bad. “By May and June, the daytime temperatures will have gotten into the upper 80s, while the humidity is about 40% — which is much lower than on the mainland. From August to the middle of September, most cruisers are in the Bahia de Los Angeles area to stay clear of hurricanes, and the temps are about 95 to 100 during the day, and 80 to 82 at night. The saving grace is that there’s almost always a 10-knot breeze, and you can always cool off by jumping into the 85-degree water.”

Many cruisers are surprised to learn how late in the year it is before the water in the Sea of Cortez warms up for comfortable swimming. “A few people start getting in the water during Loreto Fest, which is late April or early May, but it’s still cool. The water doesn’t get up to 80 degrees until about the end of June or the beginning of July — although it can be warmer in shallow places such as Conception Bay. We’ve seen the water temp reach 90 degrees there.”

What’s the very best time in the Sea of Cortez? “Sharon and I think it’s October, when the heat has broken but the water is still plenty warm. If there’s been much rain, the desert will have greened up nicely, too.”

When it comes to hurricanes, Jake feels they aren’t really a threat in the Sea of Cortez until the middle of August, by which time most cruisers have migrated north to Bahia de Los Angeles — which is 470 miles north of Cabo and only 250 miles south of the latitude of San Diego. “If you’re in the BLA area, you’re always going to have 7 to 10 days’ warning of a tropical storm or hurricane. Almost all of them will blow out before they get as far north as BLA. And even if one did come that far up, it would have to take a reverse ‘S’ course up the Pacific side, work its way northeast along the tall mountains, then curve back to the west at BLA to hit Puerto Don Juan, the preferred hurricane hole.”

Jake sees a summer in the Sea of Cortez as something best being broken down into three areas or segments. The first is getting over to the Baja Peninsula from the mainland, which he and Sharon like to do about the third week in April. “We’ll do the Loreto Fest and stay in the 140-mile-long La Paz to Loreto region until about the third week in June.

“The second segment is the 150-mile stretch from Loreto to Santa Rosalia, which we cover from the third week in June until the middle of August. We never miss the Fourth of July Party in Conception Bay put on by Geary, who does the weather on the Sonrisa Net. He’s got a palapa at El Burro Cove, and the cove was just big enough to hold the 31 boats that showed up last year. He provides the hot dogs, everybody else brings a plate, and we all have a great time.

“The third segment is from the middle of August, at which time we cover the 150 miles more up to Bahia de Los Angeles, where we stay until about the second week in October. There’s also the option of making a crossing to Guaymas-San Carlos, another great area. It’s only about 85 miles from Santa Rosalia, as the Sea is pretty narrow that far north. When the temps begin to drop again in the second week of October, we gradually make our way south again. We like to get back to the mainland by early November, because it can get really cold in the Sea. In the middle of November of last year, for instance, it got down to 49 degrees at both Mulege and San Carlos — way too cold for us!”

Some of the attractions of the Sea include unspoiled nature and fabulous anchorages. “Within 20 miles of BLA, there have to be 20 to 30 really nice...
it can be blowing 30 knots in one place, yet be blowing less than 10 knots just a few miles away. Because the elephantes always come out of the mountains, it’s best to avoid west-facing anchorages.

It would seem like a giant pain to take down all of a boat’s awnings and sunshades each night, but that’s exactly what Jake and Sharon do from late July to early September. “It means that if we get a wind event, which we do about every two weeks, we don’t have to get up in the middle of the night and wrestle everything down before it gets damaged.”

Since products and services become more rare north of La Paz, Jack was kind enough to run down what is available and where in the Sea.

“When it comes to provisioning, you can get what you need in each area, but the selection is more extensive the further south you are. La Paz, of course, is the best place to provision, as it’s a big city and they have everything. Loreto and Santa Rosalia don’t have as much stuff or variety, but they aren’t bad. Once up in the BLA area, there are four tiendas in the village, and you may have to hit all four to find everything you need. But they’ve got fruits and veggies and meats and poultry. When cruisers in the BLA area want more variety, they’ll pay for gas in order to join someone who is making the two-hour drive to Guerrero Negro. The city on the Pacific Coast has bigger grocery stores, a couple of banks, a lot more restaurants, and even a hospital.”

Jake and Sharon aren’t big on fishing, but cruisers who are can reliably augment their food supply with a variety of fish. The usual favorites are sierra and dorado. Cruisers still do quite a bit of clamming at Conception Bay — and other secret spots.

What does Sharon, a happily retired teacher, think of spending the summers in the Sea of Cortez? This photo tells all.
Jake advises that diesel and gas can be purchased at La Paz, Loreto, Puerto Escondido, Santa Rosalia — and via jerry jugs at BLA. “Getting fuel at BLA is quite a cruiser social event. There are two Pemex stations in the village, although only one of them has diesel. But there’s a guy with a powerboat in BLA who gets on the radio and announces when he’s going to make a fuel run with his truck. Everybody shows up at Guillermo’s with their jerry jugs, and hops in his truck for the ride to to the Pemex station. The Mexicans think it’s about the funniest thing they’ve ever seen.”

Those with Mexican cell phones or TelCel computer modems can get decent coverage in populated areas; there aren’t any populated areas north of Santa Rosalia, so the coverage is very limited. There are two internet cafes in BLA. Most boats have Sailmail and/or Winlink for communication.

For those who need money, there are ATM machines in La Paz, Loreto, Santa Rosalia, San Carlos — and San Felipe, 150 miles northwest of BLA in the tide and current-challenged northern Sea. By the way, it’s illegal for Mexican stores to take more than one $100 bill per customer. This is true even at places like Costco in Puerto Vallarta. Similarly, when buying something with a $20 bill, you’re not supposed to get more than $2 back in change. It’s all about trying to limit the repatriation of narco money.

Buying diesel in Bahia de Los Angeles is a little complicated, so it becomes a major social event — much to the amusement of the locals.

Jake and Sharon recommend XM-Sirius radio for keeping up with the news and for entertainment. Jake notes that while the two companies have combined, they still don’t use the same satellites. Sirius is said to offer better coverage than XM in Mexico.

Many cruisers in the Sea listen to the Amigo and/or Sonrisa Nets in the morning, and the Southbound Net at night. Jake is a net controller on both the Sonrisa and Southbound nets.

If someone needs to leave their boat for a period of time, the best places are La Paz, Puerto Escondido, Santa Rosalia — or across the Sea at San Carlos-Guaymas. “The Singlar Marina at Santa Rosalia has an interesting program,” says Jake, “where you can buy a month’s worth of marina time, but not have to use it all at once. For example, if you leave for a week, it’s not counted against you, and you can use it some other month. For us, it came out to be about $17 a night, which isn’t bad. They have a great and helpful staff, too.” Jake recommends against people leaving unattended boats on the hook for long.

Boats can be stored on the hard at any number of locations in La Paz and across the Sea at San Carlos-Guaymas. The Singlar haulout and storage facility in Puerto Escondido has become a big hit, and was filled to capacity last summer. Jake hauled his boat for a bottom job, and was pleased with the price and the work. The Singlar facilities at Puerto Escondido and Santa Rosalia both have swimming pools, which are much appreciated in the summer.

For entertainment. Jake notes that the tide and current-challenged northern Sea. By the way, it’s illegal for Mexican stores to take more than one $100 bill per customer. This is true even at places like Costco in Puerto Vallarta. Similarly, when buying something with a $20 bill, you’re not supposed to get more than $2 back in change. It’s all about trying to limit the repatriation of narco money.

Buying diesel in Bahia de Los Angeles is a little complicated, so it becomes a major social event — much to the amusement of the locals.

Onboard internet access is intermittent, at best, north of La Paz.
You're 100 miles offshore, it's hot, there's not enough wind for the chute, and you're young and looking for a little afternoon excitement. If you're Dustin Houseknecht of Florida, and you're halfway between Cabo and Punta Mita, why not go for a back flip off the daggerboard?

ers to be murdered on their boats in Central America. The most recent incident before Milan's occurred in August of '08, when 62-year-old Daniel Dryden of the Anchorage-based Southern Cross 39 Sunday's Child was killed while his boat was anchored alone in the Rio Dulce. According to Dryden's wife Nancy, who was on the boat with him, Dryden resisted the four men who came out in a panga. It’s not clear if he resisted to try to protect her, or if he was primarily trying to protect their possessions.

By the time you read this, Christmas and New Year's will have passed, but the cruising season got off to a festive start all over Mexico with Thanksgiving get-togethers. Up in Guaymas, the crew of the B.C.-based Cellygh explained that, despite the challenge of obtaining turkey and ham, they shared in a huge potluck feast at Marina Guayas. 50 Talion reports they had a dockside gathering at her Marina de La Paz home base. Folks from Eros, Yellowstar, Sorceress, Adios, Star, Aunt Sur, and Maria showed up to share all they had to be thankful for. "The great food, music and stories were topped off by a fabulous sunset," says Patsy.

At Punta Mita on the northwest tip of Banderas Bay, John and Gilly Foy of the Alameda and La Cruz-based Catalina 42 Destiny had 23 cruisers over to their condo for dinner. 14 of whom had done the '07 Ha-Ha. We don’t want to jump to any wild conclusions, but it seems to suggest those folks feel pretty safe in Mexico.

As for Mazatlan, the big deal wasn’t Thanksgiving, but rather the Sixth Annual Tuna BBQ & Free Beer Fest on December 4. "Heid at Marina Mazatlan, it was the doing of Rick Cummings of Cape Star, who hosted 160 new, old, hungry, and thirsty sailors," reports Mike Latta of the Mazatlan-based Falmouth cutter Narwhal. "Cummings BBQ'd 150 lbs. of delicious marinated tuna and dealt out cold Pacificos as if they were playing cards, while the cruisers brought a wide array of dishes."

"We have to agree that a shower of any kind is a special event while cruising," writes Emmy Newbould, who has been cruising with hubby Eric Willbur aboard their Brickyard Cove-based Dutchman 37 Nataraja since April '09. They are currently in New Zealand. "Our boat only holds 40 gallons of water in her tanks, plus we carry four jerry cans. We don't have a watermaker, so fresh water is precious to us. The shampoo, soap and sponge have a special place in the cockpit so as to be at hand when the squalls come. But the real treat is a bath — and pure decadence is a bubble bath. Some of our favorite bath spots are: Comptrollers Bay in Nuka Hiva — the river has a wonderful spot where you can sit, relax and enjoy Jacuzzi-like jet action; Warm Springs Bay on Baranoof Island in Southeast Alaska — you can either hike up to the natural hot springs and enjoy them while a massive waterfall tumbles down behind you, or you can enjoy a proper bath in the bath house on the wharf, where you will find tub-sized cattle water troughs plumbed Emmy Newbould of Nataraja samples the champagne and bubble bath experience at Palmyra, and finds it sufficiently decadent.
with the hot springs water; and Smoke House Bay on Great Barrier Island in New Zealand — a very special spot with not one, but two bathtubs with showers. One is sitting above the beach, the other is inside the bath house and is plumbed with hot water that is heated by the fire in the wood-burning stove. But my number one all-time favorite spot is the bathtub on Palmyra Atoll. This one sits on the beach backed by the lush jungle. Pure, pure decadence is a bubble bath on the beach while sipping champagne!"

As was reported last month, singlehander Mike Rafferty’s San Diego-based Freeport 36 Aquila sank 80 miles to the west of Noumea, New Caledonia, on November 12. He sent us a full report of the incident, but subsequently asked us not to publish it because of potential legal ramifications. So we’ll stick to what is considered to be common knowledge.

Rafferty, a Ha-Ha vet who had started the Puddle-Jump on April 4 from Puerto Vallarta, cruised throughout the islands of the South Pacific, and then on November 12, set sail for Australia at the same time as a number of other cruising boats. All were hoping to take advantage of a weather window to reach Brisbane or other Australian ports. According to Kirk McGeorge of the St. Thomas, USVI-based Hylas 47 Gallivant, who had helped Rafferty cast off from Noumea, the singlehander put out a mayday at about 8:30 p.m. Several boats, including Gallivant, rushed toward Rafferty’s last reported position. Fortunately, Claude and Normande Gosselin’s French-Canadian sloop Azzar arrived in just 30 minutes. Aquila slipped below the waves as Rafferty was being transferred to the other boat. Azzar would take him the rest of the way to Australia.

Rafferty told many cruisers that he first became aware there was a problem when he heard floating floorboards banging around in the salon. He turned on the main bilge pump, but it didn’t work. He turned on the secondary pump, but it couldn’t keep up with the inflow of water. He then put his head underwater to reach the prop shaft and stuffing box, and found that only one of the four hose clamps was still in place! Having shut all the thru hulls, he’s convinced that’s where all the water was coming in.

What makes the loss of Aquila controversial is that less than a month before, Rafferty had had his boat hauled at Bao-
bail Marine at Pt. Vuda, Fiji, where her shaft was pulled and other work done on that area of the boat. In fact, *Aquila* had to be hauled a second time because she was taking on so much water. Was the sinking in any way related to the work the boatyard had done or not done a month before? We'll never know.

One thing we do know from decades of covering sailing, is that if you've had work done on your prop shaft — or any other part of your boat — it's a good idea to keep an eye on it for awhile. In the recesses of our memory, we can recall that Dick Mitchell, an ex-fighter pilot and pioneering Northern California singlehander, was doing a Singlehanded Farallones Race aboard his Pearson 36 — the name of which we can’t remember — when she started taking on water fast. Mitchell confirmed that there weren’t thru hull problems, but just before stepping into his liferaft, remembered that he’d just had work done on the stuffing box / prop shaft. Rushing to that area, he discovered that, sure enough, that’s where the water was pouring in. He was able to stem the flow, pump the water out, and make it back to the boatyard safely.

As for the above-mentioned Gallivanter, McGeorge writes, “Greetings from Bundaberg! We arrived three days ago, and are now comfortably anchored 10 miles up the river within sight of what may be the biggest rum distillery in the Southern Hemisphere. Catherine is ecstatic about being back in her homeland, and Australian officials have granted us a year — extendable up to three years — without our needing to import Gallivanter!” Armed with muscular Australian dollars, those darn Aussies keep buying California boats! While having breakfast at Sayulita, Mexico in early December, we bumped into former crew Lauren Goche of Santa Cruz, Portland, Sayulita, “and in the summer, commercial fishing boats that spend a month or more at a time 1,100 miles off the coast of Oregon.” She told us she was crewing for delivery skipper Robin Jeffers, taking the Santa Cruz 52 *Isis* that used to belong to Goche, at left, had nothing but good things to say about *Isis*. On her first sail, Leslie Nordella didn’t know how good she had it.
Brendan Busch of La Honda — to Costa Rica, where she would be put on a ship for delivery to her new owner in, yes, Australia! We hate to see Isis go, as she is a vet of the ’04 and ’07 Ha-Ha’s, as well as a Sea of Cortez Sailing Week. But talk about good luck. Leslie Nordella, Goche’s Portland friend, was lucky enough for her first sail ever to be a long downwind passage on an SC 52.

As you may remember, there were at least two boats from California in the last Ha-Ha that had been purchased by Aussie owners. There were Patrick Bloomer’s Farrier 44 cat Tiger, heading to Western Australia, and Jack and Leanne Hembrow’s Moody 54 Red Sky, heading to Brisbane. But wait, as they say on television, that’s not all! As went to press, we heard that Scott Case, formerly of Arizona, has sold his La Cruz-based Fountain-Pajot 40 catamaran Twins to an Aussie. It’s a little surprising to us, as during last year’s Pirates for Pupils Regatta, Case told us he’d had to wait a full year to take delivery of the cat at the factory in France.

It turns out that trimarans can sink — if one of the amas gets torn off in stormy conditions. Canadians John Davidson, 65, and Jud Baker, 47, used their EPIRB to barely cheat death off the coast of Central America early in December during what was to be a voyage from Costa Rica to Nicaragua. Davidson’s 42-ft tri Trinity — type, builder, and age unknown — sank in rough weather just five miles off the coast of Costa Rica after an ama was torn off and the mast came down. According to an interview with Davidson’s son, the pair had just enough time to grab an EPIRB and scramble into the boat’s 8-ft inflatable dinghy before Trinity went under. They immediately began paddling toward shore, but heavy conditions blew the hard-to-row inflatable farther offshore. It flipped once, but they were able to right it.

“The two spent three days drifting farther out to sea, with no food, water or shelter from the elements. They began to wonder if the EPIRB was even working. Fortunately, it was. After receiving the EPIRB signal, the Coast Guard arranged to have a Navy P-3 Orion fly over the area, but it was too dark and the dinghy couldn’t be spotted. It took two more days of searching before a Coast Guard C-130 finally pinpointed the signal. The plane’s crew reported that they could see two people in the dinghy, but neither was moving. On the second pass, the now-
delirious castaways realized the noise they heard was a plane, and started waving their paddles. The 695-ft car carrier **Sunbelt Spirit**, one of the largest ever built, had already changed course toward the area, and arrived about 30 minutes after the dinghy was spotted. The ship’s crew helped Davidson and Baker aboard, where they were treated for dehydration, sunburn, and severely blistered hands from countless hours of rowing. Baker was able to fly home almost immediately because he’d been able to grab his passport, while Davidson was stuck waiting for a replacement. Nonetheless, we suspect it will be an unusually memorable holiday season for both of them and their families. EPIRBs — they do save lives.

A ’well done’ to George Backhus and Merima Jaferi of the Sausalito and Auckland-based Deerfoot 2-62 **Moonshadow** for their fine performance in December’s Atlantic Rally for Cruisers from the Canary Islands to St. Lucia. “After over 2,700 miles, we could see the glow of lights to the south from Barbados,” remembers Backhus. “We gybed onto starboard and decided to go to white sails as the wind and sea were building as we approached the Lesser Antilles chain. By late morning we had gusts up to 35 knots and the seas were tossing us about like dice in a cup. ‘Land Ho!’ was just before 11 a.m. “The long reach up the coast of St. Lucia in rough seas seemed like the longest stretch of the passage for us. Having made landfall, we just couldn’t wait to get to the finish line. As we rounded Pigeon Island into Rodney Bay on the leeward side of the island, the seas calmed, but we were hard on 20+ knot winds. Moonshadow heeled right over as we sheeted the sails in and bore down on the finish line. We finally crossed after 18 days, 3 hours and 51 minutes. It wasn’t a fast passage because of unusually light winds, but we were later told that we were the 19th of some 235 boats to finish. We arrived at our berth in the Rodney Bay Marina to the sound of a steel drum band, big welcomes and piña coladas, along with a basket of fresh fruit and a bottle of St. Lucian rum.” You know how **Costa Rica** has a
reputation for being such an ecologically progressive country? Maybe it's not deserved. Check out the photo of the mob of men, women and children raiding turtle nests for eggs — right in front of the turtles. How rude! And how foolishly shortsighted.

It's not as if the problem is limited to Costa Rica. There have been tremendous turtle conservation successes in Mexico, including those based out of Nuevo Vallarta. But not everyone is with the program. According to one woman who doesn't want her identity revealed, "While walking on the beach in Nuevo Vallarta this morning, I witnessed two municipal police officers, with a backpack, searching for turtle nests to collect the eggs. This is a felony, as not even the police are allowed to touch the eggs. I went to the turtle conservation camp to report the incident, but nobody was there. So I called the police station to report this felony, and the woman on the other end of the line simply could not stop laughing."

"The week after I left Peru — which I found to be one of the most wonderful countries in the world — I was reminded that this wonderful cruising life isn't all wine and roses," reports Pamela Bendell of the Port Hardy, B.C.-based Kristen.

46 Precious Metal. "After many tears of farewell with friends, yacht club staff, water taxi drivers, and local merchants, Precious Metal set sail from Lima at noon November 17. Six weeks of maintenance and installation of new equipment had her ship-shape and ready — or so I thought — to begin her next season of the Galapagos, Central America, Mexico, and the South Pacific.

"Things started to go south just four hours into the passage, when I noticed that my newly re-built alternator ($800) wasn't charging the batteries. Returning to Lima was a distant option because clearing in and out again would be expensive and time-consuming. So we began to shut things down: the watermaker, most of the refrigeration, the lights, the music, the radar and running lights unless necessary, and the biggest sacrifice of all, the autopilot. It soon became clear that we had to abandon our plans for the Galapagos and put into port. After many satphone calls and relays, I was able to arrange a 'forced entry' into Ecuador, whereby I could bypass nor-
mal entrance formalities. This sounded appealing, but in corrupt developing countries, it comes with a cost.

"As we approached Puerto Lucia, Ecuador, we were still in positive spirits despite the fact that the Heart Interface battery monitor indicated minus 411 amp hours! But our dock, mechanic and ship’s agent were all waiting. Things progressed nicely, as all the amenities came alive as soon as we were plugged into shorepower. The mechanic quickly discovered that the alternator had just come off its mount. Overhanging all of these positives was my pending meeting with officials to process my entry into Ecuador. Soon five men in uniform — Port Captain, Immigration, Customs, Health Inspector, and my agent — presented themselves. They sat around the salon table while all but Mr. Immigration drank all our Coke. He drank our scotch. Everything was going well as the piles of documents were thrown in front of me for signature. Suddenly, the Mr. Immigration/Scotch discovered that my passport hadn’t gotten a departure stamp from the Galapagos seven months before. Mind you, I’d already cleared into and out of Peru, so he was obviously just looking for a bribe. During two hours of ridiculous conversation, Mr. Immigration/Scotch threatened to make me go all the way to Guayaquil to meet other Immigration officials. I finally asked for immediate exit papers from Ecuador. The result was that I was basically allowed to stay, but not legally, so my name didn’t appear on the crew list and I wasn’t allowed to leave the marina. They finally relented when I told them I had no food, and said I could take a taxi to and from the store — but I couldn’t walk! Barry, one of my crew, jokingly gave me a piggy-back ride to the theatre so I wouldn’t being breaking the rules. As the officials departed, they asked for — a bottle of scotch. I gave them a bottle of pisco. As soon as they got to their car, they began drinking it. I hope it gave them all headaches the next day. It’s such a shame that the wonderful Ecuadorian people are represented by these horrible men with so much power."

Out cruising? We’d love to hear from you. Send emails and high res photo to richard@latitude38.com. Gracias.

"Let’s have a drink to celebrate corruption," suggests Mr. Immigration/Scotch. Corruption is the world’s most devastating crime.
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24 FEET & UNDER


25 TO 28 FEET

20-FT LASER SB3, 2008. Will Deliver, West Coast. $27,500. Nearly new Laser SB3, but not a new boat price. Sailed 6 times since purchased 18 months ago. All gear and trailer in like-new condition. Will deliver to your door, West Coast. Contact coguildner@peoplesbank-wa.com or (360) 319-5419.


25-FT MANCEBO, 1975. Fort Mason. $4,995. 25-ft cat ketch custom designed and built by Dave Mancebo for cruising. See article at website: http://ls4188photo-bucket.com/albums/qp264/mrsail/boat s/?action=view&current=catKetch1.jpg. Call or email Eric at ejamison@ucsd.edu or (707) 477-1140.

WOODRUN MARINE
Specializing in custom interior cabinetry, tables, cabinets, countertops, cabinsoles. For power or sail.

CARPENTRY
Mobile cabinet shop
Contact Lon Woodrum at:
415-420-5970 www.woodrunmarine.com

N.E. MARINE TITLE
Coast Guard documentation • Title lien searches • Transfers • Mortgage filing • Escrow services
Local closing facility for brokers or private transactions
30 years experience of doing it right the first time
1150 Ballena Blvd, Alameda, CA • (510) 521-4925

NOR-CAL COMPASS
Adjustment • Sales Authorized Compass Repair
Hal McCormack • norcal.compass@verizon.net • Phone/Fax (415) 892-7177

BOAT • LETTERING
alphaboats@aol.com • (510) 599-1197 • www.alphaboatgraphics.com
Creative and durable lettering and artwork for your boat
30-FT YANCEY, 1972. Moss Landing. $4,000. Custom mast, Sailing vane, 8-ft Avon, Atomic 4, 110%, 135%, storm jib, and North main. She’s a basic boat needing interior and exterior cosmetic attention. www.tweakoz.com/eggy/wordpress/?page_id=24. (831) 239-5123 or diego.link.eggy@gmail.com.

ISLANDER 30 MK II, 1971. Moss Landing Harbor District. $7,500. 4-cyl gas inboard (Palmer P60). fiberglass hull w/ teak trim. 3-burner alcohol stove/oven, BBQ, Depth/hstfinder, CB and VHF radio. Recent work; Sept ’09 hauled out, tuned up, oil change, new head, replaced through hulls and zincs. Sails include spinnaker, 2 storm jibs, 100% & 130% genoa. Mahogany interior, 5 teakjackets, lots of extras. Sleeps 4 comfortably. Good solid boat. Ready to sail. Take over slip. (831) 915-6783 or (831) 659-1921 or dbroadcases@sbcglobal.net.


32-FT VALIANT, 1979. San Francisco. $36,000 / Price reduced. Proven blue-water cruiser, roller furling jib, 3-cylinder Universal diesel, windvane, radar, autopilot, SSB and VHF radios, anchor winch and all-chain rode. 6’2” headroom, hot water, shower, stove/oven/air conditioning. All original. (415) 601-5666 or kenkelton@gmail.com.


31-FT OLSON, 1978. South Lake Tahoe. $12,000/obo. Wraith is loaded, 20+ sails, racing/cruising, rebuilt trailer, GPS, VHF, beam of destiny, jock strap, double spreaders, rod rigging, Nissan 3.5hp, new V-berth cushions. 2009 fleet champion. (530) 416-6100 or wilsons@charter.net.


35-FT YOUNG SUN CUTTER, 1981. San Carlos, Mexico. $74,800. Bluewater cruiser, located in San Carlos, Mexico, ready to sail the world, full cruise equipped, more information on our website: http://younsung.squarespace.com/specs. Or email moimontemonte@gmail.com. (970) 259-5102.


RIGGING ONLY & SMALL AD, SMALL PRICES

Standing and running rigging, life lines, furling gear, winches, line, windlasses, travelers, wire and terminals, blocks, vangs, and much more.
– Problem solving and discount mail order since 1984 –
www.riggingonly.com • (508) 992-0434 • sail@riggingonly.com

STARBOARD YACHT DELIVERIES

Over 50,000 sea miles • Pacific, Caribbean, Atlantic
USCG Master 100 GT STCW • Power & Sail
Rick Whiting • (415) 740-2924 • captain_rick@sbcglobal.net

MARINE SURVEYS - Capt. Alan Hugenot
(SAMS) Accredited Marine Surveyor • (415) 531-6172
Yacht Master (USCG 200 tons - International) • Port Engineer • Yacht Manager • Delivery Skipper • Boat Handling, Navigation & Safety Instructor • Bay or Delta • Accepts MC & VISA

CPT AUTOPilot

Get the Reliable, Powerful Wheel Pilot
Quiet & Dependable • Affordable • Built for Immersion Easy Owner Installation • Low Power Consumption
831-687-0541 • www.cptautopilot.com
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36 TO 39 FEET


38-FT KETTENBURG, 1956. 3 available. “Nice boat”; “beautiful boat”; “gorgeous boat!” heard many times from other boaters during every sail. Enjoy character, attention, admiration, and fantastic sailing while sustaining the heritage. Details at www.sailk38.com. (916) 847-9064 or steve@paradigmmpilgrim.com.


36-FT ALLIED PRINCESS, 1977. Petaluma, CA. $40,000. Well cared for cruising ketch. Recent refit includes new sails, standing and running rigging, electronics, hull LP paint. Perkins diesel w/500 hrs. www.flickr.com/photos/54536845@N08/ (707) 364-0801 or rhurt@comcast.net.


CATALINA 36 MK II, 1995. Alameda, CA. $35,000. Excellent condition, includes new windlass, hot/cold pressurized water, inverter, VHF, electronics, low engine hours, 15hp Johnson motor and Zodiac inflatable. Contact (510) 523-4081 or roystark@aol.com.

36-FT PEPPER CATCHER II, 1982. Marina LaPaz, Baja. $64,500. Ocean proven, turnkey cruiser. Excellent condition, including cockpit, great liveaboard, etc. Comfortable and easily handled by two people. Possible trade or financing. Contact Jerry. (415) 435-3513 or barney@comcast.net.

45-FT SPARKMAN & STEPHENS. Seafarer yawl, 1962. San Francisco. $85,000. Excellent condition, includes new windlass, hot/cold pressurized water, inverter, VHF, electronics, low engine hours, 15hp Johnson motor and Zodiac inflatable. See blog for equipment list and current photos at sailboatvagary.blogspot.com, (520) 825-7551 or stansirebog@gmail.com.

46-FT KELLY PETTERSON, 1982. Morro Bay. $194,000. Cruise ready with long list of equipment: 2 staterooms, 2 heads with new electric toilets, reeler and freer, large center cockpit, etc. Comfortable and great sailing boat that’s ready to go anywhere! woodeneye53@yahoo.com or (805) 430-1909.

PROFESSIONAL DELIVERY CAPTAINS
San Diego based, USCSC Master 100 GT. Sail and power: ASA-certified instructional deliveries. Pacific Mexico and Baja Bash specialists. davidhbrotherton@yahoo.com • www.boatdeliverycaptain.org • (619) 913-7834 • Will deliver your boat bottom scrubbing & more . . .

MULTIHULL YACHT DESIGNER • MARINE SURVEYOR
John R. Marples, CMS • Certified, National Association of Marine Surveyors
415.331.7215 william@gotzinc.com • www.gotzinc.com

40-50 FEET

40-FT HUNTER LEGEND, 1986. La Paz, MX. $64,900. Cruise ready for the 2011 season, full electronics, comfort-able performance cruiser. Constantly upgraded with newer equipment. Call or write for details and pictures. Save money by buying in Mexico. (530) 957-2810 or gregondetente@gmail.com.


41-FT MORRAN CLASSIC MODEL. 1991. San Carlos, Mexico. $98,000. Primo condition. Equipped and ready to cruise. Center cockpit, great liveaboard, must see to appreciate roominess. Recent survey. See blog for equipment list and current photos at sailboatvagary.blogspot.com, (520) 825-7551 or stansirebog@gmail.com.

45-FT DOWNEASTER CC, 1980. La Paz, Mexico. Best offer. This California-built boat was refitted in 2004. Our plans have changed and we will make this an excellent deal for new owner. Can be seen at website. www.mazmarine.com. (941) 204-3271 or kruzn2004@aol.com.


36-FT AVANTI BY BAYLINER, 1998. Alameda. $89,000. Boat is in great shape. Less than 100 original hours on engines. New bottom paint, new canvas, new electronics, all maintenance on engines recently done. Boat is ready to go. (415) 686-0784 or roc.kux@gmail.com.


46-FT VAN DE STADT, TAURARA. is designed as a blue water cruiser for 2 people. She can be easily singlehanded. All sail handling is done from the very protected cockpit. Since her launch in 2008 we have sailed about 13,000NM with her and are very happy with the performance. Headroom is more than 2 meters throughout the boat. Please contact seller for an extensive list of features and equipment. www.tauhara.com.

LA PAZ, BAJA. Sailing with a MacGregor 26X or Herreshoff 28. More info at www.sailing-baja.com. (011-52) 612-7825 or (760) 975-5850 or info@catvp.com.


46-FT SAGA 409 SAILBOAT PARTNERSHIP. Belvedere, CA. Equity ownership interest in new Saga 409 cruising sloop berthed at San Francisco Yacht Club. Semi-custom Tony Castro design built by Westerly Marine. Dual staterooms, separate stall shower, Vacuflush, Garmin chartplotter, flat screen TV, stereo, microwave, wine cellar. Spectra full-batten main with Doyle Stack Pack and lazy jacks, roller furling jib, electric halyard/mainsheet winch, Yanmar 3-blade folding prop, much more. Fast, easy to sail, great for entertaining. $150k plus $200/mo. (415) 298-2080 or george@kw-properties.com.


PORT POWER & HOUSEBOATS

43-FT ALFRED JOHN #309N, 1930. Marina. $85,000. Beautiful staysail schooner. Must sell, not in Call anymore. Recent hull, deck, wood spars upgrades. New rigging. 43hp diesel. Hull is cold-molded with Awlgrip paint. Documentation of all work, surveys available. Dry-dock. alden309n@gmail.com.

36-FT AVANTI BY BAYLINER, 1998. Alameda. $89,000. Boat is in great shape. Less than 100 original hours on engines. New bottom paint, new canvas, new electronics, all maintenance on engines recently done. Boat is ready to go. (415) 686-0784 or roc.kux@gmail.com.


VALLARTA CATAMARAN CHARTER. Puerto Vallarta. Low season rates! Come sail with us on famous HumuHumu in perfect Banderas Bay conditions. Full day, Long Weekend or Costa Alegre Discovery Cruise. Vallarta has it all www. catvp.com. (760) 681-7825 or (760) 975-5850 or info@catvp.com.

CHARTER DIRECT & SAVE $$$$. Owner’s time available for discount charter. Beautiful Robertson & Caine 4600 cat, Hope, featured in Latitud 38. Based in beautiful Belize. Book direct and save big bucks. pettys@cmmcast.net.

Goat Island 32 • Caribbean • South Pacific

Stop by our office and take a bundle of Latitude 38 along with you. We promise you’ll be a hero for sharing them with other cruisers!

Latitude 38 • 15 Locust Ave • Mill Valley, CA • (415) 383-8200 • Open M-F 9-5

Inquiries only. www.sailboatlistings.com. (941) 204-3271 or kruzn2004@aol.com.

www.mazmarine.com. (941) 204-3271 or kruzn2004@aol.com.


www.mahina.com • (360) 378-6131

www.mahina.com • (360) 378-6131
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PLAN YOUR MEXICAN GETAWAY NOW at the brand-new, gorgeous Cielo Y Mar condos. Located in Punta Mita, 35 minutes from Puerto Vallarta, available to rent from private owner. On the beach, 10 feet from the water, they offer spectacular views of ocean and mountains, the biggest infinity pool in the area, an endless beach, great surf breaks, great fishing, tremendous views of whales, bird life and the islands. While uncrowded and tranquil, just a five-minute walk to several waterfront restaurants. Choose from a spacious, beautifully furnished one- or three-bedroom unit, or an amazing two-story penthouse with lovely shade trellis on the top floor. To reserve, call Dona de Mallorca at (415) 599-5012. See details: www.puntamitabeachfrontcondos.com.

TRADE MOTOR HOME. FOR CRUISING SAILBOAT. Sebastopol. Would like to trade 1990 Beaver Marquise 40’ Motor Home with Cat 3208 diesel, just with 74k in beautiful condition and loaded with extras, for fully found 40’-50’ cruising sailboat. Will make up difference in cash. (707) 829-3631 or larrick@sonic.net.

LET US PAY FOR YOUR BOAT! New or late model Catalina 350/355/375 or Beneteau 34/37 for our WindPath Program at South Beach Harbor. Includes berthing at South Beach, all maintenance, insurance, haul out, diving... everything! www.windpath.com. (415) 543-7333.

WANTED - EXPRESS 37. Have an Express 37 that you don’t use as much as you’d like? Give me a call - I’m really interested in buying one. The boat will stay in the Bay Area. Call Jack. (510) 260-7610 or jpeurach@gmail.com.


TODAYISYOURDAY

SALE/RENT

SAN CARLOS GUAYMAS. Caracol Turistico. $140,000.oo/or. Renovated house triplex, not furnished, 3000 sq ft. Walk less than one block to marina and Marina-Terra hotel, live in upper level, rent office, kitchenette and two suites. Might trade for nice sailboat plus cash. (248) 420-1741 or parkdale525@gmail.com.
CREW

CREW NEEDED. Need crew member for Atlantic crossing - Cape Town to Tobago, departing early February 2011 on s/v VIVA, Saga 43. Contact Scott Harkey, scottviva@gmail.com.

RACE IN THE 2011 HEINEKEN REGATTA. Can you trim for speed? Do you have the stamina to grind? Would you like to learn more about big boat racing? Are you willing to work hard to improve your racing skills? Our Farr 40 charter for the 2011 Heineken Regatta begins February 27, 2011. Dawn Hiley, Executive Director of Oakcliff Sailing, will coach the team during the 3 pre-race days. You must have experience sailing dinghies or keel-boats. Crew will share charter expense. To find out more, contact Stan Phillips at Stan574@comcast.net.

AH...THE BEAUTIFUL MARQUESAS. La Paz. Well found Cal 39 iloop Lardo looking for 1 or 2 crew to the Marquesas Islands. Will be leaving La Cruz late February 2011. Share food expense only. (510) 610-1012 or casademillard@gmail.com.

JOBS WANTED

WORKING CHEF. West Coast and Mexico. Daily Rate. Let me take the joy of taking care of all your cooking needs, on your boat. With over 20 years food preparation. Making great healthy foods. Plus I’m a good deck hand... (831) 809-1012 or jamic@redshift.com.

PERSONALS

SAILING INVITATIONS. Hawaii. Welcome aboard Spirit Guide, a 2002 53-ft Amel. Would like to meet single sailing partner for Hawaiian Islands and possible circumnavigation. kcyoung52@gmail.com or (714) 827-0229.

SAILMAKER TO THE WORLD SINCE 1947

QUALITY CUSTOM CRUISING SAILS FOR LESS!

BOLTERS PARADISE ST. Petersburg, FL. Extraordinary views, 237’ on deep water, 3BR, 3.5BA, huge garage and workshop, big lot, dock 100’, boat lift, cul-de-sac. Minutes to Gulf of Mexico, 45 minutes to Tampa airport. For full details, see website: www.propertyemp.com/premier. Email herecomesthesun8888@yahoo.com or (727) 698-3000.

BOATERS PARADISE ST. Petersburg, FL. Extraordinary views, 237’ on deep water, 3BR, 3.5BA, huge garage and workshop, big lot, dock 100’, boat lift, cul-de-sac. Minutes to Gulf of Mexico, 45 minutes to Tampa airport. For full details, see website: www.propertyemp.com/premier. Email herecomesthesun8888@yahoo.com or (727) 698-3000.

PERSONALS

SAILING INVITATIONS. Hawaii. Welcome aboard Spirit Guide, a 2002 53-ft Amel. Would like to meet single sailing partner for Hawaiian Islands and possible circumnavigation. kcyoung52@gmail.com or (714) 827-0229.
WHAT'S ON THE MENU?

There are more than 1,000 events listed for your sailing enjoyment in the 2011 Northern California SAILING CALENDAR. Pick one up today and see what's on the menu.

www.latitude38.com
NEW AND USED SAILS!
Specializing in production boats and featuring the largest selection of stock sails available anywhere! Save with warehouse volume discounts on Stock Sails, Custom Sails, Sail Covers, Furlers and Accessories. All top Quality.

Full Batten Mains • Furling Genoas • Storm Jibs • Tysails • Furling Units • Custom Canvas • Used Sails

LOGEN STATE
DIESEL MARINE
PARTS
YANMAR • UNIVERSAL • WESTERBEKE
PERKINS • ISUZU • PATHFINDER • ATOMIC 4
SERVICE
DIESEL ENGINES
Barbara Campbell
351 EMBARCADERO
OAKLAND, CA 94606
(510) 465-1093

GOLDEN STATE
DIESEL MARINE

NEW GEAR FOR THE NEW YEAR!
Latitude 38 Logowear
15 Locust Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941
www.latitude38.com

Hand Crafted, High-Efficiency Area Light
LED Swivel Reading and Berth Lights in Chrome or Titanium (Brass) Finish

Brighten your cabin with better light quality, superior color rendition, and lower battery drain! Selection of wood choices for fixtures. Splash-proof and Night-vision models available. Dual power for bright light or gentle glow, and two levels of red.

Alpenglow Lights, LLC, P. O. Box 415, Eureka, MT 59917
debi@alpenglowlights.com · www.alpenglowlights.com

Hand Crafted, High-Efficiency Area Light

Latitude 38 Logowear
15 Locust Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941

Continued on next page…
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May the New Year Bring You Fair Winds
and Following Seas
Let the world's largest international catamaran and trimaran brokerage, The Multihull Company, assist you with the purchase or sale of a multihull anywhere in the world.

The Multihull Company offers several distinct differences, from its pioneering buyer/broker program developed by founder Phillip Berman, himself a World Champion catamaran racer and author, to its international print advertisements that reach just the right buyers and sellers of catamarans, to its monthly newsletters that actually help readers understand the market, the latest trends in sailing, and even tackle the recent controversies about electric engines, helm station placement, daggerboards versus keels, etc., to our powerful online presence and social media know-how and U.S. and European boat show participation.

Visit us at www.multihullcompany.com and see why The Multihull Company is truly the choice for sailors around the world. We offer even the casual browser the means to understand the market with expert videos, articles and an extensive selection of catamarans and trimarans listed for sale.
**SERVING THE BOATING COMMUNITY SINCE 1957**

- **37’ ISLANDER SLOOP** 1968 • $21,900
- **41’ NEWPORT** 1981 • $44,950
- **35’ AMUTHON STEEL SLOOP** 1966 • $18,500
- **56’ FOUNTAINE PAJOT MARQUISES** 2001 • $595,000
- **44’ SIRENA** 1988 • $109,000
- **36’ BENETEAU 361** 1999 • $84,500
- **40’ NEWPORTER STAYSAIL SCHOONER** 1957 • $29,500
- **44’ COLIN ARCHER STEEL PH KETCH** 1972 • $69,500
- **39’ PEARSON 390 CENTER COCKPIT** 1972 • $25,000
- **45’ C&L EXPLORER CUTTER** 1979 • $59,500
- **47’ COLIN ARCHER STEEL PH KETCH** 1972 • $69,500
- **40’ NEWPORTER STAYSAIL SCHOONER** 1957 • $29,500
- **49’ BENETEAU 510**, ‘07 • $175,000
- **44’ SWAN, ’74** .................. $125,000
- **44’ TARTAN 4475, ’75** .......... $74,000
- **51’ BENETEAU 510**, ‘92 • $175,000
- **44’ HUNTER DS, ’05** .......... $199,000
- **36’ BENETEAU 361**, ‘00 • $99,500
- **49’ BENETEAU SLOOP, ’07** .... $445,000
- **44’ TARTAN 4475, ’75** .......... $74,000

---

**Michael Wiest Yacht Sales**

**QUALITY PRE-OWNED SAILBOATS**

**CHECK THEM OUT AT**

www.michaelwiestyachtsales.com

then call (510) 601-5010 • Emeryville, CA

---

Chrysopyle was designed and built in 1961 by naval architect Myron Spaulding, a renowned American sailor. Considered a legend on the Sausalito waterfront, **Chrysopyle** was constructed of the best materials and workmanship money could buy. A veteran of three transPacific crossings and countless coastal adventures, this prestigious yacht has been with the same family since her launching. Truly a treasure!

---

**NAPA VALLEY MARINA YACHTS**

(866) 363-8882 • (707) 252-8011

1200 Milton Road • Napa, CA 94559

www.napavalleymarina.com

Marina • Boatyard • Chandlery • Brokerage

Dealers for YANMAR • Interlux Yacht Paint • Brownell Boat Stands

Distributors for

---

Offered for sale by City Yachts: (415) 567-8880

Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=QT78BtPNnHl
HINCKLEY BERMUDA 40 MkII Yawl CB (1968) Bill Tripp design is highly regarded for classic beauty, superb workmanship and quality details. New sails, dodger, intelligently updated. Excellent condition. Asking $147,000

SWAN 45 (2003) Race or cruise. Kancro Line won her class in the TransPac and was second twice in the Big Boat Series. This boat has all the gear to go cruising and is in perfect condition. $525,000

BALTIC 42 DP (1984) Since 1973, Baltic Yachts of Finland have been building comfortable, safe, long distance cruisers with very good sailing and performance characteristics. Doug Peterson design, superbly maintained, hull #29. Asking $165,000

NELSON MAREK CUSTOM A 92-ft aluminum world cruiser. Recently repowered. Immaculate throughout and in perfect condition. $1,500,000

HERITAGE Yacht Sales

Long Beach-Naples
Newport Beach
Wilmington
231 North Marina Dr. 866-569-2248
829 Harbor Island Dr. 877-389-2248
Berth 202 Peninsula Rd. 877-599-2248
Cell. 310-995-9989
www.heritageyachts.com

Your Southern California Alerion Express Dealer

51’ Cooper, 1985
$299,000

45’ Hunter Legend, 1986
$79,900

40’ Beneteau, 2008
$199,000

36’ Catalina, 1983
$49,000

34’ Formosa, 1980
$59,900

28’ Alerion, 2004
$79,900
55’ TAYANA CENTER COCKPIT CUTTER, 1988
Sturdy, well equipped vessel, outfitted by knowledgeable owners for world cruising. Twin wind gen., solar panels, first-class AP, and state-of-the-art navigation aids will take her new owners anywhere. $299,000

42’ HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER, 1989
Deep-keel performance sloop set up for shorthanded. Custom interior plan finished Herreshoff-style white formica bulkheads w/glass vernished mahogany trim. Meticulously maintained and upgraded, rare on West Coast. $299,000

50’ STEPHENS, 1966
Stephens were all expensive custom builds and this is a prime example. Over $500k spent on her since ’04; updated inside/out but retains her original stately lines and elegant ambiance. Possible Sausalito transferable slip. $210,000

37’ HUNTER 376, 1999
Very spacious, light and airy, this vessel shows as new; must see to appreciate. Out-of-country owners motivated; offers encouraged. Sausalito Yacht Harbor slip can be arranged. $89,000

40’ BENETEAU FIRST 40.7, 2003
The First 40.7 combines the excitement of a sleek racer with all the comforts of a luxurious cruiser. This one is a well-equipped beauty that shows new inside and out. She’s the deep version (preferable for the Bay). $159,000

31’ PACIFIC SEACRAFT CUTTER, 1989
Vessel shows very very nicely. Always been a professionally maintained local boat and has less than 400 hrs on Yanmar dsl. Radar, chartplotter, robust offshore dodger, wheel steering, etc. Transferable Sausalito YH slip. $89,000

34’ HANS CHRISTIAN, 1976
A capable Perry design with full keel, high ballast-to-weight ratio, a big, comfortable, deep cockpit and a big rudder placed far aft, she is safe and sea-kindly under power or sail. Beautiful interior finished in lovely teak. $79,000

38’ C&C, 1980
C&C is known for producing fast, good looking and well built boats, and this is a prime example: she shows very nicely (especially her oiled Burma teak interior), is competitively priced and sails like a witch – a very nice combination. $44,900

38’ INGRID SLOOP, 1984
Clean, never cruised, one owner example of this classic John Atkins design. A modern adaptation of pilot boats designed by Colin Archer for North Sea conditions, the Ingrid is the gold standard for capable cruisers. $49,000/Offers

34’ SUNSET SLOOP, 1967
This full keeled jewel was built like a piano by Al Silva shortly after he left Stone Boat Yard. Fully restored and everything is done to showboat standards. $49,000

38’ MORGAN, 1981
Morgans are well known for quality construction and seaworthiness; high D/L ratio of 265 and long fin keel provide a comfortable ride in the Bay’s boisterous conditions. Very clean in and out, with recent, dark blue Aylgrip. $39,900

35’ PEARSON SLOOP, 1981
Built in Rhode Island to typical Pearson standards, this is one of the last 35s built and has been a local boat since 1983. In very nice shape, priced right and lying in a transferable Sausalito Yacht Harbor slip. A nice package! $29,000

36’ UNION CUTTER, 1980
Heavily built full keel canoe sterned classic, designed by Robert Perry and built by the renowned Union yard in Taiwan. Repowered, aluminum mast, rerigged. Offers encouraged. Competitively priced at $59,000
NORPAC YACHTS

1150 Brickyard Cove Rd., B9, Pt. Richmond, CA 94801
(510) 232-7200 • FAX (510) 232-7202
email: info@norpacyachts.com

FOR MORE SEE OUR WEBSITE

Visit us at BEAUTIFUL & FRIENDLY Brickyard Cove Marina

SAIL
100' MEGA SLOOP Custom Offshore Performance Exotic. Comfort & luxury, spacious, sleep 17, loaded and near new. GREAT CRUISER POTENTIAL!!! Asking $175,000
50' ALDEN Beaufort Cutter. Center PI cockpit, aft S/W, old, heavy, world crew. AWESOME!!! Asking $249,000
33' ROYAL HUSKAN ALUMINUM Cutter by Allen Gunney. World class builder and designer. Teak deck, new standing rig, new cabin, through & MORE!!! Tank emergency bows! 52% PRICE SAVES! Must sell now! This is way too much for this vessel. Asking $19,250
50' GUARDIAN by Wm. Gardner. Diesel, 3/4, and MORE. Asking $19,450
30' STEEL Sloops, Spencer/Spomor by Robert. Diesel, new, unfinished project. Asking $19,900
30' TRANSOM by Apsgaard. Teak, tradable pocket cruiser. REDUCED Asking $29,500

POWER
120' GRAND PASSAGE Passenger Ship. Certified for 33 passengers overnight. Booked for the season. Virtual tanker. Money and opportunity, working WIN ... 22,000,000
101' STEEL TUG with beautiful SALSALTO, BERTH Grant PID, operator, fantastic opportunity.Loaded of potential. Fabulous value!!! $44,950
100' Steel HIGH ENDurance Adventure/CHARTER SHIP in Northern California. Turn-key operation. A great opportunity! REDUCED 1,374,950
85' CLASSIC TUG, '23 Vancouver Shipyard. Recent diesel. Manufacturer's warranty. Beautiful, luxurious and seaworthy. Perfect for Classic Tug hunting!!! Asking $175,000
62' ECO 1992 CLASSIC MODERN Ketch. Twin old, gorgeous, elegant, comfortable GREAT LAKES CRUISER. Must see!!! Often encountered!!! Asking $149,950
56' HOVEY MANSION Cruising Cementenous HOUSEBOAT. High-end custom interior, teak and MORE! Motivated seller has reduced her asking price to $375,000
50' TRIPPLA TRAWLER, long range, great layout, 671 N-Gen diesel, Needs TLC. A great boat!!! Asking $49,950

CALL (510) 232-7200 OR FREE (877) 444-5078
OR CALL GLENN DIRECT at (415) 637-1181

For Information & Inspection Appointments

Our Boats Are SELLING and WE NEED MORE LISTINGS!
This Is the Time to LIST YOUR BOAT WITH NORPAC!

36' ISLANDER Slop. Well specified and outstandingly polar Allen Gunney design. Wheel steering, 3/4, full bilge, six winches, comfortable TEAK, new spars, 36' TEAK CABIN, rigging for short-handed sailing, teak, well laid out and comfortable down below. New transit, dodger and MORE! Asking $357,000

30' GARY MULL CUSTOM Slop by Escondido Boat Works. The Shadow, famous SF Bay racer completely rebuilt and in new and near new better condition. Diesel, excellent collodion coated construction. Ready to cruise/see and WIN! Asking $74,950

36' X-YACHTS X-119 HIGH-PERFORMANCE Sloop. Renowned Danish performance cruiser/ racer. Loaded with gear & high tech sails. Previously owned by World class builder and designer. Excellent! Asking $295,000

101' CLASSIC EXPRESS CRUISER by CALLIS. Total and magnificent professional restoration. Beautiful, timeless. ALL MUSICAL TEAM 1970s. A gem! Asking $399,000

40' X-YACHTS X-119 HIGH-PERFORMANCE Sloop. Renowned Danish performance cruiser/racer. Loaded with gear & high tech sails. Previously owned by World class builder and designer. Excellent! Asking $399,000

40' X-YACHTS X-119 HIGH-PERFORMANCE Sloop. Renowned Danish performance cruiser/racer. Loaded with gear & high tech sails. Previously owned by World class builder and designer. Excellent! Asking $399,000

43' D.M. CALLIS CLASSIC 1923 Custom Express Cruiser, Mandarin. TEAK masterpiece. Famous from Running 200' on Catalina, Hollywood, etc. NOW exquisitely & totally refit with modern everything discretely incorporated. & true to designer’s original intent. Excellent rare opportunity. She is fast! Ask $98,950

43' POLARIS Cannon-Stern Cutter. Provincial cruiser. Diesel, fuel, steering, full galley, 14’ 6” beam, enclosed marine head w/shower, Cabin of luxury to world-class yacht. Loaded and beautiful. Asking $219,950

57' BOWMAN Ketch. An AWESOME vessel completely equipped for world cruising. TOO MUCH TO LIST, must be seen. Has circumnavigated and also completed the Northwest Passage east to west. seaworthy, comfortable and ready. This is your ultimate bluewater cruising yacht. Asking $219,950

38' LUXURY MOTORSAILOR Turkish Golet Ketch. A stately and classic, comfortable cruiser. Loaded! Asking $399,000

30' TRIPP SLOOP Bill Tripp Jr.’s beautiful Seafarer. Loaded and beautiful. REDUCED. Asking $49,950

88’ LUXURY MOTORSAILOR Turkish Golet Ketch. A stately and classic, comfortable cruiser. Loaded! Asking $399,000

57' BOWMAN Ketch. An AWESOME vessel completely equipped for world cruising. TOO MUCH TO LIST, must be seen. Has circumnavigated and also completed the Northwest Passage east to west. seaworthy, comfortable and ready. This is your ultimate bluewater cruising yacht. Asking $219,950


48’ DUTCH CANAL Beige w/diesel main. FANTASTIC, SALSALTO liveship. Built in style by Dullas. Unique cruising livelihood. For Bay and Delta. Comfort and character. Fish, galley, laundry, radar, canvaswork, inside wheelhouse and MORE!!! Asking $215,000
45’ STEPHENS 1919 classic. Beautiful, fast, entry-class boat. Worth a look to the day of yacht in the grand style...


33' ALUMINUM SALSALTO Cutter. One of a kind. Absolutely unique and ultra spacious. Fully operational. Set up for very ANYWHERE cruiser! A


44' STEEL Cannon-stern cutter by Geo. Bailey / Fred Logier & Sons. John Deen diesel. Stout steel construction. Awesome bluewater cruiser built to go to sea and stay there. Radar, GPS, etc. Here's your world beater! Asking $89,955

35' TAHITI KETCH Teak construction. Near total rebuild/renovation, newly installed Yanmar dl & more! New very fast 50-year old vessel. This is a beautiful example of John-Harloe’s much-loved design & an excellent investment $11,500

34' CAR FERRY Conversion-Office/Studio/Configure. Fully functional. Setup for you for comfortable living and working. Ice Class, built in Norway. First condition. Absolutely unique & very cool. Rare opportunity. Asking $375,000

40' X-YACHTS X-119 HIGH-PERFORMANCE Sloop. Renowned Danish performance cruiser/racer. Loaded with gear & high tech sails. Previously owned by World class builder and designer. Excellent! Asking $399,000

43’ D.M. CALLIS CLASSIC 1923 Custom Express Cruiser, Mandarin. TEAK masterpiece. Famous from Running 200’ on Catalina, Hollywood, etc. NOW exquisitely & totally refit with modern everything discretely incorporated. & true to designer’s original intent. Excellent rare opportunity. She is fast! Ask $98,950

NOW IN LA LA LAND


NOW IN LA LAND

43’ D.M. CALLIS CLASSIC 1923 Custom Express Cruiser, Mandarin. TEAK masterpiece. Famous from Running 200’ on Catalina, Hollywood, etc. NOW exquisitely & totally refit with modern everything discretely incorporated. & true to designer’s original intent. Excellent rare opportunity. She is fast! Ask $98,950

NOW IN LA LAND

CALL (510) 232-7200 OR FREE (877) 444-5078
OR CALL GLENN DIRECT at (415) 637-1181

For Information & Inspection Appointments
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Happy New Year

The entire Team at KKMI would like to wish the racers, cruisers, day sailors and commercial fishermen a happy and healthy 2011!

We look forward to continuing to provide discerning boat owners the very best value, quality and service in the coming year.

Hope to see your faces and your bottoms, of your boat that is, in Pt. Richmond & Sausalito.

Sausalito, 420 Harbor Dr. (415) 332-KKMI (5564)
Pt. Richmond, 530 West Cutting Blvd. (510) 235-KKMI (5564)
Visit www.kkmi.com for rates, seminar updates & specials
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